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FOREWORD

Many trade associations have a long history of being involved
° in vocational education planning and programming at secondary and
postsecondary levels. The potential of their increased
involvement, as a. segment of the private sector,' was recognized
specifically iwthe Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act.
Little is documented; however, about the policies, proCesses, and
procedures that trade associations use to link With vocational
educatiOn. Moreover, whether trade associations possess and/or,
are willing.to share useful labor market and, technological
.updatin4 informationith vocational education is also
undocumented.

[The paucity of published information on existing trade
association-vocational education linkages and the potential
constructive benefits that might be derived through' greater
involvement of the two groups, prompted the Office of Vocational
and Adult Education (OVAE), U.S. Department of Education, and the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education to conduct
this pioneering study. The results should start a continuing
dialogue and energized efforts to build more viable linkages
between trade associations and vocational education.

Sincere thanks are extended to all of the trade association
representatives who helped by providing their candid views and
sharing important insights and guidance and to the state
directors, of vocational education for their assistance and
interest in the study. Their interest and assistance helped
significantly to complete the project.

The National Center expresses its appreciation to OVAE staff
members who were most cooperative and helpful in this effort. The
National Center is also appreciative of the constructive reviews
'of the final report provided by Tom Brennan, Director of Member
SerVices, The Printing 'Industries of the Carolinas, Inc.,
Charlotte, North Carolina; John Folz,' Executive Director, Ohio
Grain and Feed Association, Worthington, Ohio; obert E. Taylor,
Founder and Executive Director emeritus of the National Center,
Silver City,' New Mexico; and Robert Bhaerman an Allen Wiant of

vii
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the National Center staff. Thanks are due to Gayle'Shibano for
coordinating the internal and external Product Review Exchange.
The study was conducted in the Applied Research and Development

,

Division under the leadership of Richard Miguel, Associate
Director. Roy L. Butler, Senior Research Specialist, served as
the Project Director. Wayne B. Schroeder', Senior Research
Specialist, 'conducted three of the National trade association case
studies and assumed a major responsibility for the final report
preparation. Robert E. Norton, Senior Research Specialist,
conducted two of the Nat"nal trade association case studies and
developed the case study reports as well as other draft materials
for the final report. Jennifer Humphries-Cummings, Program
Associate, assisted with the interview guide development,
conducted nearly all of cherstate trade association case studies,
and assisted.with the analysis and summarization of collected
information. Lorna Calvert' served as the project typist and along'
with Debbie Koenig and Marilyn Willhoff was responsible for
preparing the final manuscript on the word processor. Editing was
performed by Judy Balogh and Ciritta Park of the National Center's
Editorial Services."

Special thanks are due to Robert E. Taylor, founder and
Executive Directbr Emeritus of the National Center, for his
initiative in amplifying the need for the study and his guidance
during the conduct of the study.

Chester K. Hansen
Acting Executive Director
The National Center for

Research in Vocational
Education

viii
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This research project explored policies, processes, and

associations in v
procedures for greater involvement of employer member trade

cational education programming. Two objectives
were pursued: (1).identify ways to Improve vocational education

. planning through greater involvemeneof trade associations other
than ap suppliers labor market information, and 2) determine
if nationalor state trade associations. are likely sources of
useful labor market, information for vocational education planning.
A case study, approach was used to collect \information from
national and state trade associations representing employers.

Candidate trade associations were identified through
literature references and contacts with trade association
representatives, such as the-American Society for Association
Executives, and by \Seeking trade association- vocational education
linkage ,.information in thestates from the state directors of
vocational education. A total of 23 state directors responded and
reported a total of'494 linkages with trade associations. The
candidates were classified Oin accordance with business sn
industry sectors. geographic representation, and relationship to
growing, or potential growing, areas of vocational education
program enrollments. Preliminary information was collected' by.
phone from approximately .100 trade association while eliciting
their potential participation in the study. This .

information was used to select purposefully five national trade
associations for on-site case studies and 53 state trade
association for abbreviated case studies via telephone.

A case-study interview guide was developed and reviewed
internally by National Center staff who had considerable
experience in conducting 'case studies, and, its use was tested
with a trade association located in Columbus, Ohio. Necessary
revisions were made and the guide was used to focus Information
collection during the case studies. The case studies were
conducted over an approximate 6-month period of time. Frequent
Meetings of case study interviewers were held to exchange
insights, ensure consistency of approaches, and analyze findings
on a preliminary basis. Each Case 4udy interviewer then accepted

ix



the responsibility for writing first drafts of the national trade
association case studies-and summarizing case studies conducted
via telephone of state trade association linkages with vocational
education,

Collected case study information was further analyzed and
synthesized along with other related data. The final report draft
was written in'accordance with an outline developed tor that
purpose earlier in the Oroject. The first draft of the report was
reviewed by the National` Center division associate director and
revised as necessary. The second draft was submitted to the
National Center's-Product Review Exchange (PRE) to obtain the
.constructive criticisms and suggestions ofthree external and two
internal reviewers. The blinded-PRE results were studied and
.disbussed by project staff and revisions were made as appropriate.
The revised report was edited,.further revised per editoral
suggestions, and produced for submisSion to the sponsor. A case
study report of the five national trade associations, approved by

vieach, appeard in the final report.

to.

Continuinvoffor'.3 were made to give the study visibility
through articles in the National Center's-Cehtergram (a quarterly
publication produced at no cost to the sponsor), response to
telephone inquiries from trade association and vocational
education representa'tives, and distribution of a project profile
at various meetings held at the National Center and elsewhere.

Five elements provide the framewOrk for presenting the
findings associated with objective one of the dtudy:

1. Current operational activities conducted by trade
. associations in support of vocational education planning

and programming and the prospects of their future
involvement.

o The five national trade associations reported a total
of 33 different activities and a range of 3-11
activities. States revealed 75 activities and a range
of 1-4 d'ctivitieb per state. The number of-reported
activities were grouped into six types,'which were .

compatible with,the responses of national end state
trade associations' (curriculum and instruction.; teacher
trainin* and support; career guidance, placement, on-
the-job experience, certification; donations of
contests, prizes, scholarships, and equipment; program
,advisory support; and promotion and legislation).
Nationals were most'active in
curriculum and instruction, whereas states were most
prominent inrgiving dOpations for various purposes.
Within the two groups, state trade associations divided
their efforts among the six types of activities more
evenly than did the nationals. All five nationals are
engaged heavily in educational materials development

12
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and distribution, to the extent of being vendors
focused on supporting their operations. Promotion and
legislation for vocational education were the least
reported'activities.

,-

o Nationals were slightly more optimistic about
increasing their future activities in support of

. vocational education than state trade associations.
4

2. Present and prospective' initiation of linkages between
trade associations and vodational education.

o Six areas were explored on the issue of activity
initiation, three dealing with egisting linkages and
three toquery trade associations on.future prospects
for Ittikege initiation. Three initiation sources
(trade association, joint initiation,, vocational
education) were:analyzed across the Yesponses to the
six areas. -

o National trade associations report that they aie the
most likely source for linkage activity initiation,
whereas state trade associations may be more inclined
to.respond to ,activities initiated by vocational
education. .

o National linkage activity initiation was fairly evenly
divided between trade association an6 joint vocation
education-trade association requests.

o National trade associations rely upon one of their key
officialgt to apprOve planning and programming linkages
with vocational education. State associations revealed
that approval is a shared responsibility among their
key officials, a board of directors, or an association
member.

o In initiating future linkage activities, national trade
associations prefer to continue being the initiator and
the majority of state associations prefer that
vocational education be the initiator.

o National trade associations prefer that future linkages
with vocational education be handled through one of
their specially designated departments oz offices,
whereas state trade associations indicated a preference
for their chief executive officer to be responsible for
Bch matters.

o National trade associations prefer for future linkages
to be operated in combination with state aid local
vocationar education personnel. State-trade
associations by contrast prefer to. link in the future

xi



state-level vocational education.

3. Current, and prospective practices for the planning and \

operational phases of trade association-vocational
education linkage activities.

o Existing national trade association linkages with
vocational education are lead predominantly by the
national headquarters. State association planning and
operational linkages are very decentralized with nearly
half of the activities being led by an individual
association member.

o The planning and operational procedures used for'
linkages with vocational education by state trade
associations are informal and flexible, whereas the ,

nationals were more structured.

o Future linkage activities and funding were suggested by
state trade associations, to come primarily from them.
Nationals felt that state and federal governments
should fund tie bulk of linkage activities (especially
basic curriculum development) and that trade
associations should provide-awards, scholarships, and
so forth.

o National and state trade associations focus more
planning and programming linkage activities upon
vocational education students. Vocational education
teachers are a distant second audience for linkages.

4. Benefits of trade association linkages with vocational'
education.

o National trade associations attached more importance to
getting better employees than state associations. The
value of good publicity for the trade association
because of linkages with vocational education was
viewed about equally important by national and state
trade associations.

o National and state trade associations agree that
vocational education benefits from receiving technical
advice and instructional materials from them.

o National and state trade associations suggest a wide
range of future benefits from linking with vocational
education. The most beneficial features of linkages
were 'suggested to be joint efforts ,to improve
vocational education progi.-ams, serving the skill and
career development needs of vocationa: education
students, and, to a lesser extent, promoting and
protecting vocational education through support of
legislative initiatives.

xii
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o Other perceived benefits accruing to trade association
involvement in linkages were increased interest in
association activities by their members, taking little
idead and turning them into a business- or trade-wide
ideas and creating a positive image of trade
association members as potential employers.

o Satisfying the need to teach vocational education
personnel how they should relate to business and
industry in investigating new ideas and programs was
viewed as important for developing more responsive
vocational education programs.

5. Facilitator's and inhibitors influencing planning, conduct
and outcomes of trade association sponsored activities.

o The excellent cooperation of vocational education
personnel was cited most freque,cly by national and
state trade associations as the most important
facilitator of linkages.

o Vocational education students entering a scholarship
program offered by the trade association, and
experiences in hiring well-trained vocational education
students were other important facilitators to
linkages.

o Inhibitors to past and present linkages were more
frequently cited as time and money. Time and money
were the most frequently cited by nationals as
inhibitors to linkages. State trade associations cited
incompatibility between trade associations and
vocational education as the most important inhibitor.

o Cost was viewed by both- national and state trade
associations as the most likely,inhibitor of future
linkage activities.

Objective two of .the study sought to determitne if national or
state trade associations were likgly sources of useful labor
market and changing technology information for vo6ational
education planning and progrAmming.

47-

o Nearly one-fourth of the state trade associations
informally collect data on new and emerging jobs, and the
effects of changing technology on needed job skills.

o National trade associations do not formally collect
information on,labor and the effects of changing
technology, but integrate informal surveys as input into
the preparation of training materials.

5



o Trade associations informally collect labs-- market and
changing technology info-rmation on an occ, ;ional and as-
needed basis. Most of them rely on secondary sources
(e.g., government studies) and contact with futurists and
persons in industry for such information.

o Most trade associations do
collected labor market and
with vocational education,
have done so are uncertain
had used it.

not share their informally
changing technology information
and the majority of those that
whether mocational education

L
o Locally collected information was viewed as important and

more relevant to vocational education planning and
programming.

o Trade associations do not perceive themselves as likely
sources of formally collected labor market and changing
technology information for vocational education planning
and programming in the future, but appt.:4r willing to share
available information they may have.

Recommendations from the study include (1) further
investigation into cases of successful and unsuccessful linkages,
particularly between state trade associations and vocational
education; (2) th4 assessment of the relative- satisfaction of
vocational education clients to national and state trade '

association-produced educational materials and services; (3)
exploration of ways to improve locally generated labor market and
technological updating information; and (4) the convening of
meetings between trade association and vocational education to
identify and develop guidelines and procedures for more effective
linkages.

xiv
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PART I

STUDY METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
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INTRODUCTION.

\ A desire for stronger linkages between trade associations and
vocat,Lonal education was the key stimulus for this study. The
approach was to query selected officials of national and state
tirade associations that actively support public secondary and
pbstsecondary.vocational education. The purpose was to determine
thelar present and potential contributions to vocational education
pla ning and programming and whether they can provide useful
information about labcir market projections and the effects of
changing technology upon skills needed. Their experiences would
hopefullyTprovide further benchmarks in the search for more
beneficial trade association-vocational education partnerships.

1/4The.remainaer of this i'ntroductory chapter states the ,

rationale for the study, sets forth the scope and limitations
that were inherept, and describes the approach and methods that
were employed to carry out the study.

History and Background

Linkages between institutions depend,upon the extent to which
the respective partners are compatible. Trade associations and
public vocational education have differing origins".motivations,
and practices. Efforts to strengthen linkages between trade
associations and vocational education must recognize the
contrasting histories of these two institutions'and.account for
the forces that either unite them or separate them.

Trade associations have grown with the nation. They
represent common interests of individuals and organizations in the
American private sector. 'Their practices are vested in the
perceived interests and needs, often quite urgent, of their
respective members. Historically, their activities have centered
heavily upon market development, product promotion, and
legislation.

More recently, particularly since World War II, there has
been a rapid increase in trade association activity. More
`regulatory activity, increased competition from a more active1,/
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international market, and technological development are some key
'forces that.account for more trade associations than before.

Trade association agendas have broadened in recent years. Of
special note to this study is their increasing emphagis upon .

education and training. This has two aspects. One' is the further
training for their members who are actively employed or in need of
r..*training for reasgignment. The other is an interest by trade

.

associations to make.%contact and-aid in the attraction, training,
and plac!ement of young peisons into thltir respective industries.
Declining numbers of youth in the work force are already being
recognized, and efforts by'associations to attract and place young
persons will become increasingly active.

American vocational education, by contrast, is aligned with
the public schOoling system traditions. Public education has the
assigned. task of providing education for all persons, in at common
school setting, an in a highly decentrarized,gyeitem. The'
individual is supr, e in American education, and authority Ler its
provision rests,largely with lay persons at the sta,te and local
levels. Educational practice provides for much choice and
ilexibility'in accordance with individual interests.

3

Vocational education 4.s part of the general' public
educational system, and is therefore influenced by prevailing
customs and traditiOs of the larger system. This includes
a significant degreeof separation from the work' world. When ,

can promises must be made between preparing for workplace
requirements and general education of the individual, public
education tradition and practice frequently choose the latter.
Private sector employers have not always agreed with this choice.

4

Historically, therefore, a gap has existed between the public
and private sectors that is to some extent deliberate. This is
not to say that connections between the two have no'. occurred. In
some cases, they have bridged the gap and formed good partnerships
to train young persons for employment. Others, however, were ill-
fated because of the differing allegiances and expectations of the
two partners.

More recent developmentg have narrowed this gap because of a
rise in commoniinterest betwe\n private sector interests and
public education. On thecone\hand Yndus,:riessrepresented by trade
associations `have had to be.mdre responsive to changes' in the
workplace, which frequently calls for more training. Public
iocational education has also been affected by this change, in
that programs are increasingly difficult to keep current. It has
resulted in a situation where more than before it is essential to
transfer workplace knowhow into school system programs.

vocationalIn this sense, trade associations ,and publip vocational
education are on convergent courses in their search 'for newt and
better training. If he prerlapping interests of these widely '
different instituti n can be accommodated, American public

2.
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secondary and pOtsecondary,vocational educat4on will more
effectively contribute to the preparation.of/present and
prospective workers.

Problem

Public vocational education exists to serve students and
society. In °rd el. to be of'maximtm value to those students and
our society, the programs must be responsive ,to changing -labor
market needs and the effects of changing technglogies on the job
skills needed by business and industry.

Since the majOrity of vocational students go to work for the
private sector, it is logical that vocational educators should
work closely with the private sector. Congress recognized this
need for cooperation when preparing the Carl D. Perkins Vocational
Education Act. A major, puwose.qof\the act is to "proMote greater
cooperation between public agencies and the private tector in
preparing individuals for employment, in promoting the quality of
'\ripcational education in the states, and in making the vocational
system more responsive to the labor market in the states"
(paragraph 3, section 2):

The message to vocational educators is clear. *These
educa ors must develop linkeges and avenues of cooperation and
coil oration that will result in a better articulation of
vocational education programsvith the needs of the private
sector: The Perkins Act ,encourages states to make effective use
of whatever private sector assistance may be available. What is
not very clear is hod such partnerships should be instituted and
maintained. Further,.the procedures and policies that make
increased involvement of the private sector in vocational
education a reality are not well documented.

The federal act'does suggest a number of areas in which
private.sector assistance should be sought, however. These
include involvement (1) planning vocational education programs
that are congruent with the present and future employment needs of
the states, (2) assessing the effects of technological changes on
job skill needs,.. (3) evaluating the quality of ongoing vocational
and technical education programs, and (4) identifying the
knowledge and skills needed for entry, retention, and advancment
in the Oclupational areas being taught.

Although increased private sector involve ent in vocational
\and technical' edpcation is generally deemed desirable by both
\industrialists (Elliman 1983) and vocational educat9xs (Maurice
1984), it is nor known tO what extent such involvement on a large

. scale is feasible or what\accommodations are needed, given the
major differences in the objectives of the two groups. Further

.sinvestigatiqn of the views .of persons representing the private
sector is necessary before definite conclusions can be drawn about

3
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their potential role in pllnning and conducting vocational and
technical education programs.

1
Although cooperation and collaboration is desirable, little

is known aborit,the extent toswhich it occurs and how to increase
it. An analysis of priva e sector trade associations should
identify what kinds f ac ivfties can becarried out in support of
vocational education ning and programming. Further, given the
different structures of public and private sector institutions, it
is important to know what linkages are most feasible and
practicable. Within the linkages, there should also 'be some
analysis of the role of the respective representatives of each
institution regarding the operational aspects of a given activitr.
Facilitators and inhibitors that influence the success of
activities should likewise be-addresSed. In,that private sector
trade associations are close to the workplace, it is necessary to
determine whether information concerning labor market projections
and the effect of changing technology are assembled. and whether
this information is in a uogful form for vocational education
planners

Purpo'e and Objectives

The purpose of this project was to study or very important
segment of the private sector, the group known a employer-based
trade associations. Trade associations' represent one of the
private,sector components specifically referended in the Perkins
Act. The fact that employer-based'trade associations are made up
of groups of employers with common business and industrial
interests makes them a logical potential collaborator with
vocational education, because.vocationa; educators ti-aiwmany. of
their new employees and retrain and upgade many of their present
employees.

In addition to the logical connections between vocational
education and trade associations already mentioned, there are
several other reasons for an investigation of how these
associations may help improve vocational education programs. At
the local and state level, there is a long histoty'of involvement
of persons either representing trade associations or hpving
membership in such associations. Many of these persons have
,served on advisory committees and on local and state advisory
councils. It-is questionable whether these individuals and the
trade associations they represent have been utilized effectively.'
With proper planning and coordination, linkages could be expanded
and refined to include more mutually beneficial activities,
provide useful information about labor market projections, and the
effects of changing technology.

This study examined the experiences and perceptions of trade
association repiesentatives who have some history of assistance to
vocational education as .a Means of gaining further insight about

414.
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future cooperation between trade'associatioas and vocational
education.

The objectives and related questions of the study were as
follows :.

o To identify ways, to improve vocational educatior, planning
and programming through greater involvement of trade
associations other than as suppliers of labor market
information. ."

o To determine if national orstate trade associations are
likely sources of labor market information that is useful,

'.for vocational education plannin.,
.\

Scope and Limitations

#4. Several factors influenced the approach and methods employed,
in this study. Each of these will be described briefly.

The respondent population consisted of trade'assodiation
represientatives only. There was no effort to determine whether
vocational education personnel were in agreement with whit trade
associations claimed they did for them and with what results.

The study was likited to employer trade associations.
Selection of respondents was guided by the definition of trade
association by the late C. Jay Judson, Chief of the Trade
Association Division, the U.S. Department of*Commerce, from 1930-
63s "a nonprofit, cooperative, voluntarily-joined organization of
business competitors designed to assist its,members and its
industry in dealing with mutual business problems in several .of
the following areas: accounting practice, business ethics,
commercial and industrial research, standardizatioh,1 statistics,
trade promotion, and relations with Government, employees and the
general public" (National, Trade &Professional Associations of the
United States 1986). TherefOre, the study did not include other
somewhartmsimilar organizations such as labor unions, professional,
scientifiid, technical organizations, and learned societies.

The respondent samples were association-designated
representatives from 5 national associations ar, .53 state
associations. In the latter group, an'original target of 45 state
associations was exceeded to offset the difficulty of getting
responses to some questions. The small size of these samples from
a population of thousands of associations precluded the
possibility. of statistical significance. The study findings are,
therefore, not generalizable in any formalsense.

Data gathering techniques involved in-depth on-site
interviews with representatives of the national associations and
an examination of relevant documents. By contrast, the
representatives of the state associations were queried by

5 22
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telephone only and supporting documents were not generally
available for the project staff.

Approach and Methods

To address this problem, study activities focused on multiple
data-gathering method1. The approach called for selecting
national-level employer trade associations for in-depth on-site
case study visits and state-level trade associations representing
employer members for telephone case study interviews. A review of
related literature undergirded the approaches, methods,
procedures, and criteria development.

Criteria and Procedures for Selecting
Five National Associations

Criteria for selecting the national trade associations were
derived through an exploratory substantive analysis session (SAS)
group. meeting (composed of internal research staff of the National
Cepter), interaction with the board Of directors of the state
directors of vocational education and a review of pertinent
literature. Within the stated scope of the study, both groups
generally agreed that data should be obtained from associations of
significant size, represent industries where complex training
needs exist and industries that had some experience working with
pubic vocational education.

.

As a follow-up to redeXving SAS group and state director .of
vocational education inputs, an analysis of assembled literature
was consulted to identify employment trends and technological
changes in various sectorial areas of the economy and national
data on vocational education programs. This information was used
to' refine the criteria and identify some national trade
associations for potential inclusion in the study. The criteria
used to select the national level trade associations included the
following:

o Industries that employ significant members of persons in a
variety of specialities who have participated in
vocational education at the secondary and/or postsecondary
levels of public education.

o Evidence of interaction with public secondary and/or
postsecondary vocational education, through contributions
to planning and programming and/or provision of
information about labor market and technological change.

o An identifiable mission component relating to education
and training.
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o Far West: California

o South: Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana

o Southeast: Georgia, Alabama

As contacts were made, it became evident that trade
associations in more states needed to be contacted to achieve a
greater spread of occupational sectors. Therefore, contacts were
also made with associations in North Carolina and South Carolina.A total of 53 state associations were contacted representing
12 states.

On-Site Case Study Methods and Procedures

The.case study methods and procedures involved developing
instruments, interview procedures, and conducting the on-site case
,study interviews with the five national level trade associationsnoted earlier.

Instrument development. Two instrumentb were used to guide
the'five national case study interviews. One instrument (see
appendix C) was designed to collect information about the planningand programming activities of trade associations. Another
instrument (see appendix D) was developed for information about
labor market/changing technology. Preliminary draft instruments
were developed and tested with a representative of a state tradeassociation. Several suggestions were received and incorporated.
The refined instrument was reviewed by two senior research
specialists at the National Center who were experienced in
conducting case studies. Additional' refinements in the
instruments were made.

Interview procedures. Preparations for national case study
interviews started with a telephone call to gain permission for
the association to participate. An informal discussion of
interview requirements, procedures, and tentative dates also
occurred during this conversation. Following the telephone calls,
an Interview Guide and Directions was mailed to each participating
association _(see appendix E).

Two senior researchers assigned to the project staff
conducted the on-site case studies of national-level trade
associations. An orientation meeting was held to ensure that they
both- used common procedures and the gathering of similar kinds ofinformation. One senior research specialist conducted two of the
national level trade association case studies and the other oneconducted three of them.

.Conducting the case study interviews. Each of the case study
interviews required most of 1, work day at each site. The twointerview instruments were used to focus the interview, along withtwo specially prepared grids, which provided an overview of the

9
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o Prominence in power and influence--either directly or
indirectly related to vocational education.

o Representation of a breadth of skill and occupational
categories below college level.

o Employment of significant numbersof persons who have
.enrolled in public school secondary and/or,,,post econdary
vocational programs.

In addit ion, further consideration was given to ac ieving a
geographic spread in the selection of state trade associations.
An effort was made 'to identify four geographic areas having
such features as the following:

o Evidence that trade associations contribbte to public
school secondary and/or postsecondary vocational
education through planning and programming and/or
provision of labor market information

o Active economic activity within and among sectors

o Evidence of significant change in various industries

o Large enrollments in public school secondary and
postsecondary vocational education

Selection of state trade associations. The state director of
vocational education in each state was contacted by letter (see
appendix A) and asked to provide information on trade associations
that had worked with vocational education in their respective
states. Also, a project profile was sent to the state directors
(see appendix B). A total of 23 directors reported a total of 494
linkages with associations. Some were not employer trade
associations. This information, along with various state
association directories provided a pool of candidate state-level
trade associations.

The criteria described above were applied to the pool of
candidate. state -level associations for purposes of identifying an
appropriate geographic spread and identifying associations to be
contacted in the various occupational sectors. The geographically
representative states selected for inclusion were the following:

o Northeast: New York, Massachusetts

o North-Central: Iowa, Nebraska
.
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postsecondary vocational education. An article in the Centergram
to monthly publication produced at no cost to the sponsor, see

. appendix H), called attention to the study and yielded a few
telephone calls that provided a small amount of information on
vocational edudation-trade association linkages. Some calls
inquired about the study and how to get ideas for planned efforts
to involve trade associations more closely with vocational
education. The general paucity of inforthation further verified
the premise that the subject of trade association-vocational
education linkages is largely unexplored and undocumented.

Data Compilation and Analysis

The procedures and methods for compilation and analysis of
case studies and telephone interviews are described below.

Case study reports. The interviewer used the case study
interview guide as a framework for compiling information from the
recorded interviews. This same fA#.mework provided the basis for
an outline for the case study reports. Drafts for each of the
five case studies were prepared and sent to the interviewees for
reactions and approval. The national case studies were analyzed.
through an examination of similarities and differences within
clusters of related responses in the case study reports.

Telephone survey data tabulation. Informatiop from the
recorded telephone interviews of state trade associations was
recorded on interview forms. Like the national case studies, the
telephone interview information was analyzed to determine
similarities and differences within the related cluSters of
responses.

Procedures for analysis, conclusions,' and recommendations.
The findings froth all the data collection sources were examined
and analyzed carefully to reach,the reported conclusions and
recommendations. This task proved to be' challenging because of
the breadth and diversity of reported trade association linkage,
activities with vocational education. Special effort was made to
capture the breadth and diversity through several meetings of
project staff.

Organization of the Report

The remaining sections of Part 1 of this report contain the
principal findings, conclusions and recommendations which resulted
from the combined information obtained from on-site visits to five
national trade associations, and the telephone interviews with 53
state trade associations. Part 2 contains the individual case
study Tepo;ts of the five national associations. The appendices
consist of data collection instruments and other materials
associated. with the conduct of the study.

c
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Anformation needed (see appendix F and G). The interviews were
recorded in order to preserve the details and to permit the
interviewer to focus upon questioning.

State Association Telephone Interview
-Methods and Procedures

Procedures for the telephone interviews reflected a desire to
.collect the same categories of information as in the national casestudies but recognized that limitations would occur because of
lack of time and lack of face-to-face communicating.

Instrument development. The same instruments were used
during the national case studies, -a3th the exception that
objective response items were put into the instruments to
facilitate responses during a shorter interview.

Telephone interview procedures. Four different individuals
were involved in conducting the telephone interviews. An
orientation meeting of telephone interviewers was held to ensure
that all understood the instrument and the objectives of the
study. Also, the best way to communicate with the interviewee
regarding the study was explored and d: 7ussed with interviewers.
Frequent short meetings were held to compare and share telephone
interview experiences. This 'enabled the interviewers to develop
consistent telephone interview techniques and strategies.

,--etonducting the telephone interviews. Those to be -N.
interviewed via telephone were contacted to establish a mutually
convenient time for the interview, which ranged from 30-45 minutes
in length. Interviewees were asked peimission to record the
conversation on a tape recorder. None refused. In some cases;
the association provided printed materials to supplement the
int(Iview. Also, follow-up calls were made to a vw associations
when more information was needed.

Literature Search

A comprehensive search was'undertaken to identify research
and relatedAmaterials pertaining to vocational education-trade
association linkages. Computer searches of several databases and
manual searches in the libraries of the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, and
the Columbus metropolitan area provided only a small amount of
relevant information. 'A visit to the American Society of
Association Executives headquarters and consultations and a visit
to its library provided much insight into the trade association
movement, but little that specifically related to vocational
education-trade association linkages. Case study visits to the
five national associations providdd a large number of samples and
descriptive materials associated with the activities of those
particular associations in relation to public secondary and
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FINDINGS

This chapter has two sections, each focused upon one of the
study's main objectives. The first section examines the nature of
involvement of national and state trade associations in vocational
education planning and programming. The second sect::on presents
findings relating to the presence of labor market information with
trade associations and its availability and usefulness to
vocational education planners.

Planning and Programming Activities

Five elements provide the framework for the findings in this
sect &on:r

o Current operational activities conducted by trade
associations in support of vocational education planning
and programming and future prospects for activities.

. r

o Present and prospective interinstitutional linkages
between trade, associations and wocational education
programs regarding the initiation of cooperativ_ and
collaborative arrangements.

o Current and prospective practices for the planning and
operational phases of activities.

o Benefits to vocational education that have and should
accrue from trade association activities.

c

o Facilitators and barriers that influence planning,
conduct, and outcomes of trade association-sponsored
acti'i ties.

Types of Activities.

Trade association representatives were asked to name
activities with which their organization had been involved, or
were currently involved, to improve the planning and/or operation
of vocational education in public high schools and postsecondary

13
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Differences were noted between national and state
associations. Nationals were most active in curriculum and
instruction, whereas states were most prominent in giving
donations for various kinds of purposes. More broadty, no overlap
occurred in the top half of activity preferences of national and
state associations. The only agreement in rank was promotion and
legislation. ?his could be misleading in that some associatioh
'efforts of this latter type may. not have been considereid asian
activity. Or it may be that association members are involved in
this type of activity outside of the regular association agenda.

Within the two groups, state associations divided their
efforts more evenly among the six types of activity than did
nationals. State association behavior may reflect their closer
proximity to state and local educational operations, thus dividing
their efforts more evenly across the activity types. Nationals,
on the other hand, are likely concentrating more heavily on fewer

, activities with relatively minor emphasis on others. The more
in-depth look at the five nationals revealed this. For example,
all five are heavily engaged in educational materials development
and distribution, to the extent of being vendors of those
materials. Those operations are quite extensive and therefore N.
probably account for a larger proportion of total effort than 4
would be the case with state associations.

Potential for future activities. Both national and state
associations were queried about the general prospect of whether
their planning and programming activities will increase, decrease;
or remain about the same. Table 2 contains the responses to this .

question from 5 national and 35 state associations. The nationals
were slightly more optimistic about increasing their efforts than
states, although a fairly even division between increasing and
decreasing was noted.

Table 2'
FUTURE POTENTIAL OF TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

FOR PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES

NIA

46

Trend
National Associations State Associations

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Increase 3 60- 16 46

Remain the same 2 40 18 51

Decrease 0 1 3

TOTAL 5 100 35 100

Based upon the interviews with the five national
associations, the increase-decrease equation depends upon some
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combication,of interest and resources. In each case there is an
abiding interest to influence secondary and postsecondary -

vocational programs to reflect their industry's training neeap.
Likewise, opportunities exist for these associations to exert this
influence largely on a cost-recovery basis rather than as an
outright gift. Therefore, increased influence through larger
efforts is possible without dependence upon the association's
member dues and other income. State associations, from the
limited view of this study, are lesa likely to have cost-recover
activities.' Although their interest to support
education may be quite high, their decNionstto Increase r

".activities are llikely to compete *ith other priorities for mber
A

dues income. ,

t.

Initiating Planning and Programming Activities

4 The natural dissimilarities of trade_associations'and public
education systems gave ri's4 to An interest in looking at how they
initiate joint activities through some kind of interinstitutional
linkage.' Although effective linkagep are important. to all 'stages
of an activity, the initiation sta,e seemed especially critical
because new linkages, are more likely to fails Six questions were
posed around the issue ofactivity initiation, three dealing with
linkages already in place and three more that inquire about the
future prospects for linkages.

Past/present activities initiation. The first question was
who initiated activities. The responses clustered around the
-three sources indicated in table 3. According to table 3,
national trade associations are most likely to initiate activities
with vocational education. The situation is quite different for
stag associations whose activities originate much more evenly
from the.thr(ee sources. Reflecting upon the interviews with

Table 3
INITIATING SOURCES OF

PLANNIPG AND PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES

Initiating Source
National Associations Stace Associations

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Trade association 29 88 19 50

Joint initiation 3 9 13 16

Vocational education 1 3 6 34

TOTAL 33 100 38 100
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national associations, it would seem that these associations have
established capacities to initiate planning and programming
activities. State associations' have less capacity for initiating
activities and, therefore, may be more inclined to=respond to
vocational education - initiated. activities.

The second question, closely related, inquired as to why,/
activities were initiated. National associations responses i
table 4 show a fairly even division between requests from the
trade association and joint vocational education-trade association
requests. COnsidering the combined results of tables 3 and 4, it
would seem that although national associations assume nearly all
of the responsibility for initiating activities, nearly one-half
of those' activities (have originated, from some kird of joint
requesting arrangement With vocational education'. State
association responses showed a high degree of alignment between
who requested in table 4 and who initiated in table3, indicating
thatithe'reciuesting source also initiated the activity.

Table 4
REASONS FOR /NITIATTNG

PLANNING AND PROGRAMING itcrntrrns

.

Reason
National AssociatiOns Stgte Associations
Fre:uency Percent Frequency Percent

Requested bytrade association

Requested jointly, by vocational

education and trade
association

Requested by vocational
education

17

14

2

.

52

42

6

s
.

.
16

5

13

49

..-

14

37

TOTAL 33 100 34 100
.

.

Table 5 addresses who in .the trade association is the key
linker responsible for approving planning and programming'
activities. National associations, indicated a higher degree of
reliance upon a key official' who, in most cases, directs a
department 6r,office within the association that in turn has most \
if not all of the responsibility for educational activities. Such'
entities, usually operate within a policy and budget framework
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. Table 5
RESPONSIBILITY FOR APPROVING PLANNING

AND PROGRAM/Mg ACTIVI4TIES IN TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

Approving Authority
National Associations State Associations

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Reyvfficial 17 ', 52 9 22.5

Board of D4rectors 14 42 19 47.$

Association member 2 6 10 25

Situation specific 0 2 5 .

TOTAL 33 100 40 100

established by the board of directors. State associations, as
smaller organizatipns, show a greater division of responsibility
among key officials, a board of directors, or an association
member.

. r Future activities initiation. Turning to future potential
linkages, table 6 depicts the responses to the question about the
desired sources of activity initiation. National trade
associations continued their high preference for the trade
association, but slightly less than what is presently practiced as
shown in table 3. State associations indicated a majority
preference for Vocational education to initiate future activities,
more so than indicated by present practice as showniin tablc 3.
The divergence between national and state association preference
for trade association initiation is even wider as a preference in
table 6 thank in present practice in table 3. This again could be
reflective of the differing organizational structures and
capacities between national and state trade associations.
Nationals have more formal systems for education and tr ining'
ventures, and activity initiation is more firmly estab shed
within these systems. State associations have less ca acity for
initiating activities, and the expedted 'continuation of that
airangement encourages a preference for vocational .education to be
the more active initiator of activities. /
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Table 6
DESIRED SOURCES OF IMITIATION.FOR

PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES

Desired
Initiating Source

National Associations State Associatiohs
Frequency Percent . 4 Frequency Percent

Trade association 4 0. 80 2 6.5

Either trade association or
vocational education

1 20 0

Vocational education 17 57

Joint initiation o 2 6.5

As desired by trade
association

0 9 30

TOTAL 5 I 100 30 4100

In table 7, national association respondents all preferred
that assigned responsibility for linkages with vocational
education be centered within a spcially designated department.
'This could be reflective of prevailing structures within national
associations, many of which put some or all education-related

Table 7
PREFERRED ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

IN TRADE ASSOCIATION FOR LINKAGES TO VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Assignment
. of Responsibility

National Associations State Associations
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Board of directors/executive
committee

0 2 7.5

Chief executive officer 0 21 81

Specially designated department
or office

5 100 0

Association members 0 3 11.5

TOTAL 5 100 I 26 100

activities on a cost-recovery basis, therefore making it more
. financially independent from regular association operations:

Heads of the special departments are therefore more accountable,

19
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thus justifying greater assumption of responsibility. State
associations showed a majority preference for the association
chief executive officer as the person -most' responsible for
linkages to, vocational education. Again, this probably reflects
smaller organizations, with decisions much more often resting with
41te or two persons.

Table Ulooks at the vocational education en0 of the lihkage
as viewed by national and state trade association respondents.
The national associations indicated more preference for linkages
At the local level, whereas state associations tended toward state
level linkages. Several factors probably contribute to this
situation., National associations select activities that for the
most part hAre nationwide application and which avoid they
differences of individual Stated. Their target therefore ,is more
often the local level. Likewiee, many of their educatioDal the
products and Services are on a sale basis, and the market would
almost totally at the local level. State associations on the (--
other hapd serve the same geographical jurisdiction as state
departments of education, and their activities are more likely-to
address statewide concerns.

'Table 8

PREFERRED ASSIGNMENTJW RESPONSIBILITY
TN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR LINKAGES TO TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

Assignment
of Responsibility

National Associations State Associations
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Combined state and loce. levels
of education

Local levelof education

--sir

State level ofeducation
or office

2

2

1

40

40

20

6'

7

21

18

1.

20,

62

TOTAL 5 100 '34 100 ',,

Planning Activities

Perspectives of trade association representatives were
gathered regarding who leads the plahning of existing linkages
with vocational education and what planning steps were taken by
trade associations as well as vocational educa.tion.

Sources of planning. Table 9'displays'very different
patterns of planning leadership by national and state trade
associations. Nationals appear to be very centralized in the
sense that most planning :leadership resides in the association
'headquarters. State associations are very decentralized with
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nearly half of planning ?eaders'hipin the charge of individual
association members.

Table 9
SOURCES OF PLANNING LEADERSHIP

FOR PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES'

, ; Source

of Leaders$4
National Associatie State Associchitc;;'17

Frequency Percent?' Frequency Percent

Irade.association committee/
staff

. 24 73 3 7

Joint committee 7 21 5 13

Vocational education committee 1 3 5 13

Vocational education
individual 1 ' 3 7, 18

,

Associdiion individual 0 -- 19 49
. .......

TOTAL 33 100 39 100

Planning steps. The responses of both rational and state
trade associations. to planning and procedures used for linkages
with vocational education varied considdrably. Planning and

1, proceduies ranged from very informal and flexible to highly
developed, formal, and structured approaches. Most state trade
associatlons Keported informal and flexible planning procedures
were used_Ag.g., meCwith vocational teachers.and gave them ideas
on what could.be done, left planning and procedures open to
schools' judgment; influenced by state department educational
coordinator who influences thetrade association,and,the
.cooperative activity consultation frdM university staff).

The more structured and formal planning step-s of linkages
involved outlining such'actions by the state vocational education
advisory council, holding meetings with various other officially .1z
appointed public sector groups (e.g., Governor's Planning
Commission Board for Education), .and having trade association
'members on joint committees (industry-education) to establish
goals, structure, and procedures. In these instances, state trc.de

° associations acknowledged the need to sell (or help sell) the
hierarchy on the linkag "e activity and to meet formally with
involved people to get the activity in place.

The five national associations did their planning in a more
highly structured way than did state associations. In most cases,
a key association official was in charge, assisted by other
.association staff. ,These personi identified a committee or group
of association members who have expertise regarding the activity
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at hand. External educational consultants were called in asneeded, and there are cases where consultants are on a retainer
from the association for a continuing, but usually part-time,
relationship. This combination of central staff and committee
typically oversaw a particular activity to its completion, atleast in an 'advisory capacity*

Conducting Activities

Who assumed responsibility for conducting planning and
pro6rammir1 actil.rtties is summarized in table 10. Quite different
patterns occurred for conduct than was true in planning,as shownin table 9. In the case of nationals. although planning was
centralized, over half of the conduct was shared with vocationaleducation. One influence here was a Sponsor7client relationship,
whereby the association led the design and development of an
activity, and vocational education used it, either free of cost or
in many cases for a fee for services or purchase of materials.

Table 10
RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONDUCTING

PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES

Responsible
Group

National Associations State Associations
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent*

Joint vocational education and
trade aiSociatibt 20 61. 8 22

46

Association representatfves 13 39 16 43

Vocational education
representative 0 13 35'

TOTAL 33 100 37 100

State association-conducted activities were quite different.
Here association representatives conttnued to be about as
prominent during conduet as thet had been during planning (table
9). These persons frequently were individual members of
associations who worked, planned, and conducted activitieb, either
through their own initiation or from a request,by vocational
education personnel. Their activities included serving as
resource persons and providing materials to schools and other
similar events. Vocational education representatives also were
active in conducting activities. This occured when the
association awarded a donation of some kind that vocational
education actually implemented operationally.

N
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Providing Resources

Trade associations were asked about the resourcesthey
provided to conduct past/present linkage activities with
vocational education. They were also asked to speculate about the
future.

Past/present resources. Table 11 indicates wilat sources of
funds were employed for planning and programming activities.
National associations relied upon a joint funding arrangement for
a higher percentage of activities than did state associations. In
many cases, national 'associations produced something that
vocational education purchased. 'Irate association-sponsored
activities were more frequently inthe form of donations to
vocational education.

Future resources. Trade association representatives were
asked what future sources of support should exist., This prompted
Lye categories of response.

Table 11
SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR

PLANNING AND PROGRAMING ACTIVITIES

Source of
Funding

National Associations State Associations
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Joint vocational education and
trade association g 20 61 6 18

Trade association 13 39 22 64

Vocational education 0 -- 4 12
.

,

Third party sources 0 -- 2 6
.

.

' TOTAL --1 33 100 34 ' 100

The most frequent response was that trade associations should
solely fund special linkage programs that relate specifically to
their activities (e.g., visits from represpntatives, curriculum
materials packets, scholarship and trust funds, their instructors,,
association ,literature) and that they be given recognition for
their contributions. The second most frequent response was for
funding to. be on a 50-50 basis or jointly fUnded with the,,.split
being 'based uponethe length and scope of the activity. Third,
several expressed the view that funding should be prs-.Tided by the
Otate or federal government, especially when the linkage activity
involved training dropouts and displaced workers. A fourth and
lesser number felt their support should involve identifying labor
market information for planning vocatrbrial eduCation. The least
number of trade association representatives indicated they had
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little idea of the future kind of funding and resources they could
or should provide. However, most felt some funding might be
provided to support linkages with vocational education or that
their role should be more one of coordinating 'uch activities
rather than providing funding.

The flip side of the question (e.g., What kind of funds and
resources should be provided by vocational education?) was
explored with trade association representatives. The majority
expressed the belief that the*state and federal governments should
fund the bulk of linkage activities, especially basic curriculum
courses, and that trade associations should provide funding for
awards, scholarships, guest speakers, association instructors, and
the like: A few trade association representatives indicated that
vocational education shduld jointly fund and provide incentives to
build linkages with trade associations. A few trade association
representatives thought a response regarding the kinds of
resources and funding that vocational education should be expected
to,contribute in the future needed more study and reinforced
follow-up.

Primary Audiences for Activities

Both national and state grade associations focus most
planning and programming activities upon vocational education
students, as indicated in table 12. Vocational education teachers
are the primary audience for less activities by both national and
state associations. Very few activities are focused directly upon
vocational education administrators or upon the total school or
college.

Table 12
PRIMARY AUDIENCES FOR

PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES

Audience
National Associations State Associations

Frequency Percent klualsi -Percent

Vocational education students 19 58 36 63

Vocational education teachers 11 33 19 33

Vocational education
administrators 3 9 1 2

Entire school or college 0 1 2

TOTAL 33 '100 57 100
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Benefits of Activities

The benefits resulting from planning and programming
activities wasalso a subject of inquiry in this study. Two
dimensions were included: the perceived benefits of what has or
is now occurring and what future benefits should be sought through
trade association linkages with vocational education programs.
With both dimensions, respondents were asked to indicate what
benefits should accrue to trade associations as well .gs to
vocational education.

\

Past /present benefits. The perceived benefiti ofsplanning
programming activities to trade associations is given in table 13.
National associations attached more importance to having better
employees than did state associations. The value of good
publicity was viewed more favorably by state associations than

Table 13
DENEPITS.OF PLANNING AND

PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES TO TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

Benefit
National Associations State Associations
Frequency Percent Frequency Fercent

Better employees-for member
companies 16 49 14 34

Good publicity 12 36 21 51

Influenced vocational

5 15 6 15-education programs

TOTAL 33 100 41 100

nationals. Influence to vocational education programs was
considered less beneficial, but it may have been how some
respondents indirectly responded to having better employees. That
is, by influencing vocational education, better employees would
likely result.

Trade association re'pondent perceptions about benefits to
vocational education are presented in table 14. Again, the
patterns of nationals are somewhat in contrast to those of state
association respondents. Instructional materials and technical
advice are more in agreement between the two groups as important
benefits. State associations viewed financial assistance as
slightly more beneficial, probably because of the emphasis upon
donations' for prizes, scholarships, and other items that claim
much of the state association's assistance agenda.
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Table 14
BENEFITS OF PLANNING AN!)

PROGRANNING ACTIVITIES TO VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Benefit
Nab ional Associations State Associations

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Instructional materials 9 27 14 19

Technical advice 8 25 12 17

Public visibility 5 15 2 3

Student placement assistance 4 12 7 1.0

Financial assistance 3 9 17 23

Technical instruction 2 6 12 16

Equipment 1 3 7 10

Increased enrollment 1 3 1 1

Use of buildings 0 1 1

TOTAL 33 100 73 100

Future benefits. The trade association respondents offered
several suggestions regarding theuture benefits to vocational
education and trade associations as 'attempts are made to develop
linkage activities. :The most beneficial features of linkages for
vocational education were suggested to be joint efforts for
imp.oving programs, serving the:iskill and career development needs
of students, and supporting legislative'initiatives.

The joint activities were seen as providing avenues for
vocational education and trade association representatives to work
more closely on vocational education program planning and
development. Future contributions of trade associations in joint
planning and development included involving more of their members,
-lending business expertise, using industry experience and
contacts, recognizing schools whb participate in specific industry
certification processes, using association prccesses and
procedures as role models, and generally helping vocational
education upgrade programs to meet more appropriately marketplace
needs (e.g., investing in a film library and videotapes for
training). PrOViting help in the continuing education of
vocational teache s and keeping them interested and informed of
industryichanges was another important joint activity connected
with program planning and development.
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The future benefits to vocational education students were
suggested to be possible through the trade association's
assistance in providing career direction, more rewards,
scholarships, and'recognition for students, hos'aii3-.Students at
different events; obtaining realistic interviews to provide real-
world perspectives and expectations; placing students in jobs, and
the like.

/

A lesser number of res ondents suggested that their
contributions to linkages should embody the promotion of
vocational education and industry. Promotion-was suggested to
involve working together on state and federal legislation of
mutual interest.

The perceived benefits to trade associations accruing from
trade association involvement increased interest by their
memoers and d-the potential of ''aainkage activity taking little-,
ideas and turning them into business- or industry-wide ideas.
Other benefits to trade associations goals, resulting from linkage
with vocational education, included creating an interest among'
young people to become involved with various industries,'
encouraging students to enroll in a trade or occupational area
represented by the trade association, and creating a positive
image of its members as potential employers.

The need to teach vocational education personnel how they
should relate to business in investigating new ideas and programs
was viewed as important for the development of more responsive
vocational education program's. One respond t suggested that
vocational education programs should be job driven and not teacher
diiven. Ti the same vein, a suggested beneficial activity was for
a more ..4irect relationship"to be established for qualified
vocational education personnel to spend more time with priv4te
business and industry in developing linkages. Trade association
representatives generally felt this would assist in standardizing
curriculum, training individuals for specific trades/occupations,
identifying better-quality products, helping students receive
practical on-the-job training, and implementing linkage activities
for providing appropriately developed youth, which are the life-
blood of future business and industry.

Facilitators of Activities

Trade association representatives were Asked what factor.; or
conditions facilitated the conduct of the linkage activity in
which they were involved with vocational education. Table 15
indicates that the excellent cooperation of vocational education
personnel was cited most frequently by both national and state
association respondents. This was qualified to mean that
vocational education expressed an intvest in broadening the
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Table 15
FACILITATORS OF

PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES

Type of
.Facilitator

Mt-tonal Associations State Associations
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Cooperation between trade
association and vocational
education 21 64 20 56

,Vocational education--a good
source for employees 7 21 8 22

Adequate funding and support 5 15 3 8

Positive student. response 0 5 .14

TOTAL 33, 100 36 100

interaction with the private sector and exhibited a positive,
agreeable, and accommodating attitude. Nearly as many trade
association representatives reported simply "because we wanted to
be more involved actively with vocational education and asked to
participate in a linkage activity." Others attributed the
Facilitation to vocational education students entering and
completing a scholarship program offered through the trade
association; interest in motivating and interesting students to
become good and reliable workers, satisfying an identified
shortage of workers in the i siness and industry; increase in
state funding and the availability of state funds to back the
linkage venture; and experience in hiring well-trained vocational
eduCation students.

Inhibitors of Activities

Trade association respondents' provided their insights
regarding thd inhibitors to establishing past, present and future
linkage activities with vocational education.

Past and present inhibitors. Tile responses of national and
state trade associations were groupe into eight inhibitor
categories in table 16. Nationals viewed time and money as the
greatest inhibitor. Time was likqiew related to the complexity of
some activities and to the fact that a fair amount of work was
done through the voluntary efforts of busy association members.
Funding restrictions by nationals fell into two categories. Those
activities that are funded from the regular association fund:;
depend upon member support for their continuance and growth.
Other activities that depend upon client purchase are dependent
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upon increased interest and response by vocational education
personnel.

Table t6
INHIBITORS TO

PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES

Type of
Inhibitor

National Associations 'State Associ tions
Frequency I Percent Fre uenc Percent

Time and money 14 41 4 13

Effort short of need 6 17 6 20

No special inhibitors 4 12 .2 7

Incompatibility between trade
association and vocational
education 3 9 16 53

Complexity of activity 3 9 2 7

Frequent revision required 2 6 0

Trade association members
doubt value of activity 1 3 O.

Turnover of People involved 1 3 0

TOTAL 34, 100 30 100

Incompatability between trade associations and vocatidnal
education was,viewed as the most important inhibitor by state
associations. A variety of reasons indicative of goal conflicts
and other constraints were cited as reasons. The rather striking
difference between national and state associations on the matter
of incompatability is probably a reflection of their different
organizational arrangements and linkages to vocational education.
Nationtal associations are more likely to identify and initiate an
activity that vocational education chooses to accept or reject.
State association activities evolve from linkages that call for
more direct interaction and bring to notice any philo§ophical
differences that may exist.

Likely future constraints. Table 17 indicates that the most
likely inhibitor in the future will be cost, as viewed by bot
national and state associations. This coIx'.d be related to the
general rising financial pressure in organizations such as trade
associations. Many would hold that future success of the trade
association-vocational education partnership hinges upon the
extent to which vocational education can pay more of the bill for
services rendered by trade associations. A higher proportion of
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national asso6iations saw no constraints to their future efforts,
probably because the cost partnership exists through vocational-
ENducation-client-paid memberships in the association and thrOugh

Table 17
PERCEIVED FUTURE ORGANIZATIONAL INHIBITORS
TO PLANNING AND PROGRAMING ACTIVITIES

Inhibitor
National Associations State Associations

Frequency Percent Frequency Perent

Cost 3 43 19 49

No constraints 2 28 3 8

Expertise 1 14.5 10

Time 1 14.5 13 33

TOTAL 7 100 '39 100

institutional purchases of trade association generated
instructional materials and training servces. State associations
probably expect to fund activities more from dues income, which is
subject to increasing constraints.

Labor Market/Changing Te:hrology Activities

The second objective of this study was to determine if
national or state trade associations are likely sources of useful
labor market information for vocational education planning and
programming. Three kinds of information formed the basis for this
inquiry:

o Employment demand for new and emerging jobs

o Potential shortage of skilled labor in existing jobs

o Effect of changing technology on type of job skill needed

This section of the report elaborates upon what was found
egarding whether trade associations collect such information, how
t is collected, how often it is updated, whether the information
is available and used by vocational education, and what the future
likelihood of supplying such information might be. A concluding
part of this section addresses future special arrangements and
constraints for collecting and using labor market and changing
technology data that emanate from trade associations.
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Do Associations Collect lutbrmation?

Nearly One-fourth of the respondent state trade associations
collected data on new and emerging jobs; they also collected data
on the effects of changing technology with respect to the types of
needed job skills. A slightly smaller number of trade
associations collected.data on potential shortages of skilled
labor in existing jobs.

. With few exceptions, the five national associations did not
formally collect information on labor and the effects of changing
technology. Job' analysis efforts did occur as inputtto,the
prepa tion of training materials.

How Is Information Collected?

Of the state trade associations reporting that they collect
labor market and changing technology data, the largest majority
accomplished this'through informal surveys and/or used secondary
sources. A few of the trade associations conducted formal surveys
and produced a report on their findings. The five national
associations informally sensed changes in labor market
requirements and technology through discussions at annual

, conferences, review, of secondary data sources, and contact with
futurists and persons within the industry.

How Often Is Informatiqn Updated

Most of those Otte trade associations that collected labor
market information did so on a regular basis, but the frequencies
varied from one time per year to monthly. The remainder collected
information as needed or desired for particular reasons that may
arise. The very few efforts reported by nAtional associations
revealed no particular pattern for colleering labor market
information.

Is Information Made Available
to Vocational and Technical Education?

A small number of state trade associations who collected
labor market and changing technology data claimed to have made it
available to vocational education. The biggest majority had not
made such information available to vocational education or were
uncertain about it. Those sharing the information with vocational
education most often focused on demand for new and emerging jobs
and the effects of changing technology on various types of job
skills. The five national associations had virtually no occasion
whereby information was shared with vocational education.
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Is Information Used by Vocational
and Technical Education?

Only a few state trade associations reported that vocational
education used the labor market and changing technology data that
they made available. The majority,of trade associations either
did not know of were uncertain.

What Is the Future Likelihood
of Supplying Information ?

,

The responses of state associations were not ve4 conclusive.
About one-half of those who responded indicated that some ,

liklihood of supplying labor market information did exist. The
remainder predicted little to no possibility for supplying such
information. The fivernational associations did not foresee the
likelihood of having national infor ation to share. All five
stressed the importance of locally re event information and
suggested that vocational educationsga her this information within
their immediate vicinities.

What Special Arrangements Are
Needed for the Future?

The state trade associations were somewhat reluctant to
venture an answer to the special arrangements, if any, that were
needed to ensure thefuture availability of their labor market and
changing technology data collection for use by vocational
education. A few of the trade associations indicated that such
information needed to be requested by vocational education.

What Are the Constraints for the Future?

The state trade associations indicated the most prominent
constraint to collecting and making labor maricet/changing
technology data available to vocational education was the informal
nature of the effort and the fact that written reports are often
not developed. Also, the information to be shared would be quite
rough and approximate. The major constraint on the future,
according to the five national associations, was the liqiited value
that should be placed on national figures when making decisions
about local vocational education programs. There was little
constraint with sharing, but there was little to share that is
relevant.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
;

This study observed how groups of national and state
employer-based trade associations presenitly, support vocational
education and sought eheir predictions.abouft and perceptions of
the future. Because the participatkig.trade associations were
selected partly on the basis of their present contributions, the
results of this study are not qene.zalizable to the total trade
'association community.

The utility of, the results of this study are viewed more for
insights that can be gained about such things as what kinds of
activities are carried out by trade associations, what linkages
"'pnd processes are'utilized, what benefits were received by both
artners, and'what facilitators and inhibitors were noted. These
insights can be utilized as benchmarks for further inquiry and
discussion between the-representatives of trade associations and
vocational education as they search for stronger partnerships.

Conclusions

The following conclusions are based upOn the combined resu
ob ined frop the study of five national and 53 state trade
associations. Twelve conclusions relate to the past/prebent acid
future contributions of trade associations to secondary and
postsecondafy vocdkional education. Two conclusions pertain to
the provision of information about labor market and changing
technology.

Planning and Programming Activities

1. The national and state trade associations exhibited a wide
range of activities in support of secondary and postsecondary
vocational education.

2. Scope exists for increasing cooperative relationships between
national' and state trade associations and vocational
education. The extent of this increase will depend upon more
active involvement by vocational education.
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3. Both the national and state associations were more active
initiators of activities than was vocational education.
Regarding the future, the national associations indicated a
preference as initiators, whereas the state associations would
/prefer laving vocational education do the initiating.

4. Major d ferences-exist between the national and state
assoc ons regarding the institutional structure forac ies. The nationals all have a special office or
department that is responsible for all or nearly all of the
association's educational interests. The state associations
operate with a much more decentralized and informal
structure.

5. The national associations prefer to have most of their primary
linkages with the local level, whereas state associations
would prefer a state-level linkage to vocational education.

6. Planning leadership was much more centralized in the five
national associations than the state associations.

7. Funding sources and patterns vary considerably between
national and state associations. Nationals mostly effect a
partnetship whereby they initiate and develop something that
vocational education purchases and uses. State associations'
activity funding is mostly through donations from association
monies.

8. The primary audience for both national and state associatioa-
sponsored activities is vocational students.

9.- National associations view better employees for their industry
to be the chief benefit to the associations, whereas state
associations indicated that good publicity about the industry
was the major benefit.

10. National associations view instructional materials and
technical advice to be mo t beneficial to vocational
education, whereas state a sociations contended that.financial
assistance was most impor t.

11. Both national and state associations thought that the high
quality of cooperation between themselves and vocational
education p"s the major facilitator of activities.

12. Past and present inhibitors of activities varied between
,national associations who thought it was time and money and
state associations who thOught lack of interinstitutional
compatability was the major inhibitor. Bothegroups were in
agreement that.the largest inhibitor in the future would .be
cost.
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Labc-24, Market/Changing Technology

1. National associations are not, and likely will not become,
formal collectors of labor market information.

r.

2. Both national and state associations 1101:1 that. the liocal level
is the appropriate placeto access labor Lc4....t conditions as
an Input to vocational education programming. Both groups
support increased involvement by .business and industry to
conduct such analyses.

Recoilmindations

Although the results of this Study are tentative, important
insights have been gained that should provide future benchmarks to
explore trade association-vocational education linkages. The five
recommendations which follow are presented as guidelines for
future study and action.

1. Further investigation into cases of successful and
unsuccessfpl linkages, particularly between state associations
and vocational education,' should be Conducted.

Assessments should be cairied out regarding the relative
.

Satisfaction of vocational education clients to national and
state association-produced educational materials and services
and non user attitudes' about such materials and services.

3. Explorations to improve labor market information availability
at the local level should be conducted.

4. Meetings of trade association and vocational education
representativershould be conducted to identify and develop
guidelines and procedures for more effective linkages.

5. Ways and means should be developed'for secondary and
postsecondary vocational education-trade associations to
market vocational education and enhance its image.

e.

4 9,
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PART II

CASE STUDIES
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ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA

The Associated General Contractors of America (AGC) was
organized in 1918 in response to a request of President Woodrow
Wilson. The association prides itself on being the full service
construction association representing the needs of both open shop
and collective bargaining contractors. It represents over 8,000
general contracting firms, 7,000 national associate members, and .

another 22,500 associate members.

Much of AGC's, strength comes from its membere' very active
.participation in the association's activities. Approximately'
1,400 members serve on 70-plus AGC committees that deal with
policies,' publications and services, education and training, and
legislative activities. 'A staff of about 100 persons is employed
at its' headquarters at WashinT, D.C.

* The AGC membership consists of 108 local chapters with
-representation in every state, Puerto Rico, and Washington, D.C.
The officer's and contractor members at'the chapter level are free
to establish much of their own local policies and activities. The
basic policies of the association, however, are determined by its
elected board of directors. and its annual national convention and
midyear meeting.

. The AGC asserts that it has been the leader and spokesperson
for the construction induetry for over 68 years. Its claim to
being a full-service association is substantiated through a vast
array.of activities and services to members as well as others
interested in the construction industry. Some of the-major
activities recently carried out include the following: (1) active
,,participation in the polit4cal and legislative process: (2) the
development and publication of an extensive assortment of
instructional materials, contract forms and documents, books,
manuals, and audiovisual materials; (3) weekly publication of a
national newsletter; (4) monthly publication of'a magazine for
construction executives; (5) the conducting of continuing
education programs for managers and supervisors; and (6) numerous
public relations activities.
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The AGC has given special attention to the educational needs
of its members and to working with the vocational-technical
education community. For example, the Manpower and Training
Committee has been actively involved in the preparation of
materials and programs for carpenters, bricklayers, cement masons,
construction craftsworkers, millwrights, and heavy equipment
operators and mechanics/. The Construction Educational Counittee
publishes a quarterly bulletin and actively promotes continuing
education programs for contractors. AGC student chapters are
chartered on many college campuses. The four occupational
divisions at the national level--Building, Highway, Heavy-
Industrial, and Municipal-Utilities--are involved in many
educational activities.

Activities. Related to Vocational Education

AGC has been involved in many activities that are of direct
benefit to persons planning and operating vocational and technical
education programs in our public high schools,/area vocational
centers, and postsecondary colleges and technical institutes.
Although some of the activities were developed by members to meet
the needs of members, many activities and m iterials have been
developed to meet the needs of both the in Stry and vocational
and technical educators.

The fact that the association's membership is composed of
both open shop and unionized contractors has probably made it
easier to work extensively with the public education sector. The
AGC; sincere interest and commitment to working harmoniously with
vocational educators is impressive. The coirnitment exhibited is
solidly reinforced by the human and other resources devoted to
these activities. The involvement of AGC with vocational
education is not only extensive but also has been long term. The
Manpower and Training Committee develops a 5-year plan for their
activities and is'updated yearly. The AGC spokesperson indicated
30-40 percent of the total plan of activities involved working
with vocational education in one way or another.

The major activities identified that have contributed
significantly to the planning and operation of high-quality
vocational and technical education programs include the
following:

o Develo ment of competency-based instructional materials

o Development of a careers in construction program

o Development of a supervisory training program (STP)

o Provision of training services for vocational instructors

4
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o Support of Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA)

o Coordination and cooperation with the American Vocational
Association (AVA)

o Formation of a joint national committee of AGC contractor
members and state directors of vocational education

o Service on vocational education advisory committees a
councils cIN

o Sponsorship of a vocational education recognition progra

o Sponsorship of the outstanding vocational edicator award

o Sponsorship of a scholarship program,

-Development of Competency-
Based Instructional Materials

AGC began developing curricula for various construction
craftworkers in 1972. In 1973, AGC's Manpower and Training
Committee joined forces with the Oklahoma State Department of
Vocational and Technical Education's Curriculum and Instructional

. Materials Center (CIMC) to develop instructional materials for they
construction industry. That relationship continues to exist
today; during the past 10 years, that effort has resulted in the
development of competency-based instructional materials in the
following areas: carpentry, bricklaying, cement masonry,
construction draftsworkers, millwright, industrial mechanical
maintenance, heavy equipment operator, and heavy equipment
mechanic.

These materials are cooperatively developed so as to utilize
the knowledge and experience of contractors in making sure the
materials will meet the demands of today's, construction industry.
They also incorporate the latest concepts in instructional
technology to ensure efficient and effective learning. Each unit
of instruction contains the following components: cognitive and
performance objectives, suggested teaching activities, information
sheets, transparency masters, assignment sheets, job sheets, test
questions on knowledge and performance objectives, answers to test
and assignment sheets, and competency profiles. The competency
profiles specify the specific job competencies that must be
achieved and are used to record the progress of each trainee. The
materials are color-coded and attractively packaged. they also
adhere to the basic concepts underlying competency-based
instructional programs, including the belief that all training
should be time-varied rather than time-based.

Initiating the activity. The need to develop instructional
materials originated from contractor members of AGC who expressed
the belief that there was a lack of quality instructional
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materials for the various construction craft areas. In 1972, the
Manpower and Training Committee, whose main function is to foster,
promote, develop, and implement policies, procedures, and programs
to train an adequate supply of workers, launched a major
curriculum development effort. Approval for conducting this type
of activity begins with the Manpower and Training Committee.
Projects approved at that level are then submitted to the board of
directors for approval.

Planning and conducting the activity. Leadership for the
development of the competency-based materials is provided by the
Manpower and Training Committee and AGC staff members. The
committee members identify a priority area that needs
instructional materials and develops a tentative plan of action
that is submitted to the others mentioned for approval in order to
proceed.

Once a decision to proceed has been made, a curriculum writer
is assigned to do the job and task analysis work necessary to
establish a solid research base. for the curriculum development
that is to follow. The developer. then prepares draft training
materials that are reviewed and critiqued.by the staff and several
craft instructors. .Revisions are then made and the materials
submitted to contractor advisory committee members for another
review. Revisions are again made as deemed appropriate in
preparationior field-testing the materials.

Once field-testing is completed, another - revision is made
and, if necessary, is followed by additional testing before
printing and distribution of the materials. New products are
usually produced over an 18 month development cycle that is
necessary to develop a "guaranteed quality product." Revisions
are scheduled every 4-5 years and require about 12 months of work.
A graphic that illustrates the typical development cycle is
presented as figure 1.
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for a guaranteed quality product.
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Figure 1. Sample developmental cycle fcAr competency-based
instructional materials.
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In 1973, the AGC joined with the Oklahoma Curriculum and
Instructional Materials Center (CIMC) to develop and I.Lblish the
materials needed by the construction industry. The materials are
developed with the help of contractors and an advisory committee
composed of AGC contractors from across the country. The-
individual selected as a writer is either a journeyman, foreman,
or a superintendent from the craft area.

The staff of CIMC are responsible for working with the writer
and advisory committee to format the materials for publication.
AGC cOttractor member's review the materials in depth so as to
ensure their technical accuracy and quality before publication and
distribution.

Vocational educators participate in the development process
by serving as product reviewers and by participating in the field
testing effort. Most of the development work is carried out at
the Oklahoma CIMC.

Funding for the development of the instructional materials
comes from AGC. Staff indicated that the association has already
spent well over one-half million dollars for materials developed
alone, not including time, travel, and staff .donated by contractor
members. They feel that the process they use results in the
production of the highest quality competency-based materials
available anywhere for the construction industry.

The materials devdloped are intended for two primary
audiences: the training programs offered to employees by the open
shop and union contractors and the vocational students wanting to
enter the construction trades.

.p

Benefits of the activity. AGC feels the development of these
high-quality instructional material(s) will result in better
prepared graduates that will help the construction industry
increase its productivity. Although they endeavor to recover
printing costs through the sale of these materials, the main
intent is to service the training needs of the industry.

Vocational education benefits by the availability of high-
quality competency-based materials at a reasonable cost. The
well-developed materials help the vocational instructors do a
better job and result in their being able to produce more
employable graduates. Students are often giv1en credit for past
experience and training when they enter industry training
programs.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. The expressed
need for relevant, effective, and efficient training materials
that contractors and vocational educators could use was an
important facilitator. The low cost of these training materials
to contractors and vocational educators also facilitates their
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wide usage. Another facilitator has been the strong and close
working relationship established between AGC and CIMC.

The major inhibitor of this activity is the cost of
developing and updating the materials. This need is so important,
that the AGC staff And,contractors will not let anything get in
the way. Limited staff resourcet also act somewhat as an
inhibitor of this activity.

Development of a Careers
in Construction Program

In an effort to inform youth and adults about career
opportunities in the construction industry, the AGC Construction
Education Committee hak worked ointly with the Manpower and
Training SerVices section to p, act several publications. One of

. their publications is entitled A Brochure Describing Career
OpRortunities for Men'and Women in the Construction Industry." It
is a,12-page, 3-color brochure describing 15 different positions
available within the industry. It also describes three major
avenues for successful entrance into the construction industry.

The Manpower and Training and Construction Education
committees also-published two 16-page booklets in 1981 entitled
"Construction: Opportunities Unlimited" and "Construction:
Apprenticeship Opportunities for Young Men and Women." The first
booklet is designed for distribution in parts of the country where
the open shop sector of the construction industry prevails. The
second booklet is intended for distribution in areas where
construction labor is mostly unionized. Both describe the
apprenticeship system, some of the career options available, and
an extensive listing of the AGC chapters and branchep.

Also available free by anyone requesting them are a series of
one-page career briefs on several construction industry jobs such
as carpentry, bricklayer, and iron worker. Each brief describes
the nature of the work, where the workers are typically employed,
the training and other qualifications needed, plus opportunities
for advancement and the employment outlook.

Two large construction career posters have also been produced
on heavy paper stock for use at libraries, schools, and career
fairs. A 16mm, 23-minute color film entitled "Construction . . .

Building Your Future" depicts careers in the construction
industry and a 59-slide, 10-minute carousal presentation based on
the career film is also available.

Initiating the activity. The need for literature and other
materials on careers in the construction industry is twofold.
First of all, AGC is concerned about attracting enou h high-
caliber future workers into the industry to meet the demand, and
second, the association receives numerous requests f m teachers,
librarians, counselors, and students for descriptive i ormation.
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This activity was initiated jointly by the Construction Education
and Manpower and Training committees. Approval of this activity
started with the Construction Education Committee and was followed
by the appOval of the board of directors.'

Planning and conducting the activity. Leadership for
planning and conducting this activity was provided by the
Construction Education Committee and staff, with assistance being
provided by the Manpower and Training Services staff. The
Construction Education Committee often utilizes university
educators to advise their committee on the nature and content of
the materials needed.

Vocational educators get involved in this activity primarily
as consumers and users of the materials that have been researched
and developed by the AGC wemmittee and staff. The association
staff takes responsibility for the publication and distribution of
the materials produced.' Staff estimated that they respond to
8,000-10,000 requests for careers materials each year.

The financial resources for supporting this activity come
from the association and to some extent from the AGC Education and
Research Foundation. This financial support has\made it possible
to send packages of the career information materials to every
state department of vocational education in the country.

The primary audience being served by these materials are
junior high and high school students. The objective is to provide
students with accurate and descriptive information about the
various career options available in the conqtructil6n industry. It
is hoped that such information will serve to recruit the type of
individual who will be successful-iin the industry. This career
information activity has been ongoing for several years.

Benefits of the activity. It is hard to evaluate the true
benefit of this type of activity, but based on the large number of
requests received for this type of material, the association feels
it is likely having a positive public relations effect as well as
getting the word out regarding the many job opportunities
available in the construction industry.

Benefits to vocatiOnaYeducation include the availability of
accurate descriptive information about careers that high school
students can use in making their career choice.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. One of the main
facilitators is the large number of requests received each year
from teachers, students, and local AGC chapters. This
considerable demand makes it possible to develop the materials
needed. The recruitment of workers and the positive public
relations effect are also contributing to the conduct of this
activity. The financial support provided by the Education and
Research Foundation, facilitates carrying out this activity.
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The primary inhibitor is the staff time required for the
production and the distribution of the materials. Although these
costs are significant, it is felt the benefits obtained far
outweigh the costs involved.

Development of 'a Supervisory Training. Program

. The AGC Construction Education Committee has been involved
with and concerned about.kupervisory training since the 1960s.
The contractors and the committee recognized a need to update and
increase the capabilities of superintendents, foremen, and other
middle management construction personnel.

This need resulted in the development of the AGC Supervisory
Training Program (STP). The program, designed specifically for
'construction superintendents, consists of ten 20-24 hour units on
topics such as le ership and motivation and how to use contract
documents. An llt program consists of 20 2-hour sessions
designed specifica ly for constructiOn foremen. All 11 units went
through a rigorous and systematic process of development and field
testing.

.41

. The AGC Supervisory Tr3ining Program courses may be offered
by local AGOchapters, an individual contractor or contractor
group, labor unions, community colleges and vocational edulcation
schools, or superintendent of foremen groups. The Construbtion
Education Committee chairperson indicated that over 50,000
individuals have participated in these programs and that
participation in the programs can significantly increase the
performance of those involved.

Initiating the activity. This activity began with requests
from individual AGC chapters and contractors for a training
program that.would be suitable for upgrading the skills of middle
management personnel and craftworkers who aspire to supervisory
positions. The AGC Construction Education Committee decided to
investigate the need for supervisory training and soon decided
that they needed to find and develop such programs. It was found
that many construction supervisors needed to upgrade their skills
and that additional persons needed to be given training so that
they could advance to supervisory roles. The AGC Education and
Research Foundation funded the feasibility study that further
confirmed the need for supervisory training and that such programs
could be dev/eloped so as to be relevant to all types-of
contractors-in all parts of the country.

Planning and conducting the activity. Leadership for
planning this activity was provided by the Construction Education
Committee. A questionnaire was sent to all AGC contractors to
determine specific training needs and priorities. Many personal
contacts were also made with contractors of all types and in all
geographix areas to ascertain needs.
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Once the needs had been carefully assessed, the AGC Education
and Research Foundation formed a joint venture with Oregon State
University'S. Construction Education and Research Foundation to
fund, coordinate the development, and review the 11 STP units.
Drafts -of materials were prepared and submitted to members of the
Construction Education Committee and selected other committees, as
appropriate. For example, unit 7, which deals with project safety
and loss prevention, was submitted to the AGC Safety Committees
for review. Materials were aldb submitted to some individual
contractors for their critique. After needed revisions were made,
the training programs and materials were field-tested in various
geographic areas. Feedback was obtained from the program
instructors and trainees and was used to revise the materials.
Some portions were field-tested and revised again, as necessary.
Finally, the revised participant and instructor materials were
°printed and supportive audio-visual components developed for some
units. Distribution of the supervisory training materials was
turned over to the Bennett-McKnight Publishing Company, now a
division of Macmillan Publishing. Vocational educators were not
involved in the development of these materials.

)

The programs are implemelited most often by the AGC chapters
at the local level. Approximately 50 percent of the 108 chapters
offer the program. The AGC Eddkation and Research Foundation also
offers a consulting service to prepare local trainers tlio conduct
the program. The programs are available to any group wFio wishes
to use them. Many 2-year community colleges are offering the
training through their continuing-education programs. The STP
materials available include an instructor package, participant

4 workbooks, and passout packages: Audio-visual materials are also
available for some units. Learning activities include case
studies, vole playing, simulations, and critical incident
situations.

-evelopment of each unit took about 18 months and the
revisions of these units is taking about the same amount of time.
Each unit in the 10-course program takes about 20-25 hours of
classroom training, whereas the foremen program requires about 40
honors.

Benefits of the activity. The association has benefited from
this activity in several ways. Better trained supervisors has
resulted in more effective supervision of many construction
workers. The participants who complete the program are given
certificates that recognize their achievement and contributions to
the improvement of industry morale. A small royalty fee from thee
product sales also goes to the AGC Research and Education
Foundation and Oregon State University's Construction Education
Foundation.

\f,

Vocational educators benefit from the availability of the
well-developed, managerial-level materials that have resulted in
many vocational and technical education programs being offered
beyond the craft training programs'.
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Facilitators and inhib
support among contractors f
major facilitating factor.
would provide opportunities
the industry.

itors of the activity. The strong
or this type of training program was a
Many contractors wanted a program that
for their employees to advance within

Regarding inhibiting factors, the most important was the cost
of developing, field-testing, and publishing these materials.
Another inhibitor is the amoun' of work required at the local
level to plan and conduct the STP program. Although the STP
instructors should be trained to improve their ability to
effectively conduct the program, the training is not required.
The instructors should Also be experienced industry people, but
such experience is!not required.

Revision of Training Services for Instructors

The AGC, in addition to their development of competency-based
instructional materials, also recognize a need to train
instructors to use the materials acid manage this new approach to
instruction. A training program coordinator, who is housed at the
Curriculum and Instructional Materials Center (CIMC) in
Stillwater, Oklahoma, is available to provide technical assistance
to AGC local chapters, member contractors and vocational
educators who want to develop an instructional program using the
AGC/CIMC development materials.

Initiating the t vity. The association identified the need
f-r training assist ce due to the fact that the competency-based
materials and train ng programs are very different than a

, tl.aditional textbook-oriented program. Requests for assistance in
establishing an effective program using the new materials and new
approach to instruction were received from many local chapters,
contractors, and vocational educators.

Plannin and conductin the activit . The Manpower and
Training Committee gave Readership to planning this activity in
conjunction with the Oklahoma CIMC. The training coordinator's.
position is jointly funded by the AGC and the CIMC. Approximately
50 percent of his time is spent helping to establish new programs
wherever there is a need. When the coordinator is assisting
vocational educators in Oklahoma, the Oklahoma State Department of
Education pays his expenses. 'Whenever he travels outside of the
state, however, the AGC association pays his bill. The
coordinator is located in Oklahoma for two major reasons. The
training materials are developed there and the coordinator is able
to assist with the development and promotion effort when he is noton the road. And, Oklahoma is a fairly central location that
enables him to more easily travel to any part of the United States
where there is a need. Although the training coordinator cannot
travel long distances to meet 1,ith one or two teachers, he will
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upon request, go almost anywhere to work with a group of
vocational educators and/or local AGC chapters.

f,

Benefits of the activity. AGC benefits fro6his activity ine ral ways. The instructional. materials they have developed are
4-ptt r utilized as a result of the inservice traini)hg received.
Kore ffective instructional programs are also established because
the instructors are taught how to organize and implement a
competency-based program of instruction. The association alto
benefits from the improvement and development of closer working
relationships between vocational educators and members of the
association., The construction industVt, also benefits from the
implementation of training programs that provide students with
more relevant and effective training,in the skills needed by
construction workers.

Vocational educators be .efit greatly from the free technical
assistance end inservice training' that enables them to more
effectively prepare their students for careers in: the construction
industry. The improvement of working relationships between
vocational educators and contractors at the local level also
results in such things as the increased availability of subject-
matter experts from industry and better placement of graduates in
jobs for which they are trained.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. The many
requests,for help received from AGC chapters, contractors, and
vocational educators serve to'facilitate this activity. The
ievelopment and publication of high-quality, competency-based, and
modularized materials also brought the recognition that
instructors needed inservice training to ,use these materials
effectively as an altogether different approach to education.
Another facilitator was AGC's desire to utilize the public
vocational and technical education system as an alternative
delivery sourCt for meeting some of the human resource needs of
the construction industry. The cooperation of the Oklahoma State
Department of Vocational and Technical Education and the
associatipp's willingness to provide the service at no cost to
vocationSr'educators has undoubtedly encouraged its use and
success.

The primary inhibitor of this activity is the cost of the
training coordinator's salary and the travel expenses involved in
providing technical assistance to instructors in all 50 states.
As with a number of other activities, however, the AGC believes
providing this assistance is so important to achieving the
construction industry's human resource needs that the expenses
required are well worth it.
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Support of Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America-(VICA),

The AGC has for the last 4 years cosponsored with the
National AssociatiOn 'of Home Builders the VICA Skill Olympics
carpentry conOest. In 1986, for the first time, the association
will also cosponsor the brick laying contest with the Brick
Institute of America. Future plans also call for cosponsoring the
cement masonry contest. (The association previously worked with
VICA on the skill olympics in the early 1970 but an incident or
several incidents caused the activity to be terminated).

Initiating the activity. The Manpower and Training Committee
in 1981 decided to go to the VICA staff and ask if they could help
sponsor some of the skill Olympics contests in a way that would be
mutually beneficial. The association decided to reestablish their
relationship as one way in which to help recognize students who
excel in their trade area. They also want to show the public, in
general, that C,re is a lot of value and merit in doing quality
work with yoilr hands--that you don't have to sit behind a desk to
be valuable in our society.

Planning and conducting the activity. e Manpower and
Training Committee gave leadership to pl in this activity by
inviting the Executive Secretary of VI o meet with their
committee and discuss ways in which the' GC might be helpfdl. The .

association decided to investigate the possibility of co-
sponsoring the bricklaying contest, and they plan to soon
cosponsor a third contest.

low
The national VICA organization assumes responsibility for

most of the planning of the contests, whereas AGC assumes
responsibility for providing,a representative to serve on the
technical committee for the'contests. AGC also provides personnel
to help operate the contests and plays one-half of the costs
involved. The primary audience or the activity are trade and
industrial vocational educatioestudents. The skill olympics are
conducted yearly and-take about 1 week to conduct. The AGC
intends to participate in sponsoring these contests on a
continuing babis.

Benefits of the activity. The association benefits from this
activity because of the positive public relations value involved,
the recognitipn that may be gained by their use of the
association's curriculum materials, and the pride that members of
the association feel from being involved in such an activity.

The vocational education community benefits from the
motivation of students-to do as well as possible in their trainjng
program. The teachers and the vocational education institutions)
involved also benefit from the friendly competition and posipdve
public relations that result.
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Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. The strong'
desire of the Manpower and Training Committee to participate in

%i,this activity and to further expa d their involvement is an )

important facilitator. The physic location of VICA's national
office, facilitates joint planning does the reasonable cost
involved in actually cosponsoring the contests.

Although the costs of participation are affordable, the costs'
involved do inhibit greater involvement to some extent. 'One of
the concerns that has resulted in some friction has been the
cothpetition for funds in thecity where the contests are held.
The;Jocal AGC chapter has sometimes been asked by VICA to donate
funds to support their activities, and when the AGC asks for the
support of their local chapter, they may not be able to contribute
further.

Coordination and Cooperation with
the American Vocational Association {AVA'

The AGC has histoically been involved and active in some kVA
activities. These have included helping to draft new legislation
that will eff eft vocational educators and their industry, the
exhibition of their training materials at the annual AVA
convention, and the sponsorship of seminars at the convention some
years.

Initiating the activity. This activity developed from a
perceived mutual need and the benefit that can result from
organizations that cooperate in various ways. Involvemen; in a
specific. activity such as the support of or the opposition to a
proposed piece of le0iSlation, may be initiated either by AVA or
AGC.' Involvement in ongoing activities such as sponsoring a
display booth with the Oklahoma CIMC)each year at the annual AVA
convention, are more or less automatically done. Another ongoing
activity.involves the advertisement of their curriculum materials
in the AVA Journal. Most of the activities involving AVA are
approved by the Manpower and Training Committee, although some
activities are sent up through channels for eventual approval by
the president of AGC.

Planningandcoliductingthealtiy. 'Leadership for
planning these activities usually begins with a phone call or .

meeting between staff members of .The two organizations. Staff of
either organization initiate the contact whenever they feel itmay
be helpful. Once the issue of concern has been discussed and
there is agreement on the issue, then a joint plan of action may
be developed. If there is disagreement on the issue, the
involvement on that.issue.usually ends with a better understanding
of each other's position. Depending on the issue, one
organization or the other u ually assumes mtijor responsibility for
carrying out the activity. Generally this type of activity
requires few resources, exc t staff time for meetings. This type
of coordination has been ongoing for several years.
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Benefits of the activity. A major benefit that results from
this activity, is it's educational value to AVA and AGC. By
consulting with one another'the lines of communication remain open
and can lead to the formation of joint action, for example,
regarding a particular pies of legislation. By displaying their
curricular materials at thk AVA convention and advert: sing in the
AVA Journal, the ACC is able to make educators aware of their
mater a s and training assistance. Also getting to know and trust
each other lays.the'ground work for other things to happen that
may benefit either or both associations.

Facilitators ,and inhibitors' of the activity. The major
facilitator of this activity is the mutual interest or concern
that both organizations have about certain legislation and other
issues. When the two can join forces on issues, they have more
influence on legislative issues than they do by w4king alone.

A number of conditions tend to sometimes inhibit cooperation
between the two associations. The structure of the two
organizations is very different, and as a result, Ataff have
different levels of responsibility for making decisions. In the
AGC organizations, most decisions are made by the member
contractors rather than by the Washington staff. To consult with
their members and appropriate committees takes more time, which
can be frustrating to AVA staff who sometimes want a quick answer.
The two associations represent very different clientele and as a
result often have different objectives and concerns.

Formation of a Joint Committee of AGC
Representatives State Directors of Vocational Education

In 19B2, the Manpower and Training Committee asked selected
state directors of vocational education to join with them
indeveloping a plan Ehat would enable vocational and technical
education programs to meet more.effectively the needs of the
construction industry. The jqint committee consists of five AGC
contractors and five state directors of vocational education who
meet once or twice a year to discuss mutual concerns. The major
purpose of the joint committee is to develop ways that will
encourage vocational educators and AGC contractors to work
together for their mutual benefit.

Initiating the activity. The joint committee was formed as a
result of interest on the part of both groups. It was agreed that
vocational educators and construction industry representatives
should work together to develop a plan that; when'implemented,rs
would result in improving the public vocational education delivery
system. Dr. Francis Tuttle, who was state director in Oklahoma at
the time the committee was organized, assumed a leadership role, in
gaining the participation of other state directors. Dr. Tuttle
was known by many of the AGC staff because of the long-term
relationship that existed between AGC and Oklahoma's CIMC. The
AGC was interested in the joint committee because there was an
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expanding demand for workers who would be employed by open shop
contractors. The contractors also wanted to be in a position to
help bring about some of the changes they felt were needed in the
public educational system that they'were supporting with their tax
dollars.

Planning and conducting the activity. Both the concerned
state directors of vocational education and the AGC Manpower and
Training Committee participated in planning and implementing a
program Of activities. The staff of the AGC committee and state
directors have worked together over the past several years to
develop a plan to improve construction training that includes the
following major recommendations for cooperative action':

1. Identify training standards for construction crafts.

2. Establish and maintain national, state, and local
advisory committees for construction programs.

3. Recognize quality vocational education craft programs.

4. Recognize outstanding students who complete construction
training programs.

5. 'Share materials about careers in construction with
vocational education.

6. Establish a system to provide inservice training of
instructors and training coordinators.

7. Establish a committee for legislation and for national
priority areas of mutual interest.

8. Strengthen the system of formalized communication between
the construction industry and vocational education.

Once the goals were established, strategies regarding how
each goal would be achieved were also devised. In some cases,
both groups agreed to work together to implement some of the
goals, whereas in other cases one group or the other agreed to
assume major responsibility .for achieving the specified gcal.

It is believed that the formation of such a cooperative plan
of action by an industry group and representatives of the state
directors of vocational education is truly unique. The action
plan is based on evidence that suggests that the 'public vocational
education sector is underutilized in training workers for today's
construction.industry. It is also based on the belief that state
directors of vocational education can and will provide the

'Taken from Forging a New Direction in Construction Training, a
special report from the Associated General Contractor's of America
and the National Association of State Directions of Vocational
Education, updated.
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leadership needed to effect a close working relationship with they
construction industry and, thereby, better use existing resources
and materials to provide the skilled workers needed.

Benefits of the activity. The AGC has benefited from the
joint committee's recommendations and actions. Many of the
activities that the Manpower and Training Services staff now carry
out or that are jointly conducted, resulted from the
recommendation of the joint committee. The committee suggetted
such things as sponsoring the outstanding student and program
recognition awards rograms. Another benefit to AGC has been the
opening up of better lines of communication with vocational
educators at all levels. The joint support of vocational leaders
and industry personnel has also made the implementation of needed
changes much easier.

The vocational education community has benefited as well by
the specific activities that are now being conducted as a direct
result of the joint committees recommendations. The endorsement
of the state'director's association has resulted in gaining the
attention of vocational educators at all levels. Such attention'
is needed to bring about more relevant training programs that will
ultimately benefit the students who enroll in them.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. The major
factor facilitating the work of this committee is the recognition
of a mutual need to work together to accomplish common goals and
objectives. Its a situation whereby each can help the other
accomplish much more by working together than they can by working
alone, ,Another factor facilitating this activity was the
perception on the part of the state directors of vocational
education that here was a major trade association who sincerely
wanted to cooperate with them in every way possible. That had
never happened before. Last, is the positive feedback to the
decisionmakers that this joint effort is really beginning to pay
off. This type of feedback to the AGC decision makers has made it
much easier to offer the funding needed to support the recommended

,activities.

There are also a number of'factors that make full achievement
of the joint committee's potential difficult. The time available
to the contractors and the state directors is always limited. The
cost of out-of-state travel is another barrier to more frequent
meetings between the groups. The fact that the state directors
and contractors are coming from different parts of the country,
means that they also 'have somewhat different sets of priorities
and problems. The frequent turnover among state directors in some
states, also makes it difficult to make and carry out a long-term
program of work because the actors keep changing. Another
hindrance to the committees work is the poor working relationships
that exist in some states between contractors and educators.
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Service on Vocational Education
Advisory Councils and Committees

The AGC has established a national policy that urges
cbntractors to get involved in vocational and technical education
at all levels by serving on national, state, and local advisory
councils and committees. The rationale behind this recommendation
is simply that the contractors should get involved so that they
will have legitimate ways to influence the programs that are
designed to prepare workers for the construction industry.

Initiating the activity. This activity has long been
recognized by the association as an important avenue for having a
positive influence on vocational training programs. The activity
has often been initiated at the local level where good
relationships between the educators and contractors exist. Where
the local relationships are not good, however, they often do not
obtain the representation that is desired. Even though
contractors volunteer their service, it is usually up to school
officials officially to invite them to serve. Even though
national policy recommends their getting involved, there is little
else that the national office can do. They have also asked staff
members of the local AGC chapters to get involved with such
committees but are unable to monitor the extent'to which that has
actually been effective.

Planning and conducting the activity. At the national level
AGC staff went directly to the contractors who serve on several
assocation committees such as the collective bargaining committee,
the open shop committee, the construction education committee, and
every other national committee that they thought had even aremote
training responsibility connected with it. These contractors were
urged to do all they could to get on one of these committees. The
staff also urged the staff of every local AGC chapter to discuss
the benefits of serving on an advisory committee with their member
contractors.

Benefits of the activity. AGC feels by getting their members
on as many advisory councils and committees as possible, they will
increase their opportunities to influence positively the type of
vocational education programs offered to construction trades
students.

.044

Vocational educators also benefit from the service and advice
provided by contractors who will ultimately employ many of their
students. In the final analysis of things, it is the students who
benefit the most by receiving instruction that is pertinent to
their future careers in the construction industry.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. The national
AGC staff is doing all they can to encourage their contractor
members to, serve on vocational education advisory councils and
committees at all levelly. It is fair to say that the association
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is aggressively urging their members to serve on E-ch committees.

Perhaps the major inhibitor or this a.;t;vity is the fact that
most vocational education advisory personnel are usually invited
or appoinl7ed to,serve on such committees rather than beiAg
selected by application. In fact, an active attempt to secure
appointment to such committees could easily be mistaken as an
effort to influence the program unduly. Also, the AGC has no
systematic procedure for collecting information regarding how many .

members actually serve on these committees nor anyway to
accurately measure the benefits that come from such service.

Sponsorship,of the Vocational
Education Recognition Proaram

The AGC and the National Association of State Directors of
Vocational Education (NASDVE) jointly developed goals and
objectives that, when implemented, will improve the quality of
construction craft programs. The AGC Recognition Program was
developed as a method for local AGC chapters to recognize
vocational education programs that meet construction industry
training standards.

Initiating the activity. This activity was identified and
proposed by the joint committee of AGC and NASDVE as a means of
motivating vocational educators to design and deliver vocational
education programs that meet all of the industry established
program standards. This activity was approved by AGC's Manpower
and Training Committee, the board of directors, the Executive
Committee, and its officers. Twenty of their 108 local chapters
have already participated in this program.

Planning and conducting the activity. After the recognition
program's goals and objectives were established, the AGC Manpower
and Training Committee gave leadership to developing the specific
criteria and recognition procedures. Draft materials were
submitted to members of the, joint committee for their review and
critique. The revised recognition program materials w're then
distributed to all state directors of vocational education and
local AGC chapters urging them to make educators in their state
and areas aware of the program. The AGC chapters were asked to
encourage educators in their area to consider participation in the
program. To participate in the program, school officials must
complete the application forms and return it to the local AGC
chapter. A site verification team is then.selected to visit the
school and document achievement of the recognitift program
standards. If the program meets all the standards, the Site
Verification Team Approval Form is completed and a copy is mailed
to the AGC National Office of Manpower and Training Services.

The local LGC d'apter awards a plaque identifying the program
as meeting the construction industry training standards. Each
year the national AGC office publishes a list of all recognizes
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programs in the Constructor magazine. Students who graduate from
a recognized program may also be awarded an AGC skill card that
identifies them as having completed a training program that meets
industry standards.

After initial recognition by AGC, an annual self - evaluation
may be completed and signed by appropriate officials for the
recognition privileges to be continued. The local AGC chapters
are responsible for conducting the on-site evaluation and pay for
the plaques awarded. The program, which took about 1 year to
develop, is an lngoing activity that can be used to recognize
eit'er secondary or postsecondary programs.

Benefits of the activity. The association benefits from this
activity through the good publicity that is associated with it.
It is also expected that local contractors will see improvement in
the skill level of the employees they hire.

Vocational education also benefits in several ways. Industry
recognition of the quality programs enables them to gain more
local funding and support. The instructors and administrators
involved also gain favorable publicity and recognition for their
efforts. And, the students involved in such programs gain from
that recognitiOn wren they seek jobs within the industry.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. Three factors
were identified as facilitating this activity. They were as
follows: (1) the trend toward open shop construction, (2)
dissatisfaction with some vocational education graduates, and (3)
the desire of most instructors to obtain recognition for offering
a program that meets industry standards.

Factors that tend to inhibit conducting this activity were
identified as follows: (1) the AGC structure gives local chapters
much autonomy, (2) chapters that are heavily union-oriented are
not likely to participate, (3) some schools lack financial
resources to obtain the necessary equipment and facilities
required to meet standards, and (4) the extensive paperwork and
time involved in completing the application forms and the on-site
visitation.

Sponsorship of the Outstanding
Vocational Educator Award

The AGC's Manpower and Training Committee has developed a
program to recognize an outstanding vocational educator at the
national level. The national winner receives a $2,500 award and
an expense-paid trip to the AGC's national convention. Local
chapters of AGC are expected to select and recognize a state-level
winner in an appropriate manner.

Initiating the activity. This awards program for
construction craft teachers was suggested by the joint AGC and
NASDVE committee. This activity was initiated in 1985 to
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recognize outstanding instructors at the national and state levels
and as a means of sending a message to instructors who have not
kept up with. the new processes and other changeg that have
occurred within the construction industry. The AGC spokesperson
said, "Although there are a lot of excellent instructors out
there, there are also a lot of people in our classrooms, that we
feel should not be there. And the reason they should not be there
is that they have been out of the field for 15-40 years and have
not kept breast of the many changes that have occurred within the
construction industry."

This award is designed to identify model instructors who are
involved with AGC, who use AGC materials, who are current in their
field, and who doing things the way contractor members feel they
should be doing them. Plans for this activityewere'approved by
the joint committee and by the AGC hierarchy.

Planning and conducting the activity. The AGC's Manpower and
Training staff gave leadership to the development of this activity
in much the same way that they planned the vocational education
recognition program. The teacher recognition program is conducted
by staff and contractor members of the Manpower and Training
Committee at the national level. Applications are sent directly
to the national office of AGC's Manpower and Training Committee
where contractor members evaluate the applications and select one
national ,winner. Applications are then sent to local AGC chapters
for their consideration for local/state awards.

%

Applications for the award are distributed through several
AGC chapters and tough the offices of all the trade and
industrial education supervisors in state vocational education
agencies. The state supervisors are asked to disseminate the
materials (a "wanted poster") to their instructors. Instructors,
school administrators, the state education agency, and AGC
chapters or contractors are all eligible to nominate persons for
this award. Upon receipt of the "wanted posters," which require
only a name, address, and the craft area, the AGC national office
mails the regulations and application form directly to the
instructors.

The intended audience for this recognition program is the
construction trades vocational teachers. This award is expected
to be made yearly if sufficient interest is shown and the
necessary funds are available.

Benefits of the activity. The association feels that they
will receive scree favorable publicity because of the award. It is
also hoped thatIthe teacher recognition program will cause the
trades instructors to try harder to be better instructors and in
turn, produce better graduates of their programs.

As for vocational eduation, the award gives the instructors
Isomething to strive for. t also gives the state winners and
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national winner recognition for themselves, their school, and
program.

Facilitators, and inhibitors of the activity. The factors
perceived as facilitating this recognition program include the
$2,500 award and an all- expense -paid trip to the AGC national
convention for the national winner, and the recognition gained by
the state and national winners. The role played by the state
supervisors of trade and industrial education also helps in
identifying and encouraging instructors to apply for the award.

The major inhibitors of this activity are the expenses
involved and the diffiCulty of evaluating a large number of
applications accurately. Some subjectivity is involved and an
applicant can only be evaluated based upon information included on
the application. Some people write b4tter than others and-a-l'a
result may look better on paper than they really The
application form was designed to be compreheYisive on purpose so as
to discrwrage applications from teachers unless they feel they
have a good chance of winning.

//Sponsorship of Scholai-ship Program

The AGC Education and Research Foundation tablished a
scholarship program for students who intend to enroll in a 4-year
program in construction or civil engineering. Students at the
high school level may apply for a scholarship if they definitely
plan to go into a 4-year college program in construction or civil
engineering. Students who are in their sophomore year at a
postsecondary school may also apply if they plan to transfer into
a 4-year college program. to complete their junior and senior
years.

Initiating the activity. This activity was initiated by the
AGC Education and Research Foundation in 1970 to provide financial
assistance to students wanting to enter a 4-year college program
in construction or civil engineering. A number of college-based
construction educators had contacted the AGC Foundation to express
their belief that more students would enter their programs if only
there was some type of financial assistance available to them.
There was 'also a belief held by many contractors and AGC personnel
that brighter dents should be encouraged to obtain a 4-year
college deg e so that they would be better qualified to assume
supervisory and management roles within the industry. This
activity was approved by the Apc Foundation's board of directors.

Planning and conducting the activity. Two professors of
construction education who also were voting members of the AGC
Foundation board gave guidance to veloping the criteria and
application materials for the scholarship. The educators helped
to develop criteria regarding ho'a the students would be selected
to receive a scholarship. They recommended selection criteria
such as follows: (1) students must be enrolled or planning to
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enroll in a 4-year college program; (2) they must be majoring in
either civil engineering or construction or one of these two
fields combined with another major such as computer science;
(3) they must be going to school full time; (4) they must
demonstrate the ability to obtain a reasonable grade point average
(about 2.5, although that is not a hard fast requirement); and (5)
they must demonstrate a sincere commitment to entering the
construction industry upon graduation.

About 500 applications are received each year, from which
about 75-80 finalists are chosen. All finalists are interviewed
by an AGC contractor where they live or where they go to school.
A major attempt is made through the finalist interview to assess
whether or not the student intends to pursue a career in the
construction industry.

Applications for the scholarship are sent to all local AGC
chapters, and the chapters, in turn, distribute them to the high
schools and the 2-year postsecondary colleges. The 4-year
colleges receive applications directly. The scholarship program
is also listed in several national scholarship listings used by
teachers, counselors, and the students themselves to request about
2,000 applications per year directly from the AGC Foundation.

Vocational educators in the constructs n trades area often
perform an important supportive role. They ay request
applications for their students and encourag them to apply
directly or with the aid of a school or colt ge counselor.

The task of reviewing and evaluatin 11 of the applications
received is a major undertaking. N ch ime is also required by
local contractors who must intervie ach scholarship finalist.
Since the scholaIrships are for $1,5 .per year for a maximum of
$6,000, if the student applies as a high school senior and
completes a 4-year program, a lot of financial resources are
required. The AGC Foundation has awarded more than $1.4 million
to 580 students since 1970.

The primary audience for this program are the secondary and
postsecondary students who are enrolled or planning to enroll in a
4-year construction or civil engineering degree program. This
activity is conducted yearly, with the number of awards being
made dependent upon the quality of applications received and the
amount of foundation money available.

Benefits of the activity. The foundation feels that the
association benefits in several ways from this program. Surve s
of the recipients of the scholarships show that 80 percent of the
scholarship winners go into some aspect of the construction
industry after graduation. Of this 80 percent, more than half of
them have gone to work with an AGC contractor. With the type of
echracal and managerial training received while in college, these t
loyees are capable of helping the contractors manage projects

and supervise construction personnel. Many of the recipients
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remain committed to AGC and often later serve the association as
committee members and officers. In-addi on to these 'benefits,
the foundation and the association also receive some excellent
publicity for the assistance they are providing to these
students.

Vocational educators benefit from this activity because it
offers opportunities to high school seniors and postsecondary
students that would otherwise not be available. The scholarship
program may also be helpful to teachers who want to recruit good
students who pla*to go on to college after high school.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. The AGC
Foundation scholarship program is nationally known and recognizeu
as one'of the largest suppliers of scholarships for students that
plan to go into the construction industry. Contractors are aware
of this program and support it in every :gay they can. Former
recipients also are good promoters of the program, which helps in
getting the word out to new candidates. The publication of
information about these scholarships in several national
scholarship catalogs gives the program status and further
publicity.

The availability of large amounts of money that is donated to
the AGC Foundation by AGC contractors makes this program possible.
There is a strong and broad-based support for the program from the
local chapters and the individual contractors.

Factors that tend to inhibit operation of this program
include the following: (1) the difficulty .of getttrig applications
out to everyone who is qualified, (2) the considerable amount of
time required by the national foundation office to review the
applications, (3) the time required of the foundation board
members to review about 100 applications each, (4), the time
required to interview each candidate, and (5) the fact that the
students must apply for the scholarships almost a year before the
funding is made available.

Potential Future Contributions to Vocational Education'

AGC personnel expect the association's potential for making
future contributions to planning and conducting vocational-
technical education programs is likely to remain about the same.
All pf the association's activities that support vocational
education either require staff time or financial resources or N
both. If the construction economypicks up.,--then some increased
linkages are likely over the long run. On the other hand, if that
same economy decreases, the association will also have to decrease
its financial support of these programs. The association obtains
its money from the dues that its contractors pay, and the amount
of dues depends on the amount of work the members 44. When the
amount of work decreases, the amount of dues paid to AGC also
decreases.
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/The association feels they know what is needed in terms of
the skills required, and they have a broad network of chapters
that are amenable to cooperating with educatoi-s.

When asked about who should initiate activities, the IGC
spokespqrson replied, that both the association and vocational
educatots have a responsibility to initiate activities that can
improve the local situation. Neither side should wait for the
other to ke changes that are needed. And, if help is needed ,in
making the necessary changes, neither side should hesitate to ask
for it. Both sides should be helping the other, and the lines of
communication need to.be kept open.

The most authority for linkage with vocational education in
the AGC, rests with the Office of Manpower and Training Services.
In vocational education, the AGC feels the first-line linkage
should be between the local chapters and the instructor. At the
state level, in most cases the most effective linkage is with the
office of(the state director of vocational education and/or with
the state supervisor of trade and industrial education.

When it comes to funding linkage activities, the AGC feels
that it should do the program development work, any necessary
printing, and the necessary information dissemination to their
local chapters. It is then primarily the local chapters'
responsibility to provide the human and financial resources
necessary to follow-through on thr programs.

Vocational education's responsibility is to hire and pay
qualified instructors, to offer relevant instruction, and to
provide adequate facilities, equipment, and supplies to operate an
effective program. That is not to say that AGC is unwilling to
assist further by serving on the advisory committee, and so forth,
but that basically the facilities and.instructors are not their
responsifkidlity.

Labor Market/Changing Technology
Information to Vocational Education

AGC does not collect any information about the /employment
demand for new and emerging jobs in the constructs

??de. The
associatIvat uses secondary sources of labor.mark data-And
information that is produced by the Washiligton, D.C.-based
ConStruction, Labor, and Research Council (CLRC). The CLRC is
funded by several construction trade associations, including AGC,
to produce the labor market information they need;

AGC also utilizes data on labor projections produced by the
U.S. Department of Labor. Althodgh this type of data is useful in
predicting countrywide trends, it is inadequate on the local
level. A vocational School or a community college should never
establish or cloie down a construction trades training program
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using national data. Such data has absolutely no bearing
whatsoever on the local situation. It is absolutely essential
that labor supply and demand data be either,loca'Lized or at least
regionalized data.

AGC does not collect any information regarding potential
shortages of skilled labor for existing jobs either. Again,
national data of that type would not be relevant to planning a
program at the local or regional level. Contractors whoare
members of the Manpower and Training Committee always have a good
understanding of the employment situation in their own community
or labor market area, but itis usually unique to their specific
situation. AGC staff indicated they wculd like to have relevant
information for all of their chapters but have concluded that such
data is almost impossible to gather at the national level.

AGC periodically collects information about the type of tab
skills needed by the various coietructio' trades people. As
changing technology impacts upon the typ 'f skills needed by
these trades workers, AGC conducts job analysis siudie4 to
identify the changes. Staff then modify the curriculum materials
for those trades, so that the competencies addressed in traininp

.

programs using their instructional materials will accurately
reflect the actual job situation. AGC's goal is to update its job
analyses and the association curriculum materials approximately
every 5 years.

The job analysis information is readily available to
vocational educators, as are the curricular materials. AGC staff
feels it is highly unlikely that labor market demand and supply
data will ever be available directly from their trade association
because of the difficulty and cost of gathering such data. If
such data should somehow become available, however, the
association would be happy to share the information with
vocational education.
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EDUCATIONA INSTITUTE OF THE
AMERICAN HOTS & MOTEL ASSOCIATION

The Educational Institute s a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
American Hotel & Motel Associ ion (AH&MA). With its)headquarters'
in New York City, AH&MA is federation of state associations with
about 9000 corporate mem ers, representing about 1,200,000

-'employees. The Educational Institute was established by AH&MA
the early 1950s to provide education and training resources and
services in order to increase the knowledge and skills of
hotel/motel employees as well As to attract persons ii1to
hotel/motel employment. Earlier efforts by the parent association
lacked the desired effect/that was considered necessary to meet
the rapidly expanding personnel requirements of the industry.

Although some Institute activities resemble thoseof other
trade associations, the totality of its effort offers a unique
model for education and training services. Its governance and
funding illustrate the point. The Institute has its. ,own Board of
Trustees that consists of industry executives and academicians.
AH&MA's only formal link to the Institute is its authority for'
,approval of the Institute's Board of Trustees. Internal Institute
operations arecarried'out by a Board of Trustees appointed
Executive Director, and an administrative and support staff ofnearly 60 persons. The Institute's budget is separate from AH&MA,
and it operates as a nonprofit educational foundation. Al]operations are therefore self-sustaining whereby the development
and operating costs are recovered through the sales of productsand services. Volunteerism is a positive force in that all
education and training projects of the Institute, utilize the
voluntary advisory services of association member committees and
academicians/who join with Institute professidnalS.

Of special gnificance is the Institute's close affiliation/with Michigan State University, a partnership which has extended tover three decades. While there is no formal relationship, the
Institute-is situated on the campus aE East Lansing. Strong
internal ties exist with the School of Hotel, Restaurant .and
Institutional Management in the College of Business. Faculty from
that school' assist with Institute product development-efforts,
offer settings for the tryout and revision of textbooks and other
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course materials, and find through their participation in
Institute activities a close tie to industry practice. Institute
professionals on the other hand engage in teaching some university
courses, and often augment their regular duties through
participation in academia. The University offers the Institute a
broad range of support services, including telecommunications,
computers, access to libraries, and others. Much of the
Institute's total structure and operation have therefore been
influencediby this special symbiotic relationship with a major
university.

Within this organizational framework the Institute's overall
strategy is influenced by two major conditions. One is to help
satisfy the indu try's expanding training and education
requirements. Th other is to select activities and develop
products and services that will enable the Institute to 6e self-
sustaining:- The In titute endeavors to address key personnel
development problem and respond with appropriate training
models which can be applied through multiple approaches. It
carries this out with a singular focus upon the hotel-motel
segment of the hospitality industry.

Activities Related to Vocational Education

Tlip Educational Institute's mission and program includes but
is not limited to the scope of public vocational education. For
example, Institute-designed management seminars are used to train
thousands of hotel/motel managers and other decision-makers each
year: In a more recent venture, printed Executive Briefs provide
timely information in newsletter form to practicing managers on a
variety of topics. Middle-management training is undertaken by
individuals through ipdependent and group learning arrangements
that occur outside of the public educational system.

Within the breadth of its efforts the Educational Institute
dwells most intensively upon middle-management training. Within
public education this translates mostly to postsecondary schools,
colleges, and universities. Secondary school vocational
education, with few exceptions is not igvolved at present, but
most likely will be in the future.

Public postsecondary vocational education draws most directly
from three components of the Institute's total program.

o Training Courses

o Textbooks and other Instructional Materials

o Certificate/Diploma Services

All of these components are designed to be interactive in
practice, and in that sense are parts of one system. These close
ties among all three will be recognized
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but they are described separately in order to more adequately
reveal some unique aspects of each, and thus reduce the complexity
of the narrative.

Development and Application of Training Courses

The Educational Institute has developed 23 courses that cover
al-k functional areas of hotel/motel operation. logether they
comprise an industry-driven system wherein present and prospective
hotel/motel employees can learn a wide range of understandings,
skills and attitudes. The courses are clustered into the
following groups:

o Rooms Division Management

o Food and Beverage Management

o Marketing and Sales Promotion

o Accounting and Financial Management

o Engineering and Facility Management

o Management Development

Considerable flexibility exists wherein persons may
participate in the following:

o Enrollment in such formal institutions as postsecondary
technical schools and degree-granting colleges and
universities

o Group study in employer settings, and in Educational
Institute chapters

o Irideperient learning programs through correspondence

The Institute has accreditation from the Accrediting
Commission of the National Home Study Council for its training
courses and from the-state depa nts of education where the
courses are provided through ad It education programs.

M.
Initiating the activity. Two key motives are apparent

regarding the Institute's training course development. One is to'
assemble the best of what employees require to perform effectively
in'all segments of hotel/motel operation, and to update this
information periodically. Another is to design instruction and
learning arrangements that are applicable to a variety of training
settings and approaches, including independent learning.

Institute professionals assume resOonsibility for initiating
new training courses or revising existing ones. Input to these
decisions come from a variety of sources. The Educational
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Programs Committee, comprised of both industry and academia
representation, is an important continuing resource. Discussions
with industry executives and academicians provide another source
of advice. After assembling a proposal for a particular project,
approval is granted by the Institute's Executive Director.

Planning and conducting the activity. Training courses are
developed through ca project approach. For each project the
Institute assembles a review team of 6-10 persons representing
both industry and academia. Persons are selected nationally
according to their particular expertise in the subject at hand.
This review committee functions at an advisory level to the
Institute throughout the life of a project, which includes
periodic revisions of a particular course.

Review committee members and Institute professionals work
jointly in the conceptualization and design of training courses.
Consideration is given to each of the components, which include
instructor's guides, student certification manuals, and
examinations. Textbooks are utilized with all training courses as
well; their development is described in a later section of this
report. Authors are identified for various products under
development. Their outlines and drafts are proofread by the
review committee and assigned to professional Institute editors.

As materials approach the production stage, they increasingly
become an internal Institute operation. Established policies and
guidelines apply to such matters as editing and formating of
training course materials. The Review Committee reviews the final
draft for accuracy and completeness.

Training courses are marketed directly by the Institute, the
official publisher. Courses are marketed on a priced basis, with
the same prices applied to both AH&MA members and nonmembers.

The Institute's participation in the application of training
courses varies according to options.selected by users. Students
who enroll in independent learning programs interact directly to
the Institute. They receive at student certification manual that
contains learning tips, performance objectives, and self-scoring
review quizzes as the related textbook for the course.
Independent learning program students also must have an assigned
proctor, a responsible person in the vicinity who has been
approved by the Institute. This individual provides assurance
that examinations are taken correctly. Examinations for
independent learners are scored by the Institute, and upon
satisfactory completion of a course, the appropriate certificate
is provided to the student by the Institute. The Institute also
maintains a permanent, computerized transcript record for each
student.

Independent learning programs illustrate m;;Zilhum involvement
by the Institute. Group learning programs in employee settings
and Educational Institute Chapters are serviced by the Institute
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in a manner similar to independent learners. Two-year
postsecondary technical institutions and 4-year degree granting
colleges and universities have more flexibility in their
utilization of Institute training courses. Two .major options are
offered by the Institute's International Academic Partnership
(IAP), 'a flexible arrangement whereby a college or school can
integrate its curriculum with the Institute's training courses.
The Full Academic Partnership (FAP) is implemented by institutions
which fully utilize the Institute's courses and certification.
The Modified Academic Partnership (MAP) allows schools to select
only those courses and services which are desired. Participating
.institutions have the option of including some of their own
courses, with prior approval of the Ins,titute, with both FAP and
MAP.

'Flexibility in training course participation also occurs.
through the changing circumstances of students. For example, a
student might. complete some courses /in a pOstsecondary technical
institution,-others as an independent learner, and still others in
a employer-sponsored group arrangement.

Students of Institute training programs are encouraged to get
some kind of job experience. This is especially true of
independent learners who gain very much from the interaction and
reinforcement of job experience. Postsecondary colleges and
schools are likewise advised to augment their courses with some

4 kind of industry experience/requirement.

Benefits of the activity. The hotel/motel industry has
benefited from more highly trained individuals who have completed
training courses. In 1985, nearly 40,000 persons in 95 countries
completed Institute programs through Various arrangements. Nearly
500 degree-granting inst.4itivs throughout the world offer formaltraining courses.

Vocational education has been aided by the provision of
expertise from the hotel/motel industry and the Educational
Institute in the development of new programs. The detailed design
of the course materials also makes it possible to operate with
more inexperienced staff. Likewise, Institute certification
provides recognition to students who have completed training
courses.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. The Educational
Institute has establ.shed a close working partnership with
industry and academia to develop training courses. An additional
facilitator to this process has been the freedom and flexibilityby which this partnership is able to respond quickly to the
changing needs of the hotel/motel industry.

No major inhibitors to the operation were reported by theEducational Institute representatives interviewed for this study.
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Textbooks and Other Instructional Resources

The development, production, and distribution of textbooks
and other instructional resources is one of the Educational
Institute's central and 'highly visible activities. Much of this
activity is closely associated and forms an integral part of
training course development. However some aspects of this
activity warranted a separate description, which is the subject of
this section of the report.

Initiating the activity. Internally-produced textbooks were
not always a part of the Educational (Institute's program. For a
time, training courses were develope and textbooks were acquired
from other sources and used with them. Many-of these textbooks
were thought to be too theoretical,- not relevant, expensive,
and/orout of date. Therefore, the Educational institute decided
that the success of its training courses, was 'dependent) uponthe
availability of relevant'and useful textbdoks and other
instructional resources.

NUp to the present time, textbooks represent them k
'most 7

important part, and have been developed for 18 of the 23 training
courses that the Institute provides. Ancillary materials such as
instructor's guides and student manuals are available for all 23
courses, Some other special-use publications, aside from training
courses. have been developed. Recently, some videocassettes have
been produced and it is anticipated that more electronic media
materials will be developed in the future. Computer-based
interactive video training is one example.

Planning and conducting the activity. The development
process for textbooks and other instructional resources closely
parallels that which was described earlier,for training course
development. That is. Institute professionals provide leadership
with the cloSe association of specially designated review
committees for each item to be developed. Joint efforts by
representatives'bf industry and academia outline the content to be
incorporated. Committee representatives alsoreview the drafts at
each stage of developMent. Institute professionals undertake the
Major production tasks,: with printed as well as with multimedia
materials.

Fihancial resources for textbook development and production.
come from the revenues of sales. Input from the review, committee
is a no-cost contribution to the Institute,, with the exception sof
travel and related. meeting expenses which the Institute? incurs.

Textbooks are largely used with hotel/motel training;
lrograms institutional and otherwise. Generally, 2 -year
postsecondary institutions would purchase textbooks along, with
courses and related instructor and student manuals, and perhaps
uses the Educational Institute's examination grading. service..
Four-year degree-granting institutions are more likely to use'themi
with courses they themselves''have developed.. Independent learners;
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and group programs use textbooks in relation to other course
materials in order to qualify for Institute certificates and
diplomas.

Benefits of the activity. A major benefit of textbooks to
hotel/motel training is having materials that are keyed to
courses, contain a better balar.e of theory and practice, and are
revised as changes occur in training requirements.

To academia, which frequently lacks specialized personnel to
teacn hotel/motel management, the textbooks and instructor's
guides provide a means by which programs could be more effective.
There is also the assurance that Institute-produced textbooks and
other resources have the support and advocacy of industry
execut;ves and practitioners.

_ ,/
lucilitators and inhibitors of the activity. Textbook

development is facilitated by the same combination of professional
interest and expe-tise that is utilized for training course
development, thus allowing the Educational Institute to produce
texts for reasonable costs to those who train hotel/motel

4- personnel. No special inhibitors were noted.

Certification

The Educational Institute maintains a certification program
for persons in hotel/motel management that provides standardized
recognition for training and experience. The certification
requirements are related to the various training courses which the
Institute;offers, but it, is possible for candidates to complete
what are called "challenge examinations" in lieu of taking
courses.

The system for certification is shown in exhibi' .
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EXHIBIT 1
INSTITUTE SYSTEM FOR CERTIFICATION

CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

o Course Certificate Complete one of the Institute's 23
courses

o Certificate of
Specialization Complete five course series within one

of six areas of specialization

o Institute Diploma

o Executive Certifica-
tion in the following
areas:

- Certified Food and
Beverage Executive

Complete two Certificates of
Specialization--one in Management
Development and one from the remaining
five areas of specialization--and two
elective courses selected by the
candidates

PLAN A: Requires completion of the
Institute's fiye-cours4 Certificate of
Specialization in the respective area
plus two additional courses, 1 year of
verified experience as manager of the
departmental function for which,

acertification is being sought, and
successful completion of a comprehensive
examination

- Certified Hospitality
Housekeeping
Executive PLAN B: Requires 3 years of verified

hospitality industry experience (2
- Certified Rooms years at the manager or department-head
Division Executive level, at least 1 of which Idas

specifically in the position of manager
- Certified Engineering of departmental function for which
Operation Executive certification is being sought) and

successful completion of a comprehensiv
examination

o Certified Hotel
Administrator

PLAN A: Requires completion of the
Institute Diploma plus five additional
courses, and 3 years of verified
hospitality industry experience

PLAN B: Requires 3 years of verified
experience and a current position as a
general manager, corporate executive, or '

hospitality educator, and successful
completion of the CHA comprehensive
examination
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Initiating the activity. The certification program is
designed to encourage the development and recognition of different
levels of expertise and specialization of persons in hotel/motel
management and operation.

The certification program is conducted y the Educational.
Institute. A Certification Commission consi Ling of 15 leaders
from industry and academia review the requirements and the
procedures by which certification is carried out. Authority for
all decisions about certification rests with the Institute's
Executive Director.

Planning and conducting the activity. At the heart of
certification are standards for performance in hotel/motel
operations that are identified and translated into training
courses of the Institute. A system of tests and examinations is
then developed to assure that candidates have met particular
requirements. The Institute administers and grades tests, or
arranges for them to be administered through proctored
arrangements. The entire system for certification is subjected to
regular review and ievision by Institute professional staff and
the Certification Commission. With the approval of the Board of
Trustees the Certification Commission is responsible for approving
'the content and implementation procedures for all Institute
professional certification programs. The Commission consists of
up to 15 members, including representation from academia and
industry. At least five Commission members must be from the Board
of Trustees.

The certification system is maintained by fees paid by
candidates to the Educational Institute for its service.

Primary audiences for certification are those persons who
take Courses in 2-year postsecondary institutions, through
employer group settings, and those who complete courses through
,independent learning. Persons who receive degrees from 4-year
institutions tend more to rely upon the degree itself as a symbol
of achievement and expertise.

Benefits of _the activity. Employers in the hotel/motel
industries can more ably select persons for various levels
expertise and specialty in their organizations. Students who
complete courses receive recognition for their accomplishments in
a uniform way that can be recognized by employers throughout the
country.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activit . Certification
is facilitated by the availability of professional expertise in
both industry and academia The Educational Institute's network
of training courses also provides a readily available means for
persons to prepre for various levels of certification. The
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certification program also offers the flexibility of "challenge
exams" that allow individuals to receive recognition for study and
experience outside of t1 framework of the Institute's formal
training course structure.

Inhibiting the certification's program is a constant need to,- '

review and revise programs and materials, as well as the tests /

which must respond to changing industry requirements. Closely
related is the fact that certification is a one-time event with no
arrangement for recertification in future years

Potential Future Contributions to Vocational Education

There is an expressed high degree of satisfaction by
Educational Institute officials with their present situation.
Such qualities as independent status, quick response capability, a
blending of expertise from industry and academia in all aspects of
work, and what appears to be an effective symbiotic relationship
with Michigan State University all seem to contribute to this
satisfaction.

This being the case it is likely that the institute's
contributions to vocational education will increase. The increase
would result from continuing its resent activities with whatever
changes are needed, and pursuing rrjew targets of opportunity.

One such opportunity is to place more emphasis upon high
school-level vocational education, which to date has received
fairly little attention. There are ajew instances where high
schools have taught some individual training courses.

Present training materials are not aimed at high school-level
skills training. Tile Institute, therefore, plans to produce
materials that wouldtpvpare high school graduates to enter the
industry directly, or perhaps allow them to achieve advanced
standing in postsecondary vocational programs. This might include
short-term courses that high schools could adopt. Multimedia
approaches are expected to be an important+component of high
school training programs.

One reason for interest in the high school is that the
hotel/motel industries is labor-intensive and large numbers of
skilled workers are needed. The industry is also interested in
having young people who have had suffi Tent schooling. High
schools providing entry-level training, including some kind of on-
the-job training, would be preferable to students receiving all of
their training on the job;

The Educational Institute recently produced a career guidance
videocassette on thq hotel/motel industries for use in schools.
This videocassette is one effo'.t co contradict what some industry
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officials believe to be negative approaches by guidance
counselors. Some high school students, it is believed, are
-,1dissuaded from the hotel/motel industries without sufficient
information. Thocs may arise in part from the fact that

I

hotel/motel training doesn't fit well into the traditionally
recognized vocation areas. The Industry recognizes that it
needs to create more awareness among school officials of the
potential for hotel/motel employment and the role of vocational
education in training new employees.

"Closely related to the high school programs could be a
potential for adult education programs in communities. Because
many Of the entry-level people are immigrants, it would be
necessary to also consider language training, when necessary, for
these pers6s.

A second major future tarot for the Educational Institute is
the packaging of training mai:eria:Is and a greater variety of high
technology delivery mechanisms for instruction. To date, most
training information is in textbook-form one book for bach'course.
Because of the large size of some boOks, there is the possibility
of breaking them up into smaller segments, as modules for example.
This would allow for greater flexibility in their use, and would
allow easier revision of some parts.

The Institute is also making inroads into a variety of
educational technology developments. Videotaped scenarios of
hotel/motel operations, for example, are used to reinforce
instruction. A computerized simulation of an accounting exercise
is another. In this manner, the Institute feels that instruction
can be made more interesting and more effective.

If these developments o cur the Institute's desire to
increase the number of qual ied entrants-in -hOtel/motel
employment would be serve . Although much training will likely
continue to be giv9.n to employees "by their employers, the
Institute's primary strategy call for significant amounts of
preemplOyment training to occur within the public secondary and
ipostsecondary vocational education programs. It is hoped that
this school -based approach would include some kind of internship
experience in a wor. setting to reinforce the formal training.,

Whether and to what ext -t all of this occurs will depend
upon rational education's esponse. The Institute has the
capacity to expand its effor s if funding is available from the
education side of the partme ship to develop and operate programs.
The Institute is also open to ropcsals from vocational educatoiss
regarding other possible developments, such as teacher training
and others. Without such developments the Institute will likely
continue the present resource-client relationship whereby it
produces trai.Ing c rses, textbooks, and other materiels as wellas certification rvices that will be available for purchase bythe vocational ed cation community.
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As a final observation, it would seem that the Educational
Institute has established a solid foundation for the preparation
of qualified personnel for management and middle management, and
are moving with interest toward entry skill levels. At the same
time, there exists an interest to train their people in the
secondary and higher education system. Potential exists for young
persons to enter this field at an entry level, and for their
upward mobility through further training. Taken together, it
would seem that secondary schools and 2-year postsecondary
schools and colleges have much potential for offering programs
that meet the,. diverse needs and interests of their full-time
students, anti perhaps adults in some communities.

Labor Market/Chanqinq Teghnology
Information to Vocational tduration

In reference to the three conditions about the labor
market and changing technology to whidh this study relates,
shortages of skilled labor for existing jobs is most relevant to
hotel/motel operators and managers. Less concern is noted about
demand for new and emergin4 jobs, or about the effkt-Es of changing
technology. Several facto is seem to bear on this. One is that
hotel/motel operations are labor intensive, requiring from one to
one and a half employees per room, depending upon the level of
service provided. Second, ere has/been widespread grpwth'in
h6tel/motel operations that has incased the total number of
employees required. Last, in contrast to some other industries,'
thle technology is more stable in hotel/motel operations.
Technological change does affect to some extent the skills needed,d
but does not displace workers to any significant degree. A prime
concern, in hotels and motels therefore is to attract an detrain
adequate' numbers of qualified persons to accommodate e incrOased
numbers needed.

Surveys of labor market demand are not carried tut in any
formal and periodic sense, by AH&MA or the Educational Institute.
Some dependence is placed upon_ projections from secondary sources,
primarily the federa: government. These projections are
considered to be quite adequate in the sense that national
projections are useful. However, national projections have
limited value, especially when planning for local education and
training programs. When queried on this subj(,ct, Institute
Officials recommended that educational institutions that are

sirous of sta-ting hgtel/motel training programs should contact
industry representatives in the localities that they serve to
determine the demand for empl%).yees. Qthe benefits would also
accrue from such contacts, such as develo ing active partnerships
for internships, placement of graduates, nd obtaining resou.ce
persons to assist with program riannin, and operation.assist
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,Although ational surveys are not conducted to determine whatskills are needed, this matter is addressed during the developmentof the Institute's training courses, textbooks, and certification
arrangements. Most reliance is placed upon the judgments of
knowledgeable persons from the industry to determine what skillsare needed, and to what level of proficiency, in the varioustraining courses. It is believed that these specialists, activelyengaged in the Institute's Educational Programs Commlttee, and thevarious project review committees, provide a valuable resource for -making necessary judgments. The Institute also endeavors tosubject its training coursesand related materials to frequentreview based on feedback from users in the field.

Vocational education's benefits from the Institute's effortsto track labor market and changing technology information areindirect. That is, vocational education institutions 'which useInstitute training courses, textbooks, and examinations
I ve someassurance that practicing industry experts have determine whetherthe substance of these materials is in alignment with prese andfuturistic requirements.

it is possible that the Institute will conduct some studiesrelated to labor market conditions and requirements. 11 1.6Institute is equipped to conduct such studies, and one "otentialtarget is to develop a "career ladder model." Wherea theusefulness of conductingspecidl formal studies is no discountedas a matter of principle, there is a question of whether suchefforts would be cost beneficial. Institute support is on a cost-recovery basis and there would be practical limits for ,funding
--

such special investigations. In the event that formal studies oflabor market projections would be done, objections to sharing theresults with the vocatio al education community wou d not likelypresent any problem. I is in the Institute's and H&MA's bestinterests for vocations educators to he knowledge ble and activ:in the training of pro pective hotel/motel employees and anyc.cooperation is coniilk.red beneficial.
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THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION

The Electronic Industries Association (EIA) is the national
trade associatibn of electronics manufacturers. Products from
this industry range from minute components to complex systems usedin defense, space, and industry. Examples of products are
telephones; tel,evisions; video recorders; video cameras; audio
compacts, components, and consoles; automobile sound and securityequipment; blank And prerecorded audio- and vidco-tape, and
videodiscs; satellite earth stations; telecommunications
equipment; computers and softwire; and personal use items such aswatchet, calculators, health care products, games, and toys.

EIA was founded in 1924 and currently has a membership of
over 1000 corporate manufac"thrers represent th: full spectrum of
electronics products. Individual members ela e directly to ,-.he
national association without any inter d' to tructure.1
Membership is first to the general ass ciati r and then/to one ormore of the following five groups whip reflect .different as)ectsof the industry: Consumer Electronics Group; Information and
Telecommunications Technologies; Industrial Electronics,
Components, and Government. Within EIA's structure, there alsoexists the Electronic nAustries Foundation.

Most linkages, and ontributions to vocational education occurthrough the Consumer E tronics Group (CEG) and its component
Product'Services department. The department .functions with threecore staff, who are aided by several education and service
consultants, plus, occasional consultants who do most of the
teaching seminars and who author educational materials. Almostall activities in support of vocational education are funded fromthe association budget. The mission and strategy of CEG ProductServices includes a leveraging principle whereby its limited
resources are deployed to enhance the capacity and capability ofother agencies and individuals to perform more effectively.

S
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Activities Related to Vocational Education

CEG Product Services' training activities relate extensively
but not exclusively to formal secondary and postsecondary
vocational education. For example, many.,4orkshops are conducted
to upgrade the skills of practicing technicians. However,
provision is made for vocational education personnel to
participate in these workshops on a limited basis.

Within the scope of vocational education, training activities
described in this report are as follows:

o Textbook Development and Production

o Electronics Training Curriculum Development

o Videocassettes and Workbooks

o Bridge Program Videocassettes

o Progr of Excellence and the Electronic Industries
Foundatl n

o Workshops for Upgrading Electronics Instructors

b VICA Program

61' o Technicians' Seminars and VCR Resident Program

Assistance to vocational education centers around two
premises., First, secondary schools and 2-year postsecondary
institutes and colleges are important sources of electronics
technicians. Second, these institutions will benefit in essential
ways 4f the electronics industry assists directly in their program
development and improvement.

Textbook.Development lnd Production
Ag

Approximately tIOnty textbooks, along with workbooks and
instructors' guides, have been produced through tte Qtforts of the
CEG Product Dery .ices department in cooperation with technical
educators and publishers. Tekt4ock production has an,extensive
history, and several million coplies have been utilized in the
electronics training of Secondary and postsecondary vocational
education programs.

Initiating the activity. Industry's recognition of its own
interests led to the textbook development program. It was
believed that existing school-based electronics programs were
dealing with a lack of currLat technical content in their
instruction. Likew3.5e, extensive and rapid technological change
in the industry needed to be more adequately reflected in the
technical instruction of young persons in vocational education.
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This belief was sufficiently strong for the CEG Product
Services department to initiate action and apply some of its own
resources. A process was devised whereby inteacticin with
industry experts and vocational education personnel would identify
what was needed and the EIA, through its CEG Product Services
department, would determine how much could be done and through
what means to maximize its efforts through a leveraged approach.

Planning and conducting the activity. A basic strategy is
employed by which the association influences the nature of content
to be incorporated in textbooks. At the same time, it utilizes a
production'and distribution system that minimizes the use of its
own resources And avoids its, direct competition with textbook
publishers. Planning for textbook development calls for CEG
Product Services personnel to interact with industry experts and
electronics instructors from vocational education programs to
identify promising topics for textbooks in basic electronics.
More intense effort in planning comes from ad hoc committees
assigned to the development of each textbook. These ad hoc
committees, together with an author, are responsible for
developing the outline for each textbook. Authors then prepare
manuscripts that are reviewed by the ad hoc committees.

An interested publisher is also brought into the partnership
at this stage with an agreement to produce, promote, and sell the
textbooks,. Exact arrangements vary in these partnerships. In
gome cases, the principal linkage is between an approved author
and a publisherwho work with an outline which has been approved

\\by an ad\hoc committee. Other arrangements call-for increasingry-
more participation by CEG Product Services personnel on approval
of manuscripts, sharing of royalties and other matters.\
Regardless of'the precise arrangeMents, the entire textbook effort
lemanates from EIA's desire to make technologically up to date and
appropriate texts, student workbooks, and instructor's manuals
available and accessible to vocational electronics. programs. The
strategy must also allow EIA to maximize its influence within the
definable limits of'its own resources. Thus, a few CEG Product
Services Department professionals and volunteer ad hoc committee
members are able to link with the expertise and investment
capabilities of a major educational book publisher to achieve this
purpose.

Primary audiences for the textbooks include th secondary
and postsecondary students of electronics. This br ad application
has been possible because of'the fact that the materials are basic
texts in severlrl facets of the eiectronics'field making them
applicable at basic levels in both secondary and postsecondary
vocational programs.

Benefits of the activity. The electronics industry, through
the efforts of the CEG Product Services Department, has gained
from the training of electronics workers who have more appropriate
and up -to -date skills. The vocational programs of secondary and
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2-year postsecondary institutions have had a steady and
coordinated industry-driven effort to provide useful materiald at
little special cost to the eucational system.

Fac'litators and inhibitors of the activity. EIA has beenable to use its limited budget to catalyze an effort that has
caused several basic electronics textbooks, instructor's manuals,
and student workbooks to be utilized in vocational education
programs. Likewise, this input has made it poSsible for
commercial publishers to produce and widely market the materials.

die

Electronics Training Curriculum Development
7'

For the past 5-years, the CEG Product Services department has
been actively involved in the development of a 2-year training
curriculum ber, consumer electronics. This effort has been closely
coordinated with textbook development and, to some extent, has
guided textbook developMent.

Initiating the activity. As in the case of textbooks, the
main reason for the curriculbm is to influence the content of
vocational education programs in electronics. The CEG Product
Services department launched this effort by enlisting the
cooperation of several state departments of education, primarily
ih the Midwest.

Plannirg and conducting the activity. CEG Product Services'
staff, their consultants, Sand about eight electronics edutators
from several states met to develop a step-by-step curriculum. The
particular focus was upon a 2-year training curriculum in consumer
electronics. EIA provided the cost of their staff and
consultants, and the participating states provided the costs for
the several educators who joined in the effort. ti trial
installation was carried out ih one Chicago school to determine
the usefulness of the curriculum. It served as a laboratory for
obserying and making necessary adjustments. Informal feedback on
the curriculum in other locations provided further insight for its
further refinement.

The curriculum is made.available free of cost to schools by
EIA. Limited resources restrict advertising and promotion of the
curriculum to some extent. Its adoption has been encouraged.by
the efforts of advocates within particuiar states. Primary
audiences for the consumer electronics training curriculum are
students in postsecondary vocational institutions, and to a lesser
extent secondary institutions.

Benefits of'the activity. Secondary 'schools and
postsecondaryg'yocational-ii..:,titutionsbenefit through the
availabiAity, free of cost, of an electronics'Itraining curriculum
or theii\programs that has been developed' by experienced persons.
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who are upif to date in knowledge of needed skills. The industry
has the assurance, that students who complete this curriculum will

,probably.be more skilled employees.

Facilitators and Inhibitors. of the activity. Excellent
'cooperation,from some states has caused a Widespread adoption of
the consumer electronics training CUrriculum within those
loca'tions., Likewise, adoption as, somewhat inhibited in other
states tat seem to lack inside advocacy and interest of education
leaders.) Association support for the free distribution of the
curriculum, has prevented problems of states affording it. The low
budgdt associated with this program has limited its promotion in
some, localities.

videoca,A6dttes and Workbobks
:.' L
The CEG Product Services department has coordinated the

development of a series of technical videbcassettes whose initial
purpose is to.,upgrade electronics technicians. These
'fidec-assettes, Inbm..).0-30.minutes each, are viewed by technicians
as needed for quick refreshers in some component area of
electronics. Quite WI-intended was the fact that technical
instr; tors discovered these tapes and acquired them for use of
stude ts. This: in .turn led to a further.developmept of workbooks
that would be useful for student exercises an relation to the

, various topics.,

Initiating the activity. Originally, it was thought that
textb in videoFasst!tte form might be useful for technicians to"
quickly u date themselves as needed,. This was-set aside in favor
of a More egmented, approach to various specifi6 subjects which
were cons]. eredk most important by practicing technicians. Their

. later adoption'by -schools came through the appeal of a visual
approach to instruction. CEG Product Services professionals

-recognized that this was an incomplete approach, and initiated an
effort to produce workbooks and thereby add to the eductional
value for secondary and postsecondary vocational students.

conducting the As in other
educational productions, ad hoc committees are utAlized to develop
the videocassettes; Authors are contracted to pr6pare scripts,
which are then reviewed by the Committees. Professional film
crews with prior experience in electronics develop the
videocassettes: .The videocassettes are then produced in quantity
and distributed by EIA on a sales basis to technicians and
consumer electronic6 firms 'for use by technicians.

Workbook development is at an earlier stage, but publishing
and sales is through a 'commercial publisher., Educators can
acquire both workbooks and videocaspettes,from the publisher, with
tapes bei.hg supplied to the publisher by EIA for distribution at
cost only.
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Benefits of the activity. A primary benefit to the industry
is that a product originally developed for use by practicing
technicians is also useful in schools for the training of future
technicians. Vocational education has gained through the
acquisition of new mediated materials, along with specially
deSigned workbooks for students as they utilize the
videocassettes. It was difficult to assess the impact of the
Combined videocassette--workbook venture as it is at an early
stage. A possible inhibitor exists in what could be the
questionable use of videocassettes without the workbooks.

Bridge Program Videocassette

A 17-minute videocassette entitled, "Electronics--Your Bridge
to Tomorrow" was produced for distribution, primarily to secondary
schools.

Initiating the activity. An urgent need for consumer
electronics technicians supported the idea to provide secondary
studOts with correct information about the industry. EIA,
therefore, initiated a videocassette for this purpose.

ti->

kurglimjuljjzmillialaatiltaglitLiu. The CEG Product
Services department identified an ad hoc committee of industry
representatives to identify concepts and draft script content.
The videocassette was then produced by professional media
developers with the guidance of CEG Product Services staff.
Distribution of the videocassette is through Modern Talking
Pictures.

This videocassette is a contribution to education by the
electronics industry under the auspices of EIA through its CEG
Product Services Department. Association costs approaching
$250,000 went into this production. The videocassette is offered
free to schools, including its distribution costs. It is not
copyrighted and schools are free to make copies for their use. If
desired, schools may also purchase the videocassette.

Benefits of the activity. The videocassette is a good way
for young persons in schools to become acquainted with the field
of consumer electronics at an age when it can be considered' as one
option in career planning. For the schools, the videocassette
provides a cost-free input to their library on career planning;

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. A major
facilitator of this activity is its convenient and cost -'free
access to schools. It was reported that this videotape is among
the most frequent requests of films from Modern Talking Pictures.
Inhibiting this activity is its initial high cost to EIA.
Although the current message in the tape is considered.to be
useful, some of the equipment examples and surrounding scan-es an
the tape are considered to be somewhat out of date.
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Program of Excellence and the
Electronic Industries Foundation \-

This complex program is designed to put, electronics programs
into secondary schools with the assistance and support of EIA.
The CEG Product Services department initially undertook this idea
in the Marie Curie School in Chicago several years ago. The same
basic idea is currently being offered to other schools, through a
ordinated approach of the CEG Product Services department and

th Electronic Industries Foundation-of EIA.
ti

Initiating the activity. The original and continuing impetus
for this e'fort is to initiate high school programs of excellence
in electronics. The original installation at Marie Curie High
School, Chicago\Illinois, was initiated through a close working
pwrtnership,between the CEG Product Services department and
intdrested-''Chicago school officials. EIA members in the Chicago
area have also been very instrumental in the working of this
program.

Expansion of programs ,to other schools, currently at an early'
stage of development, continues with the same interest by EIA.

, This expanded effort will extend beyond the CEG Product Services
Apartment's resources, and a rdvised arrangement for initiating
and monitoring will'he carried out,by the Electronic Industries
Foundation. Product Services department professionals will
continue to provide substantive input to program development as
resources permit.

Planning and conducting the activity. In the Marie Curie
School program, CEG Product Services Department personnel assisted
Chicago school officials with curriculum development, equipRent,
and electronics instructor selection 1-1c1 training. Chicago(
schools put extra money into the progkam as a pilot venture.
Twenty-eight students were selected from the entire Chicago area
for a 4-year program Which would provide academic courses plus a
speciplization in electronics. CEG Product Services staff
monitored the program, and EIA members from that area provided
variexes kinds of guidance and assistance along the way. Special
internships in industry settings were provided to students during
the last semester of their senior year. Students were paid for
their work during these internships. This program was expanded
after the first year to admit from 60-70 students per year. It
continues to function with support from EIA.

An expanded version of the Excellence Program is now being
offered to other schools which meet certain requirements. In
broad design, these programs will offer much the same kind of
support for curriculum, teacher training, equipment, and industry
support and cooperation that has characterized the Marie Curie
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School program. A funding partnership is proposed, involving the
joint. contributions of equal portions of funding from the
Department of Labor, Department of Education, and the state in
which a particular school is situated.

Here the role of the Electronic Industries Foundation (EIF)
becomes important. EIF was created by EIA about a decade ago
to utilize external funds to train and place handicapped persons
in the electronics industry. The foundation's efforts have
continued and expanded since that time. It has also engaged in a
var:ety of youth training programs,

The expanded Excellence Program will increasingly be
w4ministered from the association by EIF because of its assigned
responsibility.and capacity for externally funded efforts, and
that arrangement will prevail during future Excellence Program
efforts. The CEG Product Services department staff and others
will continue to provide substantive guidance to program
development, assist with facilities and equipment decisions, and
in the selection and training of electronics teaChers.

Benefits of the activity. Several years of experience at the
Marie Curie School indicates that dropout rates for students in
the electronics program are much lower than the prevailing rates
for.the entire Chicago school system. Employment of graduates is
at a very commendable level, as a result of the intense training,
and also because of the internship programs during the final year.
For example, the entire- first group of interns was hired by their
sponsoring employers during the internship experience.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. Perhaps the
most positive force is the partnership that exists between the
electronics industry and the school system in developing an
electronics technolegy'program. No particular inhibitors were
indicated.

Workshops for Uperadinc Electronics Instructors

The CEG Product Services department has conducted technical
workshops for electronics instructors for several years. This
program has expanded from 6 or 8 at first to this year when
between 10 and 15 workshops will beheld. Each workshop is 1 week
long and enrolls from 15-25 selected electronics instructors from
one state,

Initiating the activity. The electronics instructor training
workshops aim at the technical upgrading of regular electronics
instructors from secondary and postsecondary vocational programs.
The CEG Product Services Department initiates these programs by
inviting all states to participate, and selects those that will
Send instructors. Each participating state selects instructors to
be trained and secures a location for the workshop to be
conducted.
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Planning and conducting the activity. Planning for the
workshops begins with the CEG Product Services department staff
and workshop instructors determining the scope and topics to be
offered. Fof example, 1987 workshops will be on the subjects,of
Ogital'and microprQcessor. Expert consultants from both industry
and.edUcation assist staff with the plans and details for the
workshop programs. Letters are sent to the state directors of
vocational education in the respective states, inviting them to
participate in a statewide workshop, to secure participants and
arrange for a vocational" school location that will permit hands-on
instruction.

The CEG Product Services department is totally responsWe
for conducting the workshops. Equipment kits are provided to the
participants, and EIA employs three instructors to teach the
workshops. Credit toward teacher certification is awarded to
those, persons who complete these workshops.

Benefits of the activity. These workshops allow 15-25
electronics instructors from each participating state to receive
5 full days of technical updating by industry experts. The
participating instructors are also given specially designed kits
that will assist them in conducting training that is cost
effective and efficient.' In return, the industry has some
reasonable assurance that more highly trained electronics
instructors will prepare better technicians for employment in the
industry.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. Although
participation by states is increasing, there is a marked contrast
in the reactions of states. On the one hand, some states extend
ETA's resources by contributing to the funding of additional
workshops. In contrast, other states do not respond, or may agree
to participate but fail to provide the necessary arrangements.
There have also been instances where the invitation to the state
does not reach the appropriate persons.

Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA) Program

The CEG Product Services department has sponsored the
national and international levels of VICA's Electronics Products
Servicing Contest for about the past 10 years.

Initiating the activity. The mutual interests of VICA and
EIA were identified by the CEG Product Services Committee. As or
result of this early dialogue, it was determined that EIA's
interest in future technicians we:ranted-its support and technical
expertise in the national and international contests.

* Planning, and conducting the activity, At the nationa:i:
contest, the 'CEG Product Services department funds the contest by
providing necessary equipment -and providing, at industry expense,
22 representatives from manufacturers of electronics equipment.
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Additionally, the Executive Director of CEG.Product Services is a
member of the National VICA Advisory Committee.

At the international level, CEG Product Services provides thecosts of, national winners to attend and participate in the
international contest,'plus the cost of ope professional advisorto accompany the contestant. This effort led to a American
contestant winning the international contest. The Executive
Director of CEG Product Services is also active at the
international level, serving as chairperson of VICA's
International Skill, Olympics Committee, and as the U.S. delegate
to the World Congress...on Vocational Education.

Benefits of the activity. Direct participation in VICA's
national and international contests brings electronics industry
and EIA representatives into direct contact with electronics
instructors, of schools. Industry-set standards for the VICA
contests indirectly-Influence the instruction in schools.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the ac ivity. Electronicsindustry representatives are able to refl ct currently needed
electronic skills in the contest standards and specify the
competitive events. VICA thus is able to draw on a wide range of
technical expertise at no cost. There is a reported mixed
reaction among some EIA members regarding the value of their
association's contribution. The concern increases when resources
are invested in a single national winner's sponsorship for the
international contest.

'Technicians' Seminars and Video Cassette
BessEde r CR)IL.3esn

In one part of this activity; some electronics. instructors
from secondary and postsecondary vocational programs are invited
to participate in seminars designed mainly for industry
technicians. Another part provides material support to school
electronics departments for the purpose of training practicing
electronics techniCians.

Initiating the activity. The CEG Product Services department
initiates this activity by proposing to provide VCR training
seminars for members of various electronics service
organizations.

Planning and conducting the-activity. The CEG Product
Services department staff, along with,designated consultants,
determines needs for the upgrading of e ployed VCR servicers and\
designs programs in accordance with tho e needs. Training sites;
equipment, and necessary training materials are assembled.
Program announcements are mailed to EI members. Interested
persons are then selected and participate in the courses... Two
places in each workshop are reserved for invited electronics
instructors from high schools.
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A second feature of interest to vocational, education, is the
establishment of selected schools to provide VCR training to
industry technicians. In.this instance, EIA provides the
necessary equipment for the training programs and toupdate it as
necessary. The participating schools then agree to provide three

'workshops for technicians per` year.. In return,-the school's may
use the equipment for their regular in-school program.

Benefits of the activity. .Participating high school
'instructors are trained in the latest VCR technology. A .

Participating resident schools are kept current in. VCR training
equipment that is applied to their courses.

Factilitators'and inhibitors of the activity. Demand for
training by industry personnel is probably a chief facilitator,
along with, the CEG Product Services department's capacity to
organize ands carry out effective training. A major inhibitor is

'cost as training of this nature is expensive.

Potential Future Contributions to Vocational Education

Demonstrated evidence of EIA's commitment to training and its
recognition of efforts undertaken to that end is a A00 percent
increase in the CEG Product Services department budget during the
past 3 years. Practical constraints will no doubt preclude
further increases of this magnitude in the future. Further
expansion is likely to occur because of a recognition of the
impprtance of technician training in. electronics with the nation's
secondary and postse.condary vocational education programs.
However, expansion will be more dependent upon cost-sharing than
has been the case so far.

Likely future directions include the continuation and
revision of existing activities in addition to some new
initiatives.

° Electronics curriculum and textbook development is a likely
future target. The present curriculum is a 2-year design for
basic electrdhics that could be applied either in secondary or
postsecondary vocational education programs. Present textbooks
are geared to this basic level 'of training. The advent of Nk

increased breadth and;complexity.of electronics technology
requires that some action be taken to lengthen some training,
perhaps' through articulation between the secondary and
posftsecondary levels of education. The curriculum and textbooks
may`need tc extend over 3 or 4 years to reflect this need fox; more
training.

Workshops for electronics instructors have increased
dramatically. EIA's capacity for furtlier expansion here is
dependent upon a revised linkage with states, whereby the public
educational system assumes'a greater share of the cost of running
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workshops. EIA envisions no problem with a marked expansia7,
its fairly constant resources could be extended by the education
side picking up a ireater share' of, the operational costs.

An update. of the Bridge Program videocassette is considered
-to be quite important. However, this requires heavy funding to
achieve the level of quality desired in a career guidance film.

Program of Excellence, which will' work directly, with
,ielectronics training program development, he.s much potential for
expansion. That will depend ma(inly Upon the new proposed linkage
between the Departments ofrLabor and Education, and the respective
states to provide their respective shares of the resources. EIA,
through the Electronic Industries Foundatiob, has demonstrated its
commitment to move forward. Theexperience of the CEG Product
Services department is also ready to assist this program with its
technical ihput to program development.

EIA's most direct linkage to educastion is from its CEG
Product Services department to the state departments of education,
more specifically the divisions of vocational-technical education.
There has been some difficulty establishing this linkage in some
states, while in others, it. is quite strong. This linkage is

. considered to be vital to the work'ing.of an effective partnership.
Informal meetings have occur:red between,CEG Pr6duct Services
professionals and some state directors; and more contac_s of this
.type would be fayored by the association.

1

Labor MarketiChanqinc Technology
Information to Vocational Educationa

Several trends and conditions are observable within the,
electronics industry that have an effect upon the urgency for

' training technicians. One is that many Consumer electronics firms
are operated byspersons nearing retirement, and they are not being
replaced. Another is the tendency for persons to move through
consumer electronics to other forms of employment such as
manufacturing, technical training, and engineering. The low rate
of pay contributes somewhat to'thi5/movement. Yet another is the
expansion of consumer electronics, caused 'b new productS, and the
Afapt_t4t electronics permeates most other industries and that
eve; higher levdls of technology are adding to the demand for more
r-

highly trained consumer electronics technicians.

EIA does not formally collect information about labox market
trends andthe effect of changing technology. They utilize
se'ondary information, primarily from the U.S. Department of Labor
f9x their protections. For 'the most part, this information is
viewed to be quite reliable.

It is perceived that more accurate studies of labor demand
and changing technology could be helpful. However, the present
and 15.4ely future condition regarding available resources will
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cause EIA to continue to rely mostly on extetnaliy cOlcted,
. -

information for their projections. For.these reasons EIA is not a
likely source of formally collected and assembled information,
about labor market changes and. the effects of changing
technology.

In spite of this, vocational education can and does benefit
indirectly from'the induetry's knowledge of 'what should be taught.
This-occurs through CEG Product Services efforts to provide
'direction in curriculum and instructional materials, in the
straining of instructors, and in the establishment of new
electronics training programs. In each case representatives from
industry and. education make collective judgements based upon their
observations and experience. EIA, through continuation and .

expansion of its training efforts, is interested and committed to
bringing such knowledge to more persons.within the vocational
education community.
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FJOD MARKETING INSTITUTE

;

The Food larketing Institute (FMI) was organized in 1977 by a
Merger of the Supermarket Institute, Inc. and the National
Association of FoOd Chains.. Its membership consists of over 1,300
food retailing and wholesaling Companies. A staff of
approximately /5 persons is employed at its headquarters in
Washington, D.C.

.

The FMI is a nonprofit'trade association that conducts
research, education, And public affairs programs for its member
companies in tht United States and 40 other countries around the
world. The 1,200 U.S.,companies operate approximately 17,000 food
stores.. Most of. II mOmbers'are independent supermarket operators
or small regional .. Their combined sales total about $130
billion per year; whfc -amounts to about one-half of all grocery
sales.

FMI claiMs.its most important goal is to serve as a
"purchasing agent for the Customer." It also seeks to "guarantee
that food products are available in convenient and sanitary
locations at the lowest possible cost." The institute serves its
member companies in several wayS by: (1) conducting research on a
variety of industry concerns, (2) serving as a major information
service on all aspacts of food diqtribution, (3) representing the
indUstry before congressional and regulatory agencies, (4) serving
as the voice of the food distribution industry to government, the
news media, and the general public, and (5) developing consumer
education programs and materiaas:

Activities Related to Vocational- Education

FMI has been engaged lin a number of activities that are of
value to persons planning and operating vocational education
programs in our public high schools and postsecondary colleges and
institutes4. Some of the activities were initially.developed to
meet a recognized need within the industry and later proved
valuable to vocational educators as well, whereas other activities
were conducted specifically to serve the needs of both educators
and industry members.
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The major octivities Identified that have contributed.
bignificantlyto the operatibu of quality vocational.educationo.
programs include the tollowingg

-.

') 1

o Development of printed knstructional materials

o Development Qf mediated 'instructional materials-
)

o Providing technical resource personnel

'o Development of a Management Uniform Sanitation Training'
# (MUST) Program

o Development of'a cashier's aptitude test

Development of Printed Instructional Materials

FM has,developed.a number of printed 'publications that,have,been ful to both the food industry and to educators including
vocat nal educators. These materials include the following typed,of publications: Careers in the Supermarket, The Big Brown Bag,
and Food Marketing Facts.

The Careers in the Supermarket booklet is' an attractive,_
well-designed and illustrated, 22-page 2, 3 or.4 color
publication. The publication describes the wide range of careers
available within the food.industry. The jobs described include
the following types of positions: stock clerks, checkers or
cashiers, meat cutters, department managers, warehnuse positions,
store manager-a, truck drivers, and data processors. It also
describes anelists many of the training and educational
opportunities available in the field of food marketing and
distribution. Designed for use by teachers and counselors at the
high school level, the book lists the types of 1-, 2-, and 4-year
courses of study available at 46 different community colleges and
universities. Single copies of the careers booklet are available
free to anyone requesting it and multiple copies are available at
a very reasonable price. M

The Big Brown Bag is''another booklet that is well illustratedand attractively designed. The focus of this publication is on
the economies of the American food system. The 64-page booklet
contains teacher's informatioft and 23 student activity worksheets
that are targeted for the upper elementary and middle school
years. It was reported by FMI staff that some high schools.also
utilize these materials. Several educators were involved in the
development of this booklet which addresses topics such as where
food comes from, how food prices are determined, and how to be agood shopper. FHI's goal in producing the booklet was to teach
some basic economic facts about the food industry as well as to
hopefully interest some students in careers within the food
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industry. Copies of this publication are available from the FoodMarketing Foundation.

The Food Marketing Facts is a folder containing factual'information about various aspects of the food industry. Althoughthis information is produced primarily for use with the newsmedia, the factual information contained about such things as foodprices, food safety, competition and profits, marketing costs, andnew technologies within the industry is also very useful to homeeconowics and marketing education teachers.

Initiating the activity. The development of curricular andother types of informational materials is typically initiated bythe Institute staff or its Board of Directors. This type of
development usually occurs in response to a recognized need withinothe food induStry. For example, the booklet on Careers in the/ Supermarket was produced in recognition of the need to have a good;supply of high quality workers for the industry. Approval for

', conducting this type o£ activity is given either by a subcommitteeof the Board or by the. Board itself.

Planning and conducting the activity. The planning for mostof the material development activities is done by FMI staff
members. 'Staff usuallyoutline'the basic purpose and scope of theadtivity and submit it to the Board of Directors for theirapproval. Once approval is obtained, the staff typically assemblea group of technical advisors to oversee the development process,It is at this point that educators are often involved in the
development and/or review of the materials developed; Forexample, when The Big Brain Bag was developed, they sought the
involvelpent of persons who were recognized as experts in the areaof economic education.

FMI typically seeks the involvement of professionals in thearea of concern, so as to assure the production of high qualityand unbiased materials. Whenever possible, they also seek the
endorsement of appropriate professional groups through theinvolvement of their experts.

The financial resources and usually some of the staff
resources needed for these activities are provided by FMI.
Depending on the particular activity, FMI may also draw heavily onthe expertise of.persons'from professional groups such as the
International Bakery Association or governmental agencies, such asthe Food and Drug Administration.

The target audience for their materials varies widelydepehding upon the particular publication being developed. Mostare designed to sdrve some specific industry need such as employeetraining. Often this type of material can also be used by highschool or postsecondary level vocational teachers. Mist of thedevelopment projects are Completed within 1 budget year, but somelike the Careers in the Supermarket booklet have extended over a2- or 3-year period.
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Benefits of the activity. Both the food industry andeducators, including vocational educators, benefit from FMI'sdevelopment of these materials. The food industry benefits by
increasing the number of students who will consider the
supermarket industry as a career, increasing students
understanding of the food supply and distribution system, and the
improved public relations that results for the industry.

The FMI staff believes that its in the long term interest ofthe industry that people understand agriculture, basic consumer
economics, the careers available, and how the food system works.
The benefits to educators include high quality resource materials
available for instructional and counseling purposes and the
availability of. these materials at .low cost making it easier and
more feasible to teach a good unit on the food industry.

Facilitators and Inhibitors of the activity. The major
facilitating factor for this type of activity is having a board of
directors who understands the need for such materials and is
willing to budget money for the activity. The major inhibitor to
this type of development activity is identifying exactly the needsof the intended user. The FMI staff would welcome more input and
recommendations from vocational educators regarding what their
needs are and the type of materials that would be most t.seful tothem.

Development of Mediated Instructional Materials

FMI has produced 25 videocassettes on various topics relating
to the work of employees in supermarkets. Five additional tapes
are being produced in 1986. Sample topics include: (1)
techniques of alcohol management, (2) merchandising the deli, (3)
bagging groceries-paper, (4) produce preparation, (5) building
effective displays, and (6) evaluating fresh seafood quality.

Literature describing the tapes indicates they have been a
very popular educational offering. The videocassettes are
available to both members and nonmembers. As with the printed
materials described earlier, these materials have been developed
specifically for training employees of FMI member companies. Most
if not all of the tapes would also be suitable for usa in a high
school or postsecondary marketing education or commercial foods
program.

Initiating the activity. The need for this type of mediated
instruction is identified both by the staff of the inbtitute and
by a special committee of members who help identify the titlesneeded. Members of this committee alsu review the drafted scripts
and help with the writing and overall development process.

The production of the videocassettes was initiated at the
request of FMI members who wanted to have in-house training
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materials so that their employees would not have .to spend time and
money traveling to training meetings,. All of the.videocassettes
come with instructor guides and workbooks, if needed. \,,
Videocassettes have become very popular because of their quality
and relatively low cost ($50 for members up to $195 for
nonmembers). Vocational educators wanting to use videocassettes
may be able to borrow them for free from local supermarkets or
other food stores. The development of videocassettes has been a
major thrust for several years. For example, nine new
videocassettes will be developed in 1986. Approval for carrying
out this type of development work is given by the board of
directors.

Planning and conducting the activity. Staff of the FMI gave
leadership to planning and conducting this activity. They
developed the overall concept of producing an ongoing series of
videocassettes on many aspects of the food industry. For each
videocassette that is produced, a-technica review committee of
members that advise the FMI staff and critique the script is
organized. The actual production of the videocassettes is done on
a contract basis with a local producer. To date there has beer no
involvement of vocational educators in the production of these
videocassettes. A management interviewee indicated that there is
tremendous potential there buts it hasn't been initiated by
vocational educators or the FMI staff.

The actual use of the videocassettes occurs within the member
companies and the educational institutions that need them. All
that is needed is a person who has had some experience in
conducting educational programs. A printed leader's guide is sent
along with the videocassettes; subject matter expertise is not
really needed. The videocassettes are used at the local level by
store owners, managers, or educators. The skills addressed by the
videocassettes are not competi'...ively sensitive so employees from
several grocers may be brought together for training purposes.
The most, important factor in using the videocassettes is to home
an instructor who has experience and expertise in conducting this
type of training program.

Some of the videocassettes are suitable for employees other
than those in a grocery store. For example, the tape entitled
"Techniques of Alcohol Management" is appropriate for supermarket,
convenience store, and tavern employees. The videocassette on
"Building Effective Displays" could similarly be used by many
types of retail stores. It was suggested that vocational schools
and community colleges could offer a valuable service to local
grocery stores by conducting presentations and/or courses using
these tapes on a regular basis. Some of the smaller stores do not
have the training expertise needed or a sufficient number of
employees to justify conducting their own in-house program.

As with the printed materials, FMI often seeks the
involvement of companies in the area of concern to gain both
technical expertise and the endorsement of appropriate groups.
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Some of the companies' that FMX has worked with include the
following: Quaker Oats,Company, Kraft, Ralston Purina, Duracell,
and. Stroh Brewing Company. These companies not. only cooperate and
provide technical expertise but also 'may provide some funding for
the effort..; Because the Videocassettes are filmed in actual

,grocery store operations, local/member operators also assist by
providing the necessary- locations. 4

The primary target aidience for these materials is the food
store employee of member companies. A major secondary audience,
however, is the vocational-technical student who is learning about
the commercial food industry.

The production of their videocassettes takes an average of
about 6. months. .Most videocassettes average,15-20 minutes, with
discussion taking aaother 15 -20 minutes.

Benefits of the activity. FMI feels that the food industry
benefits by increasing theiremployeeS productivity and improving
quality control procedures. The vocational education community
benefits from having available materials that can,help provide
subject matter expertise on a wide variety of topics.

Facilitators and inhibitors of, the activity. The only
inhibitor is the cost of production involved, but that is minor
compared to'the coSt,savings that accrue to member companies.. The
'major facilitators are the identification of training needs by
member companies and the technical, and financial support provided
by cooperating manufacturing firms. The membership review
committee,is,also very helpful in assuring that the videocassettes
are technically accurate and of the highest quality.

Providing Technical kesource Personnel

Whereas '`the FMf national office does not plan or coordinate
these.activities in any way, local store owners and managers
frequently serve as guest speakers for school and coalege classes,
host field trips, and participate in career days. These
activities are usually arranged on an informal basis'at the ldcal
level. FMI may supply reference materials to the local, grocer.

Initiating the activity. This type of activity is almbst
always initiated by a school teacher or counselor who wants
assistance with some educational activity. The request is usually
handled by the store owner or manager. Members are usually
pleased to assist with this type of activity because it provides
au opportunity to inform students about the industry as well as to
explain the various career options open to potential future
employees.

Planning and conducting the activity. Generally very little
plalning or preparation is needed for conducting this type Of
activity. The store owner or manager can give approval and is
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usually the person who conducts the activity. They may outline
their presentation and take along some handout materials but thatis usu'a3ly the only planning needed by the FMI members. The
educator takeS responsibility for making the'initial contact,
scheduling the event, and any other arrangements that may be

, necessary.

Usually little or no funding is needed for tIlis type of
activity. The local grocer may provide some funding for multiple
copies of .materials used. If the students are bussed to the
supermarket the school takes care of the transportation cost
involved and vice-versa.

The primary audience for this type of activity are high
school students'and -year postsecondary students. The amount of
timelinvolved.varies widely depending upon the particular nature'of the activity.

Benefits of the activity. The-major benefits for the
industry are that students will know more about how the food
industry works and such activitiea are believed to be helpful, in
attracting workers for the industry. Vocational education
benefits by having their students learn firsthand about the food
industry and the many career-options available.

Facilitators and inhibitors Of the activity. The major
facilitator of this type of activity is the vocational educator

/ who requests assistance. Its very that the grocer will
'initiate this type of activity, but it is very likely that he or
she will respond positively to any reasonable request.' The main
inhibitor is that this activity may lack the necessary contacts so
that appropriate arrdhgements can be. made.

Development of a Management Uniform
Sanitation Training (MUST"). Program

The MUST program is a sanitation training program for food
handlers. The MUST training program includes the following -Cmaterials: a student's workbook, an instructor's manual, a
videocassette (this is also available on film), and a set of
tests. Persons who train food handlers using this program have to
be professionally trained and certified to teach the program. The
program can be offered in-house by'a company; however, it's most
commonly delivered by a team consisting of one food handling
expert and one training professional from a university or college.
The trainers must be qualified so as to assume a high standard of
quality concrOljeading to certification of the trainees as fotdhandlers.

Initiating the Activ.ty. FMI initiated this program becausea group of members 4dentified a need common to most members and
asked the Institute to deVelop a high quality program.
Maintaining good sanitation control is extremely important to all
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workers in the food industry. This project was a major
undertaking which required approval by the board of directors
because of the time and cost involved.

Planning and conducting the'act1vity. The staff of the
Institute assumed a major leadership role in developing the MUST
program. Members who had }wiped identify the need for this
program were asked to serve on a review committee during its
development. Because of the nature of the problem being attacked,
FMI also elected to involve personnel from the Food. and Drug
Administration (FDA) throughout the development effort. As a
result, food industry personnel who complete this training program
satisfactorily, also meet FDA requirements.

FMI also has a professional food technician on their staff,
Who gives specific leadership to the effort. Vocational education
personnel were not involved in the planning or development phase
of this effort. Vocational educators have gotten involved in
using the program with many of thgir students.

The major resource used in developing the MUST program were
the technical experts fr'im the FDA who were extexsively involved
in developing the videocassette script and associated
instructional materials. The financial support needed was
provided by FMI. 1

The primary target audience for these materials is the store-
level employee and prospective employee. It is a generic food
handling program that applies equally well to persons who work in
restaurants, commercial feeding establishments, and all types of
food stores. The program is used in a number of secondary and
postsecondary vocational programs. Development of the MUST
program took nearly 2 years, and use of the complete program in
training takes several weeks.

Benefits of the activity. The Institute benefits greatly by
helping their member companies prepare qualified food handlers for
their stores. This in turn means a reduction of food spoilage, a
reduction of customer complaints, and a reduction of financial
losses that would otherwise occur.

The vocational education community has benefited from using
the excellent materials that were developed by FMI in their
instructional programs.

Facilitators and Inhibitors of the activity. The major
facilitator associated with this project was the availability and
cooperation of the FDA personnel. The biggest inhibitor to this
type of activity was the cost involved. It was a very expensive
project and proved difficul.t to obtain budget approval.
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Developmentof a Cashier's Aptitude Test

FMI undertook the development of a cashier's aptitude test,
which is designed for use with prospective job applicants. It has
been designed to identify the type of skills that tend to produce
good,cashiers.

Initiating the activity. This activity was initiated by the
Institute staff at the request of many members of the association
who were dissatisfied with the commercially availabl tests. The
FMI Board of Directors gave its approval to develop 4/test that,
would meet members needs and appointed a review committee of
members to guide the project.

Planning and conducting the activity. Staff at FMI.did some
of the preliminary work but the detailed development work was
carried out by an external group of human resource specialists.
In addition to .heir own review committee of members, FMI also
assembled a professional review panel.' The prcfessional review
panel was charged with the responsibility of reviewing and
carefully evaluating the test so as to prevent bias toward any
group. FMI was seeking approval of the test by the Equal
Employment Opportunity people. Whereas that did not happen per
se, the nature of the group assembled should make it possible for
the test to withstand any challenge that might be made.

The test is designed for local administration, by FMI member
companies or by educational institutior.s. Anyone who has some
knowledge of administering tests, such as school teachers or
counselors, can use it. Although no vocational educators were
involved in the test development phase, many marketing education
teachers administer the tests to their students.

Funding for the development of this test was provided
entirely by the Institute. The target audience for use of this
test are job applicants for cashier positions. Administration of
the test requires about 1 hour but its development and extensive
field testing required about 3 years. Data was gathered to prove,
its job relatedness and effectiveness.

Benefits of the activity., The members, of FMI benefit 'most by
the availability of a reliable screening test that can be
administered to prospective job applicants for cashiering
positions. Use of this test has reduced the amount of personnel
turnover. Benefits to vocational education include the
availability of a well-developed aptitude test that vocational\
educators can administer to students who want to know how well
they could handle a cashering job:

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. The major
facilitator for this activity was the recognized need by many
member companies for this type of test andtheir willingness to
assist with the field testing that was necessary.
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The factors inhibiting this activity were the long time
period involved in !st development and the extensive field
testing needed to g,,In evidence of its validity and reliability.
Considerable effort was expended to follow EEO guidelines for the
development of this type of screening instrument.

Potential Future Contributions to Vocational Education

FMI staff reported that their ability to make future
contributions,to vocational education is likely to remain about
the same. Staff indicated that the development and updating of
instructional materials is an ongoing priority.

When staff were asked what contributions their association
could make that would be the most beneficial.to vocational
edudation, their response was providing information to vocational
educators regarding the type of employee skills that the industry
needs. The industry could flag the fact that more employees are
neecAd that have bakery training, deli training, or whatever the
shortage area is. The type of activity would also be the most
beneficial to FMI members. BeCanse of the declining numbers' of
high school students, the competition for employees from this
dwindling supply source is of major concern to the industry..

The primary organizational constraints that limit the
activities that the association can support is time and money.
FMI is able to carry out a few projects every year but they must
be projects of a manageable size. The resources and time
available are not such that the institute can conduct several
major activities each year.

When it comes to initiatithg activities, the major problem FMI
`has is identifying the areas of greatest need and potential
L.pact. They assess the needs of their member companies but would
also like to hear lrom the vocational education community
regarding the types' of needs they have. FMI would especially like
to know what high school students think about the,food industry
and to obtain suggestions on how to interest students in the
industry, They would be glad to cooperate with vocational
educators in developing specific projects, programs, or materials
that are relevant to their industry. The FMI has many experts on
staff as well as member company personnel who wolald be able to
provide the technical expertise needed.

FMI recommends that conversations about the needs vocational
teachers have should start at the local level with supermarket
operkpors. Many of these operators will be meMbers of FMI and
will eport that type of request,to the FMI office. Given enough
requests and the necessary budget, the needed program or materials
are likely to be developed.

The authority and responsibility for making linkages with
vocational education programs ultimately resides with member
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companies. FMI is more responsive to requests for a project if it
has the support of local supermarket operators before it reaches
the FMI Washington Office. The Senior Vice-president for Research
would be receptive to ideas presented directly to his office,
however, FMI would ask a board member from the requester's area to
review the propbsal and flesh it out before proceeding further
with the idea.

t FMI would prefer to work with some type of vocational
education umbrella group that represents more than just a single
institution. In many respects the larger the group involved the
better. FMI looks at each request in terms of the mileage they
are going to get out of the project or materials. If materials
can be used statewide or nationally, they consider it to be.a
better investment -1f.theik funds than it would be for strictly, a
local effort.

when it comes to obtaining funding and other resources for
development activities and projects, FMI usually provides the
financial support needed. Depending on the nature of the specific
activity, it is sometimes possible 'lo work with various
governmental agencies, and even to obtain some funding from them.

They look to. the vocational education commu,..ity more for
ongoing support and operation of a program or use of the materials
developed. They want to be sure that there is a definite need for

,

the program and prefer that it be something that will be used over
several years as opposed to one time. If they support a Pilot
program At.dne institution, they do so with the idea tha it will
be replicated around the country by many other institutions. The
major contribution expected from vocational educators is the human
resources needed to effectively implement'the program or
materials.

Labor Market/Changing Technology
Information to VoCational Education

The Food Marketing Institute (FMI) does not collect
information about the employment demand for new and emerging jobs
in their trade.

Although the association does not formally collect
information regarding potential shortages of skilled labor for
existing jobs, they do gather some information on an informal
basis. FMI staff get a sense of the need for additional workers
through their frequent conversations in meetings and phone calls
with members. Particular attention is given to possible shortages
in developing job areas, where shortages of qualified labor may
occur. FMI considers this data to be qualitative rather than
quantitative in nature.

Because of the nature of the data available, it is not shared
in any formal way. Probably the most sharing of this type of data
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occurs in discussions between FMI local members and local
educators. It is not known whether this data has been used in
vocational education planning.

The FMI collects some information regarding the effects of
changing technology on-the type of job skills needed. Two formal
surveys of the managerial skills needed by store managers of the
future have been conducted in the last 10 years. They conduct a
managerial skills survey whenever they feel changes are occurring
that need study. It was emphasized that the food industry tends
to promote people from within their ranks rather than hiring them
from the outside.

This type of labor market data was not shared with vocational
educators. The managerial skills data wag shared with all FMI
members, but no thought was given to sharing the data with
vocational educators. "The interviewee indicated that if such data
were to be shared, they would need help from vocational educators.
FMI does not have mailing lists of vocational educators, nor are
they aware of the meetings and conferences that are conducted
where such information could be effectively disseminatedt. Giren
appropriate opportunities for disseminating the managerial skills
type of information, they would be glad to share it with
vocational educators. Theiview was expressed that some cornnunity
collejes already offer management-level courses designed for food
industry personnel.

When asked about the potential for supplying labor market
information to vocational educators in the "future, an FMI official
responded by, saying that they would be unlikely to provide
specific labor market information. The official caid information
'of that nature would be more valuable if it was gathered at the
local or regional level.

FMI at the national level is more likely to study the effects
of technological changes on labor, needs and the effects of
changing life-styles on the types of food purchased, For example,
the trend toward the use of more fresh food'products is an
extremely important one in terms of the job skills needed. This
change, however, reflects a change in our style of living rather
than any technological changes.

There are also a number of technological changes that need to
be studied. For example, the supermarket is being computerized in
many ways and this change is impacting on the skills needed by
supermarket owners and managers. Another example of change
occurring is the'processing of beef at central locations rather
than locally at each store, hence, there is less need.or meat
cutters. There is a greater need today for persons who know how
to mbrchandise fresh fish, bakery products, and delicatessen
products.

The special arrangements that could be made to assure the
future availability of the national trends types of data are (1)
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they.would need to know what type of format the information should
be in and (2). they would want one or more opportunities annually
to share this type of information with appropriate educaticnal
planners.

FMI would he pleas!di to cooperate with vocational educators
and to share any useful'`dgta that is available. However, it must
be remembered that they do not gather labor market supply and

* demandidata at the national level. The food industry is such a
regional and local business national data would be almost
meaningless at the local level.

The inter iewee,also expressed a concern about the declining
pool.of high school graduates. The labor pool that the industry
draws from is getting smaller and smaller and that is of real
concern to the industry. Most of the new departments being added
to supermarkets are laboz intensive departments such as salad
bars., -fresh fish areas, in-store bakeries,, floral depaptments, inc
store delis, and larger fresh fruit and vegetable departments.
Meat cutters are no longer needed at the local level; qualified
bakers and sea food handlers are needed instead. Grocers\need
persons who can both handle the produce and merchandise it
(provide information for the customer).

The FMI official also expressed a, major need for upgrading -
tae ski.11s of many food industry personnel. This type of training
could be provided through adult education offerings at'the
secondary level or by postecondary institutions. The food
.industry is a major employer of vocational education graduates.

A
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NORTH AMERICAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION

The North, American Telecommunications Association (NATA) was
founded in 1970, shortly before the creation Of a competitive
telecommunications industry. From singular attention upon the
conventional telephone, what now is referred to as the
"interconnectn'industry involves transmission of messages and data
by satellite, microwave, videb, fiber optic, and computer
technologies. NATA's membership of over 600 companies includes
manufacturers, distributors; contractors, consultants, and users
of all telecommunications technology. NATA's entire program has
been associated with production, marketing, legislation,
regulation and training associated with this new and emerging
industry. NATA's link to vocational education is mostly through
its National Telecommunications Education Committee (NTEC), which
functions as one of four components of NATA's Human Resources
Council.

The Human Resources Council was formed in 1984. This Council
comprises human resource executives from some of the largest
telecommunications companies. It functions through four major
continuing committees. The Compensation Studies Committee
conducts wage and benefits surveys. The General) Employment
Practices Committee has endeavored to build &job bank for the
industry: The Labor Relations Comhittee relates to collective
bargaining agreements and arrangements whi6h are utilized
throughout the industry. The final committee, and the one most
directly associated with linkages to vocational education is the
Edudation and Training Committee, which has emerged as the
National Telecommunications Education Committee (NTEC).

The National Telecommunications Education Committee's origin
has two sources. One, is the designation of Education and
Training Committee of the Human Resources Counoll. The other
source is a previously conducted joint project between MCI and the

' American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, called the
National Telecommunications Education Council. The impetus for
this effort had been for MCI to find trained technicians at a time
when only a few programs existed in postsecondary technical
institutions. Most programs offered training in conventional
telephone technology. Therefore, the project would foster
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development of telecomMtnications programs. This committee
conducted one annual conference to which technical educators were
invited. At that stage, tje concept of an effort to develop
telecommunications educational programs had gained support, but
for a variety of reasons, could no longer function under the
previous arrangement. The committee'; search for a new home base
led to NATA, within the Human Resources Council, thus emerging as
the National Telecommunications Education Committee (NTEC).

NTEC functions to encourage the development of
telecommunications education andraillingAprograms in 2-year
postsecondary vocational institutes and in 4-year degree granting '

colleges and universities. NTEC membership is separate from NATA,
and presently numbers about 300 persons and institutions, of which
slightly over 200 are from educational institutions. :F11,9
remainder are human resources executives from electrorlics firms.

NTEC's justification and strategy are aimed at getting'larger
numbers of more appropriately trained technicians for the
telecommunications industry. The impetus for the education side
of the NTEC partnership comes'from a growing market for persons
who could be most appropriately trained in postsecondary technical
institutions.

Activities Related to Vocational education

During'its rather brief history, NATA has undertaken several
activities in support of vocational education, principally (though
not totally) through NTEC. The principal institutional target of
its efforts are the postseconddry vocational education
institutions, because of the telecommunications industry's
requirement for technicians.

NATA and NTEC education and training activities that are
relevant to public vocational education include the following:

o NATA trade show and related workshops

o NTEC annual conference

o NTEC review and development committees

o NTEC directory of telecommunications education and training
programs

o NTEC newsletter

o NTEC equipment bank
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NATA Trade Show and Related Workshops

Brief technical seminars and workshops, usually from 1-2
hours, are conducted as a part of the Annual NATA Convention and

. Trade Show. Although.industry personnel are the prima r_- audience
and comprise nearly all tne attendance, technical educators are
welcome and some do participate. The activity is included'here
because of an intended development that would target upon
technical educators more prominently.

Initiating the activity. 'Ale workshops are a natural
outgrowth of the convention and trade shbw, adding a further
dimension to the technological updating of NATA members. They are
responsive to NATA members' contentions that training of present
employees should be offered by the association. Early efforts
proved successful and the workshops and seminars have continued.

NATA's membership services personnel initiate the seminars.
Ideas for topics are solicited from members through surveys, and
general and informal contacts'are made with members at trade shows
and other events. Nominated topics are prioritized and included
in the program as time and resources permit. Formal approval of
the programs comes from NATA's president and board of directors,
based upon the recommendations of membership services personnel.

\ Planning and conducting the activity. NATA's membership
ser-5)iFes personnel are primarily responsible for designing the

id* workshop plans. They are assisted by persons, mostly NATA
members, who have been selected as instructors and consultants for
the various topics. External consultants are used infrequently on
topics of special interest, when the necessary expertise is not
available within NATA's ranks.

Funding resources for the workshops are generated through
fees for attendees. Different rates apply for member6 and
nonmembers. Another resource is the services of NATA members who
serve as instructors on a volunteer basis. Workshop participants
pay their own travel and any other expenses associated with
attending the workshops. Most of these persons also attend
regular convention sessions and the trade show exhibits.

Industry personnel make up the primary and predominant
audience for the 1%..,TA workshops because the topics relate to their
interests. Some technical educators do attend, but they are in
the minority. Their primary reasons for attending stems from
desire to be technologically up to date in the telecommunications
industry. Other interests include getting acquainted with
industry representatives to pursue placement opportunities for
their students, Ind sometimes part-time employment for
themselves.
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Benefits of the activity. Evidence of industry recognition
-and appreciation for the seminars has been expressed through
increased demand for more programs. This has led to a proposed
expansion through weekend seminars that'will be held throughout
the year. 1-

Zenefitto vocational education are limited to the
technological updating of a few technical educators at present.
Prospects for future benefits may well cater more directly to
education interests if workshops are jointly sponsored by NATA
state associations and their surrounding NTEC-member technical
education institutions. This development would likely broaden the
program agenda to include more topics closely related to
technician education and training. Likewise, state-level
workshops would be more reachable by technical educators, in terms
of pribximity and cost.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. Interest in
training by industry personnel has contributed' much to the initial
development of this activity. NATA's response capability,
including its own staff and member volunteer consultants and
instructors has likely made the effort cost-efficient, and
relevant to current industry developments. No particular
inhibitors to the activity were noted.

NTECAAnnual Conference

This conference provides a major and direct linkage between
human resources personnel from the telecommunications industry and
educators from postsecondary technical colleges and institutes
throughout the country. Two annual conferences have been
conducted to date, so it is a relatively new activity. The
primary linkage here is through membership in NTEC, which can be
separate from NATA. NTEC membership comprises human resources
executives from industry with technical educators who have a stake
in telecommunications education.

Initiating the activity. NTEC annual conferences were
started with the chief purpose of promotihg and developing
technician education in telecommunications. This newly formed
industry requires quite different mixes of skills by its work
force than had been the case with the singular object was the
conventional telephone. The broadened interconnect concept was
not being addressed by nearly all prevailing electronics programs
in technical institutions.

A planning board within NATA is responsible for determining
the conference agenda. The plan is approved by NATA's president
and board of directors.

Planning and conducting, the activity. The conference
activities fall into two types. One type has sessions that have
presentations by both industfy and education representatives on
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topics of mutual interest. The other is related to curriculum and
management of technical education, and deals with shared views on
what should be taught to aspiring telecommunications personnel.
Persons representing 4-year degree granting institutions generally
meet separately from those who come from the 2-year technician
training colleges and institutes. The discussions follow a
workshop format with joint working groups centering upon tpe
various themes and topics. NTEC has attempted to gather in
various ways examples of curricula to be shared at these
conferences..

NTEC's posture regarding the conferences is not to pass
judgment on particular concepts and practices, or to take an
ofiicial stand on any matter. Its function is facilitat4ve, and
attempts to create a setting and activities that allow
stakeholders in telecommunications education, from industry and
education, to have open discussions on topics of mutual interest.

Resources for the conferences are either provided through the
'volunteerism of participants, or from the dues of members.

Primary audiences for the annual conferendes are technical
educators from 4-year and 2-year educational institutions that
offer telecommunications programs, and human resources executives
from the telecommunications industry.

Benefits of the activity. The most likely benefit of the
conferences results from an open sharing of views on
telecommunications education by industry and education
representatives.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. The conferences
are aided by the mutually shared levels of interest about
telecommunications education on the part of education and industry
representatives. The centrality of conference themes that reflect
these mutual conferences is also an asset.

NTEC Curriculum Review and Development Committees

These committees are extensions of the professional exchange
that occurs during the NTEC Annual Conference, and provide
opportunities for industry human resources personnel and educators
to explore ideas and share their views about telecommunications
education development. The committees in this case are able to
meet on a more flexible and as needed basis to achieve their
purposes.

Initiating the activity. Review and development committees
were initiated by NTEC as a further means of promoting the
development of telecommunications education programs in
postsecondary technical institutions and degree granting colleges.
Overall approval for the committees' activity comes from the
NATA's president and board of directors.
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Planning and conducting the activity. The core activity is a
group of persons, with mutual interests regarding some phase of
telecommunications education, often times some aspect, of
curriculum. Emphasis is upon sharing of views and examining
evidence of what is occurring. NTEC assists the latter by
contacting, through mail and telephone solicitation, examples of
curricula and other items which can be distributed and shared
through the committee. This provides individual members with
ideas which might not otherwise be discovered.

There is no intent to develop and encourage national or even
regional or state models for training programs through this
effort. It is recognized that curriculum is a local matter. The
committees provide a review forum for members to gather and share
ideas.

Resources for this activity came from NTEC dues, income from
the sale of pu,lications, and from member contributions of ideas
and materials.

The primary audience for this activity consists of two
groups. One group comprises human resources executives from
telecommunications firms, and the other consists of educators from
2-year postsecondary institutions and 4-year degree colleges that
grant associate degrees and degrees in some aspect of
telecommunications.

Benefits of the activity. The telecomMunications industry
benefits from the development of an increased number of
appropriate telecommunications programs, from which they can hire
employees. The principal benefit co vocational education is the
interest and direct contribution of qualified industry
representatives in the design and development of training
programs, and for advocacy of those products.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the activity. This is a
voluntary activity and attracts persons from industry and
education who have most concern and interest in a particular
committee topic. No particular inhibitors were noted.

NTEC Directory of Telecommunications
Education and Training Programs

This directory is a comprehensive, descriptive listing of
publicly available telecommunications education and tre,,ning
programs in North America.

Initiating the. activity. The directory is a natural
outgrowth of what and is part of other NTEC-sponsored efforts to
collect and share information of mutual interest to industry and
education personnel about telecommunications education and
training. It is believed that shared knowledge of, programs
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facilitates communications among persons responsible for such
programs. The directory was initiated by central NTEC staff and
approved by NATA's president and board of directors.

Planning and conducting the activity. NTEC staff solicits
inputs of information about publicly available programs by various
means. It is limited to publicly available programs that deal
with all aspects of telecommunications equipment technology,
.leaving aside such areas- as broadcasting journalism. It also
excludes all company in-plant training and modular training
courses which are product sales related. All levels of public
programs, whether technician or professional, are included.
Resources for producing the directory came from the NTEC budget
and sales of directories to nonmembers of NTEC.

The primary audiences for the directory would be persons,
either from telecommunications firms or educational institutions,
who wish to know where telecommunications programs are located in
the country.

Benefits of the activity. One principal benefit is to foster-\
an exchange of information among persons representing educational
institutions. Another is to provide information to persons from
telecommunications.firms who may be interested in training for
their employees. Still another would be students who aspire to
enroll in telecommunications education and training. NTEC hopes
to stimulate greater distribution to the latter two groups, as
well as to libraries in the future.

facilitators, and inhibitors of the activity. The directory
has already proved to be useful with a limited distribution and
this accounts for efforts to include more categories and expand
the distribution. Inhibitors include the problem of attempting to
locate all eligible programs in North America, keeping current on
changes in programs, and determining categories to be added to the
directory.

NTEC Newsletter

This newsletter was begun within the last year, and two
issues have been produced to date. The newsletter is issued
quarterly by NTEC.

Initiation of the activity. NTEC initiated the newsletter as
a further means of sharing information of mutual interests to
stakeholders in telecommunications education and training.
Approval of this activity comes from NATA's president and board of
directors. Control of the production of the newsletter is within
the NTEC staff.

Planning and conducting the activity. NTEC staff solicit
input for the newsletter from persons in the field, primarily
education and training personnel. Content of the newsletter
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includes articles on various aspects of education and training,
book reviews, meeting announcements, program descriptions, and
announcements for 'faculty openings at educational institutions.
Draft articles are received by NTEC staff and edited internally.
NTEC staff also arrange for, printing and distribution of copies to
subscribers.

Resources for the newsletter include NTEC budgets, nonmember
;paid subscriptions, and the voluntary contributions of pesons who
prepare and submit articles f44- inclusion.in the newsletter. Tha
primary audience for the newsletter are rersons who are directly
involved or interested in the subject of telecommunications
education and training. This would include human resources
personnel from companies as well as educators from 2-year
postsecondary colleges and institutes, and.4-year degree granting
colleges.

Benefits of the activity. To both public educators and human
resources personnel from telecommunications industry, the
newsletter provides a means of keeping current in happenings about
e cation and training.

Facth,ators and inhibitors of the activity. Perhaps most
facilitative is the ease and low cost means provided by the
newsletter to inform interested persons in a rapidly changing
field. One inhibitor is the limitation imposed by whatever
persons in the fi4pld will provide for inclusion in the
newsletter.

NTEC Equipment Bank

The Equipment Bank is a pioneering effort by NTEC and at
present at a pilot stage of development, whose future awaits the
outcome of further experience.

Initiating the activity. This activity arises from two
conditions. One is thc, problem of having current and sufficient
telecommunications equipment in educational institutions. The
other is that telecommunications manufacturers and suppliers are
frequently interested in making contributions, or reduced priced
sales to educational programs. Matching these two interests does
not occur automatically, but without special efforts requires a
tedious search by anyone interested in the possibility. NTEC's
equipment bank endeavors to broker these interests. The activity
is handled internally by NTEC staff with the approval of the
president and board of directors.

Planning and conducting the activity. A major challenge has
been to determine what kind of brokering arrangement will be of
service and still fit within NTEC's limited budget. An
arrangement is needed whereby lists of equipment needs by
educational institutions can be somehow matched with equipment
that is available in some convenient and low-cost manner. At
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present, these lists are collected by NTEC, assembled and
distributed on a geographically proximitous basis to interested
parties.

The resources for this effort come from NTEC's budget, as
well as from the efforts of the NTEC central staff.

Primary audiences are two groups. One comprises the
tecliniCal education institutions that desire equipment at no- or
low-cost. Thd other would be manufacturers and suppliers who
desire to /make equipment available through some special*
arrangement.

Benefits of the activity.. The chief benefit would be to
telecommunications education and training program's which have
improved and more adequate equipment, resulting in upgraded
quality of training for students.

Facilitators and inhibitors of the.activity. A major
facilitator is that companies do exist that ,are willing to assist
with the equipping of educational programs. Inhibiting the
activity at present is the lack pf a suitable brokering
arrangement that will permit matching of supply and demand for
.equipment within NTEC's existing resource limits.

Potential Future Contributions to Vocational. Education

NTEC's role is somewhat experimental in the sense that its
survival dopends upon recovering the costs of its activities,
through member dues, conference fees, and some publication sales
and subscriptions. Assuming the success of this arrangement,
NTEC envisions several opportunities for continuation. and growth
in its activities.

ti

The NATA-sponsored workshops, which currently operate as a
part of the annual trade sh.ms, are likely to expand in the form
of weekend seminars. Additionally, some of these seminars may
occur as joint activities between NATA state associations and
NTEC-member educational institutions. This decentralized
arrangement could make seminars accessible to more persons, and
allow for concentration upon topics that are of interest at
regional or state levels. Another possibility is to broaden the
coverage of seminar programs to include topics which are of
greater interest to educational program planners and
practitioners.

A:
ti

NTEC Annual conferences are slated to continue as they
provide a major base for idea exchange. Closely related are the
curriculum review and committees, which likewise are expected to
expand, possibly through additional conferences in school settings
throughout the country. This would place this activity in close
proximity to more educators. It is also expected that these
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conferences will broaden to includi: students, with topics more of
direct interest to this group.

Future plans fpr the NTEC Directory of Telecommunications
Education'end Trainiqg Ptogramp include adding more categories of
programs to the presen t listing, updlte it more frequently, and
expand its distribution to greater numbets to achieve inpreased
cost efficiency.

Already existing evidence of the usefulness of the newsletter
will likely cause it to continue with increased circulation.

The, future of the equipment bank is uncertain at present and,
awaits a judgment after 1 year of tryout. It's ultimate success
will depend upon achieving a satisfactory brokering arrangement
between manufacturers and educational institutions that fits
within NTEC's resource

NTEC is also interested in direct assistance to teacher
training. Preliminary exploration has been made to sponsor a
3-week training session for 15-20 persons from the country who are
presently teaching eleccronics subjects. The purpose would be to
introduce these persons to selected topics in telecommunications
education. NTEC proposes a shared cost arrangement in which the
industry and NATA would provide the costs of training, and 4he
sponsoring educational entity would provide travel and per diem
costs. PrelCminary reactions by educators are thus far mixed and
the activity's future is uncertain.

Taken together, it can be reasonably assumed that NTEC's
educational activities are likely to increase in the future. The
short-term results of its past and present undertakings offer
justification for their continuation and expansion. Meanwhile
there is additional evidence of NTEC's willingness to explore new
ventures in partnership with public vocational educators.

Labor Market/Changing Technology Information,
to Vocational Education

The telecommuniX.ations industry is most concerned about two
of ehe three kinds of labor market and changing technology
informatics/1 referred to in this study. 'One, the demand for new
and emerging jobs, is affected by the other, the effects of
changing technology. The third kind, potential shortages of labor
for existing jobs has little relevance. This condition is a
reisult of the recent vintage ofthis industry, which at the
t4chnician level requires persons who have new mixes of skills
than were required when the industry's sole refererce was to the
conventional telephone.

Several forces combine to cause the present situation
regarding labor market/changing technology information. One is
the uniqueness of telecommunications technology itself. Another
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is the rapidity with.which change is occuring in technology.
Still another is the effects of industry growth. And finally
there is the effect of employee turnover.

Because of the interaction of these forces little formal
collection of information pertaining to labor market-projections,
and the affect of changing technology, is carried out by either
NATA or.NTEC. Such information is therefore not available for use
by vocational educatic;n pl ners.

Whatdoes occur of cons derable s,ignificance is an informal
approach to the sensing ,of labor market and changing technology
projections. This is carried out through informal inZeracton at
numerous NATA:and NTEC activities in which presentations, forums,
and other events address issues pertaining to future needs.

This informal approach has a direct bearing upon
telecomMvnications educational program design because of NTEC's
strategy. Nearly all of NTEC's 'activities bring together
executives from industry and educator's from postsecondary
vocational and degree granting educational institutions. The
individual and collective judgements of these individuals, based
upon their recent experiene, provides 611 orderly bdSis for
educational program planning.and development.

The uncertain conditions that influence labor market or
changjng technology analyses at present are likely td'prevail in
the future. NTEC's answer is to increase occasions when informal

T"plspjections are made by industry and education representatives,
andidecentralize these events to regional and state levels, to
increase their relevance.

When invited, NTEC does provide interested educational
planners4 ith broad general projections of the telecommunications
industry, but recommends caution about using only that information
as a basis for local program development. NTEC further advises
'local planners to contact industry representatives in their
vicinity to gain assistance in determining numbexa of technicians-
deeded, and what skills they require. Formal surveys at the local
level are recommended and NTEC shares examples of methods and
procedures which local planners may use to carry out surveys of
needs.

In summary, it is unlikely that NATA and NTEC will provide
information about labor arket trends and the effects of changing
technology of a formal nature to vocational education. At the
same time most of NTEC's present and future activities directly or
indirectly address the issue of what training should occur and for
whom it shall be provided.
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APPENDIX A: LETTER TO STATE DIRECTORS
OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
ThiONo&WWWWwWty c"

. THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATio,
/

1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210-1090

Phone: 614-486-3655
Cah le: CTVOCEDOSU/Coitinbus, Ohio

ft

Consistent with the recently outlined protocol for coordinating
NCRVE assi-etence4equests through your office, we aee seeking
information on state and nations'. trade associations which have
contributed to Ocondary and postsecondary vocational education
in your state. Contributions would include providing inputs to
vocational-education planning and programming (e.g., providing
labor market and technological trends information, curriculum
consultation, career guidance and placemARtt updating
instructors).

This information will be used as input to the.USED/OVAE grant
award for conducting the study, "Improving Vocational Edutation
Programming Through'Greater Involvement of Trade Associations."
A form for providing the needed information is enclosed for your
convenience. Tlease return -the completed -form or call the
information to ne ontpur toll-free number (800-848-4815) by
March 14.

Your anistance on this effort will be much' appreciated.

Sincerely,

4517,//
Roy L. Butler
Projet Director

RLB/dlk

cc: Robert E. Tayloi
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APPENDIX B: PROJECT PROFILE

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

sr,

IMPROVING VOCATIONALJEDUCATION PROGRAMMING ,

TIMOUGN GRIATEB INVOLVEIENT Cl TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

TIE MUD

Current vocations' legislation cells for greeter

comperationbetweenpagic educational agonies end
private sector organizations. The object is to
glos exployeant training wee responsive to present

and future a/pigeon needs through more effective(
planning and assessment of ongoing programs.

Representatives of trek, associations have been
inforeelty involved in vocation' program plaminp,

.principally as ambers of advisory committees.

More extensive froolvement of trade esoAcistions
has not occurred, but is therein to have consider-
able praline.

THE PROJECT

This project pill explore processes, and

prof:wines for the greater involvement of trade
association*-in-vocatienal- pryers,- plaming. Two
objectives will be poem*

To identify ways to %prove voestional el/cation,

ptannine through greeter froolvennt of trade
associations other then as suppliers of labor

merket informstice

To detersin if National or State trade

associations are likely sources of labor market

information that is useful for tow/alone'

education planni/g

.

An anstysis will be made of the types'of labor
market dots that are essedbled by trade

associations, inclining Information regarding new
and emerging occupations, potential shortages of

ousliffed labor for existing jobs, and the effects

of cheneins technologies in job skills. A case
study approach mill be. utilized. From existing

trade associations, Grp/vela/unify 50 in 4 states

ECR FURTHER INFORMATION. CONTACT
THE NATIONAL CENTER PROGRAM INFORMATION OFFICE
TEL: (614) 488-3655 OR (800) 848.4815
CABLE: CTVOCEOOSU/COLUMBUS,OHIO 120

PROJECT PROFILE

representing different geogrephicel areas of the
country will. be studied. Five national

Associations will be studied intensively and the

remaining 40 or so national and state-level trade

associations will be queried less extensively to
obtain additions' insights. Reommendetions for
further Joint action by vocational education
sehnors and trade association representatiies will
be prepared.-

RESULTING PUBLICATIONS/EXPECTED OUTCOMES

ll.study report will be produced containing the
findings of the respective case studies of trade
associations. A principal feature of the report
will be s set of nomemendations for extensive and
high-cpellty involvement Of trade essockstlimvs_in______

vocational ed./cation planing, as well as for
direct %folios of pertinent labor market informa-
tion into the planning process. This report will
old notional, state, and loos! representatives of

public education agencies anq trade associations in
strengthening their linkages.

ALOIE1/22

The results of this project are /intended for
national, state, ond local vocational education '
planners, a, well as representatives of national
and state trade associations.

SPONSORSIII

This project is sponsored by the Office of Voca-
tions' and Adult Education, U.S. Departesnt of
Education.

RD:W6C 01/16/86.01/15/87

THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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APPENDIX C: NATIONAL TRADE ASSOCIATION
CASE STUDY INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Asan. Name: Date:
Address:

Contact Person: Phone:
Position4e,

PART I: ACTIVITIES

1.0 Name an activity with which your association has been or is
currently involved that ydu feel has improved the planning
and/or operation of vocational and 'technical educdtion
programs in our public high schoolsdand/or postsecondary
colleges:

1.1 'HOW WAS. THE ACTIVITY IDENTIFIED?

lt11 Who initiated the activity?
a. The Asan. c. Joint committee
b. Vo-ed d. Other

1.12 Why was this activity initiated?
a. Requested by vo-ed, c. Assn. committee
b. Assn. official req. d. Other

1.13 Who approved conducting this activity?
a. Assn Pres. c. Board of Directors
b.`Assn. Educ. Spec. d. Other
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.1.2 HOW WAS THE ACTIVITY PLANNED?

1.21 Who gavA leadership to platining the activity?
a. Assn. individual d. Vo-ed committee
b. Vo- ed. individual e. Joint committee
c. Assn. committee f. Other

1.22 What planning steps and procedures were used?

1.23 What planning responsibilities were assumed by the
association?

1.24 What'planning responsibilities were assumed by
vocational education?

1.3 HOW WAS THE ACTIVITY CONDUCTED?

1.31 Who conducted the ptudy?
a. Assn. rep. c. Jointly conducted
b. Vo-ed rep. d. Other

1.32 What tasks were conducted by perpons from your
association?
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1.1'3 What tasks were conducted by vocational educators?

1.34 What resources, other than people, were used in
conducting the activity?

a. Financial resources c. Equipment
b. Curriculum materials d. Other

1.35 Who provided the
needed?

a. The Assn.
b. Vpc-,Ed

funding and other resources

c. Jointly provided
d. Other

1.36 For what primary audience was the activity
intende'd?

a. Vo-Ed students d. Entire school/college
b. Vo-Ed teachers e. Other
c. Vo-Ed admio,istrators

1.37 What was the duration of the activity?
a. hours c. weeks e.
b. days d. months
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1.4 WHAT BENEFITS RESULTED FROM THIS ACTIVITY?

-1.41 How did your association benefit?
a. Influenced program c. Good publicity

decisions d. Other

A

b. Members Obtained
better employment

1.42 How did vocational education
a. Received advice
b. Received materials
c. Received equipment

benefit?
d. Received financial

assistance
e. Received technical

instruction
f. Other

1.43 What factors or conditions facilitated conducting
this activity?

a
1.44 What factors or conditions inhibited conducting

this activity?

2.0 Regarding your associations potential to make future
contributions to planning and conducting vocational
programs:

2.1 Do you feel the potential for making future
contributions is likely to: a. Increase

b. Decrease c. Remain about the same
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2.2 .What contributions could your association make that
would be the most beneficial to vocational
educatibn?

6 6
.4

2.3 What type bqkactivities would be most benefiscial to
your association's goals?

M.

2.4 What organizational constraints will likely
influence the type of activities your' association
can support?

a. Cost to the association
b. Benefit to the association
c. Availability of resources needed
d. Other

,

I
/

2.5 (a) What should be the role of your association to
initiate activities? 1

.orsi

.

(b) What should be the role of vocational education
to initiate activities?

i

2.6 (a) Where in the structure of your association would
the most authority and responsibility reside for

. . linkages with vocational education?
1
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(b) Where in the structure of vocational education
are the most effective linkage points for your
activities?

2.7 (a) What kinds of funding and resources for these
activities should be provided by your
association?

t

(b) What kinds of funding and resources for
these activities should be provided by
vocational education?

a
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APPENDIX D: CASE STUEIY INSTRUMENT FOR LABOR
MARKET/CHANGING TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION'

Assn. Name
Contact Person 'Date

PART II: LABOR MARKET INFORMATION

3.0 Regarding labor market information needed by vocational
education so as to be responsive to employment needs:

3.1 DOES YOUR ASSOCIATION COLLECT INFORMATION ABOUT THE
EMPLOYMENT DEMAND FOR NEW AND EMERGING JOBS IN YOUR
TRADE? a. Yes b. No (If ylo, go to 3.2)

3.11 How is this infprmation collected and assembled?
a. Formal survey c. Secondary sources
b. informal/ survey d. Other

3.12 How often is this type of information updated?

3.13 Has this information been made available to
vocational educators?

a. Yes (If yes, explain how) c. Don't know
b. No (If no, ask why)

3.14 Has this information been used by vocational
educators?

a. Yes (If yes, explain how) c. Don't know
b. No
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3.2 DOES YOUR ASSOCIATION COLLECT INFORMATION REGARDING
POTENTIAL SHORTAGES OF SKILLED LABOR FOR EXISTING
JOBS IN YOUR TRADE?

a. Yes # b. No (If no, go to 3.3)

3.21 Hovlis this information collected and assembled?
_tea. Formal survey c. Secondary sources

b. Informal survey d. Other

3.22 How often is this type of information updated?

3.23 Has this information been made available to
vocational educators?

a. Yes (If yes, explain how
b. No (If no, ask why) c. Don't know

3.24 Has this information been used by vocational
educators?

a. Yes (If yes, explain how)
b. No

1Z8

1 3

c, Don't know



3.3 DOES YOUR ASSOCIATION COLLECT INFORMATION ABOUT THE
EFFECTS OF CHANGING TECHNOLOGY ON THE TYPE OF JOB SKILLS
NEEDED IN YOUR TRADE?

a. Yes b. No (If no, go to

3.31 How is this information collected and analyzed?
a. Formal survey c. Secondary sources
b. Informal survey d. Other

3.32 How often is this type of information updated?

3.33 Has this information been made available to
vocational educators?

a. Yes (If yes, explain how)
b. No (If no, ask why) c. Don't know

3.34 Pas this information been used by vocational
educators?

a. Yes (If yes, explain how) c. Don't know
b. No
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4.0 Regarding the future potential of your association to
provide useful labor market' information to vocational
education:

A10
4.1 What is the likelihood that your association will.

be able to supply labor market information in the
future?

4.2 What special arrangements, if any, could be made to
assure the future availability of this type of
information?

. 4.3 Are there any reasons why your association would
not be able to share this information with
vocational educators?
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APPENDIX E: INTERVIEW
GUIDE AND DIRECTIONS

NATIONAL TRADE ASSOCIATION STUDY

1

INTERVIEW GUIDE
AND

DIRECTIONS

$

1

...

THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
1960 KENNY ROAD COLUMBUS, OHIO 43210
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What Kind of Information is Desired?

The general subject of inquiry is the contribution of your
association to vocational and technical education in the public
high schools and postsecondary technical institutes and colleges
of the country. There are two aspects of interest to us:

o Contribution$ by your association to vocational program
planning and operation through a variety of means

o Availability of information from your association about the
labor market and technological change in your area of
interest which have implications for vocational and
technical education Program planning and operation.

With each aspect, we will be examining what currently exists and
what future prospects seem promising. We will alio be looking at
the conditions and circumstances which surround each activity,
including facilitators and barriers which may apply.. The graphic
which follows portrays the focus of our major points of inquiry.

---\4's-,

Vocatidnal How activities What activities
Program are identified,' are possible in
Planning planned, and the future?
and conducted? What

Operation are the benefits?

PRESENT FUTURE

Labor Market
Information

What information
is available
regarding:
- new jobs
- shortages for

current jobs
- effect of changing

technology on
skills needed

What Sources of Information are Desired?

What information
may be available
in the fnture?

We anticipate that most information will come from one or more
interviews with knowledgeable and authoritative persons from your
association. These persons are to be selected by your
association. Another important source of information could be any
documents and materials which have been developed by the
association for use with vocational and technical education
institutions and professionals.
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How Will the Interview'Process Occur?

We see the Process as both informal and relaxed. If two or more
persons are assigned to respond to various questions, the order of
interviewing can be at their convenience. Questions do not need
to be answered in any particular sequence. The interviewer will
record notes from the responses. If an interviewee does not
object, the conversation will be audio-taped.

What About Confidentiklity of Information?

A case study report, which reveals the identity of your '

association and its activities with vocational and technical
education, will be included in the final project repbrt. This
report will be disseminated to interested representatives of trade ,

associations and vocational and technical education professionals
throughout the United States. A designated representative of your
association will have an opportunity to review and approve a final
draft of this information before it is 'released, but the names of
the individual interviewees will be kept confidential.

What Preparation Should be Made for the Visit and Interviews?

(1) Identify an official contact person from your association to
handle arrangements for the visit.

(2) Review the kinds pf information desired and determine who can
most appropriately, respond to the various items. To the
extent possible, these persons should have firsthand
knowledge and speak with authority for your association. The
questions may be divided among various persons if that is
appropriate.

(3) Identify interviewees and provide them with a copy of these
guidelines for the interview.

(4) Assemble any printed documents and other materials which may
give an additional perspective or support to the interview
responses.

(5) Finalize dates and locations of the visit and interviews with
the National Center representative.
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TRADE ASSOCIATION INVOLVEMENT IN VOCATIONAL
,

AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION PLANNING AND PROGRAMING

RIND OF ACTIVIIT

INITIATING AN6 Who initiated

APPROVING Why initiated

Who approved

CONSULTING

L'4 PROVIDING

PRDIART MIMICS

MAME

Who led 'planning

Planning ste a & procedures

Who conducted

Tasks by association

Tasks by Vo-Tech Ed.

Resources needed

Who rovided fundin

TITS To the association

To Vo-Tech Ed

FACILITATORS

CONSTRAINTS
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LABOR NAREET/CHANGING TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION
TO YO-ED BY TRADE Assoderloms

TYPE OF .

INFORMATION

EMPLOYMENT
DEMAND FOR
NEW AND
EMERGING JOBS

HPOTENTIAL
1.4 SHORTAGE OF

SKILLED LABOR
IN EXISTING
JOBS

EFFECT OF
CHANGING
TECHNOLOGY ON
TYPE OF JOB
SKILLS. NEEDED

PAST/PRESENT ASSOCIATION ACTION

Association
Collects?

r"-^

How
Collected?

How often
Updated?

Available
to Vo-Ed?

Jr

Used by
Vo-Ed?

POTENTIAL FUTURE ASSOCIATION ACTION

Able to supply
in future?

Special
Arrangements
Needed?

Constraintr
for

Sharing?
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APPENDIX\ H: CENTERGRAM ARTICLE '..

The National Center for Research In Voce nal Education
The Ohio State University 196C Kenny Ro d 'Columbus, Ohio 43210

Apr1119$11 Twentpone Years of Leader '12 through Scholarship Volume XXI, No.4,

Research In Pro ss I
1

Involvement of Trade
Associations with

Vocational Education

"The constructive involvement
of the private sector in public voca-
tional education" is mandated by
the Carl D. Perking Vocational
Education Act. One way the Na-
tional Center is responding is by
studying trade associations.

Trade associations usually
focus on a kind of product or ser-
vice (such as construction, retail.
or transportation), and can poten-
tially provide valuable input Into
the vocational education process e

in a number of ways. Project direc-
tor Roy L. Butler points out that

-"they 'naturally watch for techno-
logical trends that will impact on
their members. They collect labor
market data, sometimes very exten-
Wye, on emerging occupations,
potential shortages of qualified
labor, and so on. They can do a
good deal to improve vocational
education program planning at
secondary and postsecondary . i
Weis.

"But when it comes to the link-
age between associations and
vocational educationwell, we
don't know, yet how good it is. but
In some cases it looks like it could
be a great deal beffer."

The project staff will conduct
an intensive case study of five
national trade associations and
approximately 45 trade associations
in4stales:Tne project report will
suggest ways planners and others
cin improve trade association link- $

ages with secondary and postsac- 136
ondary vocational education. 14 6
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